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The long holiday season is finally over and we are back now for some serious 
business, before the arrival of spring and the next major holiday, namely Easter. 
Serious efforts need to be exerted on the political front to get us out of our internal 
mess. As both sides can see by now, no breakthrough can take place unless we 
project a united front to the outside world. The old adage, “united we stand, divided 
we fall,” still holds true.

One year after the Israeli onslaught on Gaza, the Strip remains the tightly controlled 
prison that it is. Israel – and everyone else – must realise that the situation will flare up 
again if no improvement in the living conditions of the people there is made. The Gaza 
Strip must have a border that is continuously open for the passage of persons and 
goods. This will undoubtedly diffuse some of the pent-up tension that is rife over there.

Education and the Palestinian school system are the focus of this month’s issue 
of This Week in Palestine. While Palestine fares well in its literacy rate compared 
to other Arab countries, its educational system needs updating and overhauling. To 
start with, textbooks need to be revised in order to shift the focus from learning by 
heart and memorising the material to more analytical thinking and questioning. Rote 
education is out and not in keeping with the technological age in which we are living. 
That a school has a computer lab is no sign of modernity and quality education. 
Teachers need to be re-trained in the new approaches and ways of thinking. (While 
on the subject of teachers, I have always felt that teachers are grossly underpaid. This 
is a world-wide phenomenon but especially so in Palestine. Better compensation will 
motivate the teachers and attract qualified persons to the profession.)

We are honoured to have a contribution on the subject from Her Majesty Queen 
Rania Al Abdullah of Jordan. Read the other valuable contributions and articles on 
the subject, and on other topics.

While winter is by no means over yet, the days are becoming longer, giving us more 
time to be outdoors enjoying ourselves (hopefully). Venture out more to catch a movie 
or a concert, a bite with friends, or simply to take a stroll.
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Education: the Unifier, the Healer

Divided… partitioned… severed. 
Wherever you look, Palestine is a fractured 

land. 
In fact, as you have no doubt experienced, 

it is impossible to visit Palestine and not be 
confronted by blockades and barriers. As a 
visitor, it is likely you will have had the luxury 
of being delayed only momentarily…a brief 
hiccup in your journey. 

It is a luxury the children of Palestine do 
not enjoy.

Too many little boys and girls begin their 
school day negotiating hurdles no child should 
have to: lengthy queues to be let through 
checkpoints, brusque demands for their 
identity papers, armed soldiers searching their 
school bags and schoolbooks. All they want to 
do is learn. But their day begins with divisions 
and segregation, with insecurity and fear.

Left unchecked, these feelings can take root 
and taint the young minds of a new generation. 
In a region yearning for reconciliation, we 
simply cannot risk that happening.

Access to quality education, well-equipped 
classrooms, and motivated teachers eases 
those feelings. That is why, against all 
odds, the people of Palestine – parents, 
grandparents, teachers, and children – fight 
for the right to education every single day. 
They know, more than most, the importance 
of lifelong learning, critical thinking, and 
innovation, not just for economic progress, 
but for social and political peace. 

In fact, education is the one thing that unites 
people in this splintered land. They know 
that a good education equals justice, and the 
beginning of healing between nations.

But with a burgeoning youth population, 
restrictions on building new schools, 
overcrowding ,  teachers  way la id  a t 
checkpoints, and crippling poverty, ensuring 
that all of Palestine’s children receive the 
education that is their right requires a 
herculean effort.

So, one is mobilised. 
When roads are closed and children barred 

from reaching their schools, teachers hold 
classes at checkpoints. When schools are 
falling apart, teachers open their homes 

to students to provide a space to learn. And 
when there are no teachers, retirees step in 
to fill the void.

Pride and dedication extend throughout the 
whole school community. 

Recently, I smiled at the story of one 
headmaster in Jerusalem who demands that 
students wear clean and pressed uniforms; 
shirts tucked in regardless of the fact that they 
are amid a conflict zone. For him, respect for 
appearance is respect for education.

Teachers, too, have displayed remarkable 
grit under conditions unthinkable in the West: 
some have laboured throughout the school 
year without pay because of a lack of funds. 
In thanks, some communities have donated 
money to the schools to help pay wages. One of 
the main reasons they don’t give up, according 
to a teacher in Jerusalem, is because “the 
students push us to stay and teach them more.”

What drives such determination to educate at 
all costs? Simple: education is a defining trait of 
the Palestinian national character; it is integral 
to their identity, their resilience, and their 
resistance. It is cohesion. It is the preservation 
of their culture.

By Rania Al Abdullah
Queen of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 

And yet ,  even th is  sp i r i t ,  th is 
commi tment ,  cannot  guarantee 
education for all. Currently there are 
108,000 Palestinian children out of 
school, denied an education, through 
no fault of their own. Ten years ago, this 
figure was just 4,000. 

Those numbers are rapidly going in 
the wrong direction if we hope to raise 
a generation of open-minded, tolerant 
young people; if we hope to secure a 
future of justice and stability for Palestine 
and our region; if we hope to heal.

The world needs to hear Palestine’s 
story: the pursuit for peace … the desire 
for healing … the craving for education 
… the longing to rebuild. That’s why 
your visit here is important. Even as 
a traveller, just passing through these 
blessed lands, you can help Palestine’s 
children by telling their story … in their 
words. 

Thank you.
Rania Al Abdullah
Queen of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Queen Rania Al Abdullah.

Photo by Giorgio Palmera
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A Holistic Approach to Educational Reform
From the Quality of Education to the Quality of the 
Learning Environment

By Dr. Marwan M. Awartani

Increasing access and improving the quality of education is a universal concern and 
one of the strategic objectives of most countries around the world. Although educational 
quality may mean different things in different countries or at different times, there is 
universal consensus that the quality of education covers dimensions that include 
attainment, success and transition, monitoring and evaluation systems, and school 
resources and structures. 

In this article, we propose a more holistic approach to educational reform where 
the concept “quality of education” is replaced by 
the wider concept of “quality of the learning 
environment” and where emphasis on 
cognitive development is replaced 
with an emphasis on nurturing the 
well-being of the whole child and 
the development of all aspects of 
his/her personality. 

In what follows, we present, 
in some generality, a number of 
guiding principles of the proposed 
approach. 

The	school	 is	a	second	home	 for	
our	children
School is more than just a place where 
children go to study. Rather, it is a place 
where children live for almost half of their 
waking hours during twelve formative years of 
their childhood. The entire child – body, mind, heart, 
and soul – is immersed in the school environment 
and is dynamically interacting, influencing, and being 
influenced by its various aspects. 

Hence, when we call for a child- or learner-centric education, 
we must realise that we are saying that the whole child should be the 
locus of the learning process, and not merely his/her cognitive aspect. 
Reciprocally, all aspects of the school environment matter (classroom climate 
and dynamic, the school physical environment, the curriculum, the quality of human 
relationships, peers and teachers), all play a role. 

This environment may be safe, nurturing, supportive, and stimulating or limiting and 
stifling to one or more aspects of the child’s personality. Hence, the prism that we use to 
measure the outcomes of our investment in education should be widened to include all 
aspects of the learner (physical, mental, emotional and social well-being) and all aspects 
of his/her learning environment (prevalent human relationships amongst students and 
between students and teachers; students’ psychosocial well-being; school climate, 
values and culture; teaching/learning approaches and methods; student engagement; 
school community relations; etc.). 

Listening	to	children	is	a	right	and	a	responsibility
Children are the primary beneficiaries of the largest service system in the universe. 
They consume products and services that we have designed for them because we 
genuinely believe that this is a necessary preparation for their entire life ahead. 

We live in a world, and at a time, in which consumer and citizen satisfaction with 
products and services is gaining ever-increasing attention and respect. More and more 
political regimes and parties, businesses, and civil society organisations are aware 
of the critical value of catering to customer needs and are adopting credible effective 

tools to measure satisfaction. The findings are often 
used to enhance their products and services 

and to inform their marketing strategies. 
Why is education an exception? How 
can we go about designing, delivering, 
and evaluating our services without 
taking into consideration the 
perspectives of students on the 
services they receive for twelve 
long years of their life? 

We believe that listening to 
ch i l d ren  w i th  i n te res t  and 
respect and understanding their 
perspect ives,  needs,  v iews, 

and feelings regarding what they 
learn, how they learn, why they 

learn, and from whom they learn, in 
addition to building effective channels 

of communication with them, is a natural 
right for them and a social/pedagogical 

responsibility for us. 
Developing effective, systematic approaches 

and procedures for listening to students, integrating 
their perspectives as critical input in our educational 

policy reform agenda, and engaging them as partners in 
enhancing their own learning environment should become 

an integral component of our educational development 
strategy. 

The participation of children (the young citizens) and their 
effective and meaningful engagement in the life of their school (their 

small society) is fundamental to their well-being and the development 
of their personalities. It helps children expand their awareness, boost their 

self-confidence, deepen their sense of belonging to their school and society, 
increase their love for and desire in learning, and further their ability to live in 

harmony with others. 

Learning	for	well-being 
Our health is largely a function of our mindsets and behaviour patterns, which we acquire 
through our life journey from family, peers, TV, the Internet, and our communities. These 
habits have significant bearing on our physical, mental, and emotional well-being. 

Many chronic diseases and health disorders, such as hypertension, diabetes, 
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obesity, and even many types of cancer, 
find their root causes in our lifestyles and 
our habits. These diseases are not only 
impediments to our individual quality 
of life, but they constitute a serious 
socio-economic burden. The health 
costs of obesity in the United States 
alone are nearly $150 billion a year 
and are expected to soar to $385 billion 
annually by 2018. The health and loss-
of-productivity costs of smoking in the 
United States are close to $190 billion a 
year, and the figures are rising. 

The big question is: Why does the 
health system pick up the bill for what 
is fundamentally the outcome of poor 
education and learning? Any reform of 
school-based learning should place major 
emphasis on educating children on the 
far-reaching risks of what seem to be 
benign “cool” practices (e.g., smoking, 
consumption of junk food, Internet and 
electronic-games addiction, excessive 
mobile phone use, sedentary lifestyle) 
and nurturing in them the capacity and 
desire to make informed healthy choices 
in their daily lives.

Our call for making education a primary 
health care provider is reminiscent of 
UNESCO’s declaration several decades 
back that the first pillar of education must 
be “learning to be.” 

Each	child	is	unique
Inclusion is one of the key parameters of 
any educational development strategy. 
What is usually meant by inclusion is 
catering in our strategies and policies 
to the needs and rights of an array of 
marginalised groups (socially, ethnically, 
geographically, or economically) or 
groups with special needs (such as 
people with disabilities). We contest 
that the concept of inclusion should be 
widened to include all children by catering 
to their inherent inner diversity. 

Each child has unique characteristics 
and attributes that distinguish his/her 
learning style, developmental needs, and 
forms of self-expression. The learning 
environment should cater to the needs 

of all children, enabling each of them 
to grow and realise his/her potential 
to the fullest extent possible. There is 
consensus amongst education policy 
makers that “catering to individual 
differences amongst students” should be 
a basic policy parameter. However, very 
little is done about it in the daily workings 
of the educational process characterised 
by crowded classes, massive curricular 
outputs, a rigid classroom dynamic, and 
severe time limitations. 

In the rush and pressure to deliver 
the planned outputs dictated by a rigid 

come to believe it. Whereas the truth is 
that their failure is oftentimes not due to 
their intrinsic inadequacy but is a result 
of the failure of the system to see them. 

Learning	for	a	changing	world
Accelerating advances in scientific 
and technological innovation have 
caused major transformations in the 
modes of production, trading, finance, 
medicine, communication, services, and 
government. These changes have had 
serious implications on the nature and 
quality of human resources needed in 

system, teachers who spearhead the 
delivery process and take most of the 
heat, become impatient and intolerant 
of any “distraction” or deviation from 
the tightly planned process. They often 
cannot afford the luxury of seeing a child’s 
bewilderment, fear, loss, lack of interest, 
apathy, absent-mindedness or inability 
to connect and follow the classroom 
rhythm. The inevitable result is that many 
children are left behind to fall through the 
cracks. They and their families are made 
to believe that they are no good in math 
or physics or English, and kids actually 

various economic and social sectors. 
There is serious concern as to whether 

the outputs of our education system (the 
graduates) have the personal qualities, 
behaviours, competencies, and skills 
that respond to the rapidly changing 
market needs. 

There is a growing need for graduates who 
are able to take initiative, solve problems, 
work in teams, communicate, navigate 
through complex situations, think logically 
and critically, obtain and utilise information 
as they need it, work in cross-disciplinary 
environments, work under pressure, continue 
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to learn, and remain resilient and creative. 
These qualities are not purely cognitive; 

rather they are composite hybrids that 
combine mental, social, emotional, and 
spiritual dimensions. These qualities should 
not be seen as merely market-inspired 
requirements; rather they have become 
essential enablers for our children’s 
capacity to navigate in an increasingly 
connected, complex, and challenging world. 

Any educational reform agenda should 
place sufficient emphasis on maximising 
responsiveness to the current and future 
needs of our children as human beings, as 
enlightened consumers, and as productive 
citizens of an increasingly small world.

Opportunity	for	systemic	change:	a	 leap	
is	possible
Our children live in a world that is witnessing 
a massive proliferation of information 
through digital media and communication 
technologies. They are constantly exposed 
to an unending stream of audio and visual 
material. 

T h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
technologies (ICTs) are no longer tools to 
enhance or support school-based learning; 
rather they have become an extremely rich 
lucrative and powerful learning environment 
which holds great promise and great peril. 
Numerous studies point to the rapidly 
increasing impact of the media and the 
Internet learning environment on children’s 
mindsets, sense of identity, value systems, 
and behaviour patterns. Although the drive 
for faster, cheaper, and more widespread 
ICTs is gaining even more momentum, little 
is known about the nature of the long-term 
impact of this addictive environment on our 
children and their physical, mental, social, or 
emotional well-being. 

Moreover, virtual social networks and 
tools (Google, MSN, Facebook, MySpace, 
YouTube, Napster, tags, blogs, digital 
cameras, mobile phones, mp3s, etc.) are 
becoming a new social operating system 
which is fundamentally changing the learning 
habits and processes of our youngsters and 
rewiring their brains to inhabit the virtual 
eco-system. 

Although research on the impact of ICTs 
on kids’ learning styles is not conclusive, it 
is widely believed that the new emerging 
digital learners are more self-directed, more 
individualised, more proactive (creating their 
own individual modes of production), more 
selective, and more attuned to parallel and 
interactive group learning, less attuned to 
rigid linear “instruction,” and better arrayed to 
capture new information inputs. While these 
learners are almost continuously partially 
networked and connected, their attention is 
frequently truncated. 

The dichotomy between the school and 
the ICT learning environment presents our 
children, their teachers, parents, and the entire 
education system with serious challenges. 
The two environments are incommensurate 
in many ways. The ICT learning environment 
is one of the fastest changing systems in 
history, whereas the education system is one 
of the slowest changing social systems in 
history. Recent attempts to bring computers 
into schools and to introduce e-curricula have 
yet to prove their cost effectiveness, impact, 
relevance, and sustainability. 

Can we truly transform school-based learning 
to keep our students interested, motivated, and 
engaged, and cater to their changing learning 
processes without reconsidering its basic 
norms and assumptions: linear subject-based 
curricula, textbooks, teachers, grades, and 
classrooms? Maybe it is time for us to have 
the courage to reconsider what seemed to be 
untouchable icons of schooling, and maybe 
recent advances in science and technology 
will make it possible for us to realise a leap 
long overdue. 

Professor Marwan Awartani, secretary-
general of the Universal Education 
Foundation and co-founder of Elham 
Palestine, was recently elected as 
the chairman of the Arab Foundations 
Forum. He is the founding president of 
the Palestinian Society for Mathematical 
Sciences, chairman of the Palestinian 
Mathematics Olympiad, co-founder of 
the Network of Palestinian Scientists and 
Technologists Abroad, and co-founder of 
Alpha International for Research, Polling 
and Informatics.
Article photos by Steve Sabella.
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Education in Palestine
Challenges and Ways Forward

By Marwan Tarazi

Under occupation, with a lack of natural resources, 
the West Bank and Gaza’s only asset is human 
capital, yet the Palestinian educational system has 
extremely alarming limitations. In this technological 
era, when global competition is driven by intellectual 
capital, Palestinians are seriously behind. Decision 
and policy makers and supporters seem to be 
oblivious to the fact that a human time-bomb is in the 
making and that the single-most critical investment 
in the Palestinian future is education. After all, a 
third of the Palestinian population today is in the 
educational system! Without adequate education, 
Palestinians will not be able to create leaders, build 
institutions, develop the economy, fight poverty and 
social problems, or effectively resist the occupation 
– a state of affairs we are all very familiar with. 
Unfortunately, investment in education remains 
dismal and continues to follow ineffective classical 
and conservative approaches. 

The numbers speak for themselves. Today close 
to 50 percent of all high school students fail their 
final high school matriculation exams and also fall 
amongst the lowest performers on international 
benchmark exams (e.g., TIMMS). Thirty percent of 
the pupils in the upper-elementary East Jerusalem 
schools are illiterate (Jerusalem Center for Social and 
Economic Rights). Not only are we failing to provide 
adequate education in the essentials, almost none 
of our schools equip our youth with the skills and 
aptitudes needed to meet the challenge of the 21st-
century marketplace. The 21st century poses a new 
set of challenges that require important additional 
skills which are practically non-existent in our 
educational systems. These include problem solving, 
critical thinking, collaboration, technology know-how, 
entrepreneurship, communications, and continuous 
learning. These skills are crucial if our youth are to 
succeed, build a productive economy, and compete 
and contribute globally.

Another extremely important component missing 
from our schools is development of coping skills 
to protect the mental well-being of our children. In 
Palestine, an unusually high percentage of youth 
demonstrate symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder as a result of intense exposure to conflict, 
which results in concentration difficulties, aggression, 
and/or withdrawal. It is essential that our schools 

equip children to develop the mental coping mechanisms necessary to 
allow them to become emotionally healthy and mature adults who are 
able to deal with an ever-changing environment, build positive relations 
with others, and create a healthy society.

This academic underachievement is perpetuated throughout students’ 
lifetimes, constraining national competence in all sectors and resulting 
in a poorly performing workforce and university student body from 
which future professors, teachers, trainers, and curriculum developers 
are to emerge.

As a result, Palestine is producing a predominantly unskilled workforce, 
flailing within a highly competitive knowledge-driven economy, in a 
country or even region which has limited capacity to absorb unskilled 
labour. As a result, our workforce is characterised by extremely high 
unemployment especially amongst youth – our greatest national asset 
and our future. In some cases the problem is so severe that the issue 
is not so much that of an “unemployed workforce” but of a largely 
unemployable workforce. 

Given the available resources (or lack of) and the enormous 
challenges, classical educational models cannot achieve the necessary 
reform. Only through innovative/outside-the-box	solutions will it be 
possible to implement educational reform on the scale required, in a 
cost-effective manner. The challenge is to build 21st-century educational 
“STEAM” models – Scalable, Timely, Effective, Affordable, and 
Manageable – which will seed capacities in learning innovation at the 
leadership, technical, and institutional levels in order to mainstream 
them into the educational system. 

There are a few models being developed today in Palestine that meet 
the above criteria. For example, the Center for Continuing Education 
at Birzeit University, through the Unit for Learning Innovation and in 
partnership with other Palestinian universities (Al Quds, Bethlehem, and 
An Najah) and UNRWA teacher education colleges, is developing models 
in the development of learning innovation at Palestinian universities, 
models in student-centric curriculum for schools, and models in 21st-
century teacher education and e-tutoring, among others. It is essential 
that significantly more of such models be developed within a visionary 
outlook of partnerships, collaboration, and open and shared knowledge if 
we realistically expect to see tangible changes in the quality of education.

Innovation in education is not a luxury. It is the only hope for creating 
productive and responsible citizens who are able to contribute to 
society and play an active role in the global economy. Innovation alone, 
however, is not sufficient. There is a dire need for decision makers and 
resources mobilisers to advance educational reform to the top of the 
development agenda.

Marwan Tarazi is the director for the Center for Continuing 
Education at Birzeit University.Ph
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An Overview of the Educational System in 
Palestine
Achievements and Challenges By Basri Saleh

Since the Palestinian Authority 
took over responsibility for education 
in 1994, the educational system in 
Palestine has steadily improved, 
especially in the sphere of providing 
educational opportunities for both 
males and females. Palestine has 
one of the highest percentages in the 
Arab world and developing countries 
in terms of enrolment in education 
institutions. In spite of the harsh political 
and economic circumstances that 
the Palestinian people are living in 
as a result of the Israeli occupation, 
particularly in the Gaza Strip and East 
Jerusalem, as well as the apartheid Wall 

that has segregated the Palestinian 
territories and increased difficulty of 
access to educational institutions, the 
Palestinians have managed to combat 
illiteracy and make education available 
to all. 

Palestine has a low illiteracy rate 
compared to other countries in the 
Arab world. According to the Palestinian 
Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS), 
illiteracy was 6 percent in 2009, and 
the rate of enrolment in basic education 
(grades one to ten) rose from 81 percent 
in 1994/5 to 98.2 percent in 2008/9. The 
average student transference from the 

basic stage to the secondary stage rose 
from 65 percent to 91 percent during 
2008/9. The enrolment of young people 
between the ages of 18 and 24 in 

academic or vocational education. At 
the end of the two years, students take 
the secondary school examination 
called tawjihi. 

There are various types of educational 
institutions in Palestine. Government 
schools comprise 70 percent of a 
total of 2,488 schools in 2009/2010. 
UNRWA supervises 20 percent of these 
schools, and the public and private 
sector supervise 10 percent of the total 
school population. Seventy-five percent 
of the students of the total number of 
1.18 million male and female students 
attend government schools, whereas 
25 percent go to UNRWA and private 
schools.

Even though Palestine has made 
education accessible to all, it still 
needs to upgrade the quality of both 
basic and secondary education. Unlike 
Western countries, but similar to other 
Arab countries, Palestinian students 
have exhibited weak performance 
in the sciences and mathematics 
at the international level. Thus the 
second five-year comprehensive 
plan, developed by the Ministry of 
Higher Education, focuses primarily on 
improving the quality of education in 
Palestine. The plan includes education 
in non-governmental institutions and 
seeks to establish a stronger link 
between education and social and 
economic needs and requirements of 
Palestinian society, especially between 
higher and vocational education and the 
labour market. 

In an attempt to link the five-year 
plan to development needs on the 
national level and in order to ensure 
its alignment with international efforts 
exerted in the field of education, the 
Ministry of Higher Education has taken 
into account relevant policies and 
documents that have been developed 
nationally and internationally, including 
(a) The Palestinian Reform and 
Development Plan 2008–2012; (b) 
The Education for All Plan and its Terms 
of Reference; and (c) The Millennium 
Development Goals. Several priority 

university education was at 33 percent. 
In addition, Palestine has achieved 
equality between males and females in 
terms of access to basic and secondary 
school education; females made up 
57 percent of university enrolment in 
2008/9. Also in the same year 17.5 
percent of the national income was 
dedicated to education. 

The organisational structure of 
education in Palestine consists of a 
ten-year period of free compulsory 
basic education that begins at the age 
of five years and eight months, followed 
by a two-year programme of secondary 

Photo by George Azar.
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action plans have been developed in the 
various education branch sectors for the 
purpose of achieving the goals of the 
five-year plan. The implementation of 
the procedural action plans will achieve 
the following anticipated objectives: To 
continue with the construction of new 
educational institutions for all stages 
and increase the current capacity 
of existing institutions, including 
institutions for people with special 
needs; To construct additional co-ed 
vocational training institutions based 
on the priorities of each geographical 
location; To strengthen the role of 
the private sector in investment in 
education through offering scholarships, 
especially for university students; To 
develop and enhance teacher training 
and rehabilitation programmes in 
cooperation with higher education 
institutions and within the framework 
of the implementation of the national 
strategic implementation process for the 
rehabilitation of teachers; To develop 
and improve educational curricula 
and textbooks for all academic and 
vocational education stages based 
on the results of the evaluation of 
the curricula; To intensify work on the 
improvement of educational facilities 
such as school buildings, furniture, 
educational aid, laboratories, and 
libraries; To support and develop early 
childhood education.

Furthermore, the Ministry of Education 
shall employ new techniques in active 
learning through the use of IT and 
communication systems. In the field 
of higher education, the Ministry will 
continue its efforts to ensure the provision 
of quality programmes and encourage 
scientific research relating to national 
priorities and needs. Finally, a national 
policy for science and technology shall 
be designed, and a comprehensive and 
updated database for qualified human 
resources shall be built.

Currently, the organisational structure 
of the Ministry of Higher Education is 
being revised and developed in order to 
cope with the anticipated developments 
and eliminate overlap between tasks, 
regulations, and job description. The 
Ministry will enhance decentralisation of 
management and give more mandates 
to directorates. Also in the field of 
higher education, the Ministry will 
continue to empower higher education 
institutions in self-financing, to develop 
an administrative financial system to 
support the student fund, to create a 
unified scale for employees in higher 
education institutions, and to develop 
human resources accordingly. In this 
respect, there will be a need to reinforce 
cooperation between the Ministry of 
Higher Education and higher education 
institutions on the one hand, and 
among higher education institutions on 
the other. The Ministry will coordinate 
with its partners as well on updating 
and implementing the education and 
vocational training strategy.

During the past few years, and in order 
to cope with the enormous challenges 
that face education in Palestine, the 
Ministry of Education provided the 
optimum educational infrastructure 
in light of the increasing number of 
students throughout Palestine. A 
proper educational infrastructure will 
also contribute to the improvement 
of the quality of education and make 
available appropriate facilities and 
equipment necessary for the effective 
implementation of the curriculum.

In addition, the Ministry of Education 
developed, created, and implemented 
new curricula. In line with national and 
international broad lines of authorship, 
Palestinian academics and educators 
initiated new curricula in 1999 for 
schools which were completed in 
2006. Moreover, training workshops 
were organised for all teachers on 

techniques for the better utilisation and 
implementation of the new curricula. 
Believing that the development of 
the educational process is ongoing, 
the Ministry began a comprehensive 
revision of textbooks last year, in 
cooperation with specialists in the 
field and experts in education. The 
revision included content and teaching 
methodology. The Ministry has also 
launched an evaluation of the civil 
education curriculum for grades one 
to nine in cooperation with Nizam 
Institution and with the assistance of 
educational experts and specialists. 

Since launching the new Palestinian 
curricula, the Ministry has been careful 
to include technology as a subject 
for students in grades five to twelve. 
It also developed and implemented 
programmes relating to the effective 
employment of IT in education, thus 
incurring a positive change in the 
educational process in Palestine, 
enriching the curricula, and developing 
stronger ties between students and 
teachers. The Ministry is seeking to 
use IT as a tool for education and carry 
out projects in target schools including 
capacity building and computerising 
textbooks and educational contents. 

The Ministry of Education realised 
that the development of the quality 
of education depends largely on 
human resources. It has therefore 
invested in training teachers who 
are able to achieve educational 
objectives set by the Ministry, interact 
with students, and instil in them the 
required knowledge, skills, capabilities, 
and values. The Ministry has also 
built bridges of trust with schools and 
supervises the educational process, 
always emphasising and encouraging 
stronger interaction between school 
headmasters and headmistresses, 
teachers, students, and the local 
community. The Ministry has organised 

training programmes for both teachers 
and school principals as a means to 
develop their capabilities and skills in 
order to address and face challenges 
as well as to upgrade the level of 
students and correct weaknesses in 
school performance. 

Parallel to developing the level and 
quality of education, the Ministry of 
Education also works to develop the 
quality of teaching by addressing two 
important issues related to the quality of 
teachers: first by developing a strategy 
to prepare and rehabilitate teachers 
in terms of cultivating the quality of 
education, and secondly by developing 
teaching as a profession.

In an effort to assess the outputs of 
the educational system in Palestine, 
the five-year plan (2008–2012) focuses 
on indicators of achievement within 
the national context, considering 
such indicators as part of the system 
of performance assessment for the 
plan. According to the assessment, 
Palestinian students showed weakness 
in mathematics and sciences which 
urged the Ministry to adopt an 
emergency plan that includes the 
implementation of a number of unified 
periodic tests for all students.

Finally, the Ministry gives attention 
to the students’ psychological health. 
Students who exhibit healthy attitudes 
tend to have stronger motivation and 
achieve better academic results. 
The positive school atmosphere and 
environment also helps reinforce 
the positive attitude of students. In 
addition, the quality of education 
cannot be ensured without caring for 
the psychological health of students. 
As a result, the Ministry of Education 
provides extracurricular activities and 
seeks to create a positive environment 
in schools that responds to the 
psychological, social, and intellectual 
needs of students.

Photo by Sharif Sarhan.
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Radical Academics 
National Education and the Rise of Palestine Studies 

By Dr. Abdul-Rahim Al-Shaikh and Dr. Rana Barakat

It is clear that Palestine has a new 
generation of students who collectively 
struggle with the word “Palestine.” Something 
significant has obviously happened to 
local education in the last generation. 
How has the education in Palestine and 
the education of Palestine become a 
commodity? This article is an attempt to try 
to explore the changes that brought about the 
fundamental transformations that produced 
our contemporary circumstances. 

The	 first	 Palestinian	 curriculum	 for	
general	education
It goes without saying that any educational 
reform is manifested in new textbooks. It 
usually comes as a result of socio-political 
change. In the Palestinian case, the signing 
of the Oslo Accords and the establishment 
of the Palestinian Authority were the events 
from which the dramatic shift in educational 
politics started.

As early as 1991, several workshops were 
held in Jerusalem and at the UNESCO 
headquarters in Paris to address Palestinian 
basic education. This was followed by a 
workshop on secondary education held in 
Jerusalem in 1993 with the participation of 
UNESCO and the Palestinian Council for 
Higher Education.

This process laid the ground for an 
Agreement of Cooperation between 
UNESCO and the newly established 
Palestinian Ministry of Education. The 
agreement led to the establishment of the 
Palestinian Curriculum Development Centre 
(PCDC) in 1995. The centre, which was 
subsequently incorporated as an organ of 
the ministry, published its first study entitled: 
“A Comprehensive Plan for the Development 
of the First Palestinian Curriculum for 
General Education.” It contained a general 
report which surveyed the situation and 
proposed foundations for a new curriculum. 
The ministry prepared a broader document 
covering all aspects of educational reform 

under the title, “The Five-Year Education 
Development Plan 2000–2005.” 

The plan aimed to replace the Jordanian 
and Egyptian curricula used in the occupied 
territories of the West Bank and East 
Jerusalem and Gaza Strip by new and 
unified curricula that were said to reflect the 
aspirations and hopes of the Palestinian 
people. The plan was submitted by the 
Ministry of Education to the Education 
Subcommittee at the Palestinian Legislative 
Council and the Cabinet and consequently 
ratified in 1998.

The plan set forth five general objectives 
that were to become the official priorities 
of Palestinian education. These priorities 
included providing education for all; improving 
the quality of education (in particular, 
gradually introducing the new curriculum 
in a more optimal classroom environment); 
developing areas of formal and non-formal 
education; developing management capacity 
for planning, administration, and finance; 
and developing human resources for the 
education system. 

As for the explicitly described justification 
of the curriculum reform, the plan articulated 
seven major aims, including: creating national 
unity; adapting the curriculum to present 
realities; reinforcing values in Palestinian 
society; coping with demographic growth; 
supporting economic development; providing 
the most beneficial educational environment 
(including issues of infrastructure); and 
promoting comprehensive development by 
paying appropriate attention to the sciences 
and technology. 

This document, as well, identifies four 
foundations for the curriculum with a detailed 
description of each of the following areas: 
intellectual and national, social, cognitive, 
and psychological. Within each description, 
the traditional liberal values of European 
nation-state modernity are combined with a 
rhetorical nod to “Islamic values” along with 
universalist notions of humanism. The word 

“Palestine” is sometimes used in a general 
geographic-historical sense and sometimes 
used to refer to the (emerging) state. This 
precarious sense of the idea of Palestine is 
indicative of the rhetoric of the text. 

Since its inception, the PCDC declared that 
it “committed itself to involve a broad base of 
local academicians, educators and teachers 
in a democratic process to develop national 
curricula capable of bringing about a genuine 
transformation in the different developmental 
aspects of the Palestinian people.” However, 
an insider view reveals that this declaration 
was a mere castle in the air, for the action 
plan was often violated by “unwritten orders,” 
which came from high-ranking officials in 
the PCDC and the Ministry of Education, to 
render, and often alter, certain contexts to 
suit Israeli and American demands. 

Implementation	of	the	plan:	reading	the	
colonial
Colonial power and pressure was clear from 
the start. In addition to vast media attention 
that covered Palestinian textbooks, the 
Israel/Palestine Centre for Research and 
Information (IPCRI) went even further and 
provided an analysis and evaluation of 
the new Palestinian curriculum through a 
programme called “Reviewing Palestinian 
Textbooks and Tolerance Education 
Program.” The review was submitted to 
the Public Affairs Office at the American 
Consulate General in Jerusalem in 2006, 
the party that funded the research. The entire 
review is an example of the post-Oslo culture 
from the perspective of funding normalisation 
projects. This intervention is a clear example 
of the re-framing of the colonial agenda 
in Palestine. Though produced under the 
unrealised mirage and false promise of 
an independent state, the new Palestinian 
curriculum was clearly confined to a Zionist 
paradigm that placed obvious limits on the 
process. 

A close reading of the IPCRI report 
exposes this framework. It attempts to 
superimpose the Israeli Zionist narrative on 
the question of Palestine and to fully negate 
the well-established Palestinian narrative 
in a myriad of ways. It conflates the history 

of Jewish communities in Palestine and 
Mesopotamia, and that of Zionism. The 
Zionist movement, according to this report, 
should not be presented as an offshoot of 
the White Anglo-Saxon Protestant (WASP) 
hegemony that realised the Zionist myth by 
invading the land, replacing its aboriginals 
with immigrant settlers, and constructing a 
fabricated history and culture to forcefully 
replace that of the natives. This resulted 
in a call to use Judaism and Zionism, that 
is, Jews and Zionists, interchangeably. 
The report also compared Palestinian and 
Israeli textbooks within the racist matrix of 
colonial superiority. Palestinian textbooks 
were described in a negative manner 
though produced under the harshest 
demands of the Oslo Accords and its 
political culture, whereas Israeli textbooks 
were presented as tolerant, modern, and 
democratic texts in spite of the terrifying 
facts shown by books and works that 
proved the opposite. 

Photo by Ayman Nobani.
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By expanding the definition of “alterity” 
to encompass the Zionist coloniser as the 
“Palestinian other,” the report ignores the 
power relations imposed by the Israeli 
colonisation of Palestine for more than 
six decades. Attempting to present the 
roots of the war between Zionism and the 
Palestinians as cultural and psychological, 
this is part of a clear and systematic 
endeavour to cover up and therefore justify 
the racist nature of the state of Israel and the 
Zionist movement. Perhaps most indicative 
of the new colonial system, the report is an 
example of how the structures determined by 
the “peace process” encouraged Palestinian 
academics to be a part of joint normalisation 
projects with Israeli “peers” under American 
sponsorship. This new culture was to 
become the vehicle by which a racist 
American and Zionist agenda could be 
realised within a constructed and clearly still 
very much colonised Palestinian intellectual 
sphere. The politics of colonialism may have 
changed its face, but the power structures 
remained intact. In fact, this new period 
was to become far more dangerous than 
previous historical phases because of the 
participation of local native agents under the 
false and surreal articulation of a “Palestinian 
national agenda” imagined and approved by 
colonial forces.

Re-covering	 Palestine:	 confines	 of	 a	
colonial	condition
The controversy about the new Palestinian 
textbooks put some Palestinian educators, 
and the PCDC itself, on the defensive. At 
this point, a group of so-called educational 
experts was hired by the PCDC to “brighten” 
its image and to further the claim that the 
new textbooks are fully saturated with the 
values of tolerance, respectful attitude 
towards “others,” great commitment to 
human rights, and peace education. This 
tendency was present throughout the topics 
covered in Palestinian textbooks, but it was 
most obvious in the textbooks concerning 
national education and civics. 

In addition to some lessons scattered 
sporadically in textbooks of history, 
geography, religion, and language, the 
textbooks of national education and civics 

were totally devoted to issues of Palestinian 
identity and citizenship. A close reading 
of the content of those subjects from 
grades one to twelve reveals several 
major problems. Designing the Palestinian 
curriculum according to the guidelines of 
the Oslo Accords, or at best according to the 
Declaration of Independence of the State of 
Palestine of 1988 as stated in the foundations 
of the First Palestinian Curriculum for 
General Education, placed clear political 
boundaries on the very articulation of 
Palestine as a place and an idea. “Palestine” 

These problems altered the very definition 
of both “Palestinian identity” and “Palestinian 
citizenship” in the absence not only of 
any kind of sovereignty by the Palestinian 
Authority on the land, but also in the absence 
of the land itself, the homeland – Palestine. 

According to this analysis, the process 
of producing and implementing a new 
educational framework for Palestine reveals 
a new kind of colonialism in Palestine. The 
implicit denial of the historic colonial injustice 
as a part of this process places the mere idea 
of Palestine within a false paradigm that in no 

Fighting	 the	system:	radical	 thinking	 in	
the	university	sphere
Though the system created within this 
process of defining a new Palestinian 
curriculum for primary and secondary 
school became the educational basis for 
a new generation of Palestinian students, 
opposition to this power structure clearly 
exists. In response to the abyss created 
by post-Oslo culture, radical Palestinian 
critics negotiate the minefield of institutional 
education and concern themselves with the 
concept of a “unified national citizenship,” 
and a new affirmation of the “Question of 
Palestine.” Aware of the nature of the colonial 
condition of Palestine, these educators work 
to present an inclusive definition of national 
identity that combines Palestinian refugees 
and Palestinians who live within Palestine 
occupied in 1948. One example of these 
attempts to expose and resist the new 
political environment can be found within 
local universities. 

Palestine – and the unique state of political, 
cultural, and intellectual affairs described 
above as part of post-Oslo culture – is the 
site of a new space of intellectual production 
where ideas of colonialism, power, force, 
nation, identity, resistance, and revolution are 
challenged within the same institutions that 
are ironically affected by this new colonial 
framework. In Palestine, as elsewhere, 
the university as a site for knowledge 
production is exposed to two major streams 
of influences: the impact of the dominant 
modes of knowledge production in culture; 
and conformity to official stands and policies 
of the establishment as a key medium in 
the commodification and management of 
knowledge. In light of these pressures, the 
university is also a unique space for radical 
educators to incorporate and/or challenge 
these institutional and political pressures. 

 Birzeit University, for example, has 
become, in part, a space for a certain kind of 
intellectual engagement that is critical of the 
political and cultural environment. Given the 
nature of a university sustaining itself under 
occupation along with colonial and imperial 
hegemony, the space it encompasses is 
obviously as vulnerable to pressures as 
all other institutions. Nonetheless, radical 

was, therefore, confined to the limitations 
of this political environment. Moreover, the 
entire process of textbook production was 
totally dependent on external funding, hence 
it remained under both the sponsorship and 
the censorship of European and international 
donors. Textbooks were meant to be used in 
the areas controlled, or at least declared to 
be controlled by the Palestinian Authority, 
thus excluding two-thirds of Palestinian 
students, the refugees in the diaspora, 
and those inside Palestine occupied in 
1948. Although there are exceptions to this 
phenomenon, the general goal of obstructing 
national unity is obvious. This clearly 
reinforced historical fractures in Palestinian 
national identity that, consequently, worked 
to further divide Palestinians. 

way reflects or validates the struggle against 
this injustice. Furthermore, this historical 
phase witnessed the emergence of a 
globalised, albeit fully colonised, new middle 
class that works as a mediator between the 
occupation and its victims under the mottos 
of new liberalism and universal values that 
are used to replace the national ones. This 
new Palestinian education, being one of 
the manifestations of the post-Oslo culture, 
advocated an altered Palestinian identity in 
which the politics of amnesia –informally 
fostered by the Palestinian Authority – 
dominate the politics of collective national 
memory, and hence produce nationalism 
without a nation, a citizenship without a city, 
and a symbolic sovereignty in the absence 
of the homeland of Palestine. 

Palestinian Visual Cultural Studies poster, designed by Yazid Anani.
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thinkers within these institutions can assess 
local intellectual production, as well as 
attempt a self-critical and historical analysis 
of this production. In an effort to challenge 
the post-Oslo idea of Palestine, part of this 
process is a return to Palestine Studies. 

 The Department of Philosophy and 
Cultural Studies at Birzeit University is 
currently offering two courses: Palestine: 
Past and Present; and Palestinian Visual 
Cultural Studies. The description of the 
former is as follows: “The course is devoted 
to studying various aspects of Palestine, 
past and present, based on historical and 
cultural approaches. It covers the modern 
and contemporary history of Palestine; the 
transformation of social and economical 
structures of Palestinian society and its 
impact on the re-formation of cultural identity 
and its multifold representations. It also deals 
with Palestine’s status in the regional and 
international contexts.” 

The course description for Palestinian 
Visual Cultural Studies, states: “This course 
focuses on features of visual culture within 
the Palestinian context: the intertwining 
between production and politics and their 
cultural, political and social transformation 
in Palestine in the form of cultural practice. 
Therefore, the course covers four major 
areas: First, the conceptual axis: tracing 
the emergence of visual studies as a 
major field within the canon of cultural 
studies. The odyssey of visual studies, as a 
controversial field located on the liminal line 
between humanities and social sciences, is 
narrated through the trajectory of modernity, 
post-modernity, and post-colonial studies. 
Second, the political axis: concentrates 
on the significance of visual studies in 
interrogating modes of re-presentation of 
national communities and ethnic minorities 
within post-colonial studies yet in a different 
manner from the dominant European 
discourse by engaging and challenging 
it. Third, the aesthetical axis: explores 
diverse fields of artistic production of visual 
cultural in the Palestinian context that 
includes: painting, photography, sculpture, 
installation, posters, video art, murals, 
billboards, cartoons, architecture, mappings 
of the landscape, and other forms appearing 

in public, private, and cyber spheres. 
Fourth, the critical axis: studies a number of 
intellectual trends and theoretical schools in 
visual studies dealing with: poetics, politics, 
reception theory, taste manufacturing, public 
sphere mapping, social engineering, and 
power relations and ideas concerned with 
symbolic violence in visual studies. As a 
special topic course in cultural studies, this 
course has the merit of combining theory 
and practice and the implications of both 
on cultural transformation in the Palestinian 
case, with a special emphasis on the stature 
of Jerusalem in the Palestinian visual 
imagination.”

Though offered within the confines of an 
intellectual institution, and therefore subject 
to the pressures therein, these courses are a 
clear example of a collective effort to use the 
study of Palestine to challenge historical and 
cultural constructs of the idea of Palestine. 
Though clearly affected by the need to 
theoretically deconstruct the effects of post-
Oslo culture in Palestine, these courses are 
also an attempt to construct a Palestine in 
a non-polemical and critical (including self-
critical) manner. Not immune from the current 
trends of the commodification of knowledge, 
these courses and their descriptions are 
not revolutionary manifestos, but they are 
a radical attempt within a fundamentally 
non-radical environment to make Palestine 
an important location for Palestine Studies. 

Abdul-Rahim Al-Shaikh is a poet and 
academic. He is the head of the Department 
of Philosophy and Cultural Studies, and 
the director of the Graduate Program in 
Contemporary Arab Studies at Birzeit 
University. Professor Al-Shaikh is the 
consultant to the Palestinian House of 
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Palestinian Institute for the Study of 
Democracy.
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Studies, and a professor of history and 
contemporary Arab studies at Birzeit 
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explores a new approach to reading class 
struggle in the Arab word.
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Palestinian Science and Technology Curriculum
A Portrait from Within

By Aref Al-Husseini

Several years ago I was one of 
the critics and complainants against 
the quality of school textbooks 
just like other professionals from 
the science and technology field. 
That was an easy job to do. But 
then I decided to move from the 
spectator team to the development 
and assessment team as a volunteer 
from outside the system. The whole 
vision differed; it took me a long 
time to comprehend the new rules. 
All that seemed obvious and easy 
turned out to be a complicated 
integration of many specifications 
in the educational system that the 
curriculum development process had 
absolutely no authority over. 

We all acknowledge that in every 
national system, written textbooks 
affect individuals and families; but the 
unfortunate Palestinian textbooks are 
vulnerable to the random attacks of 
provisions. In our country it is highly 
acceptable to criticise curricula 
through textbooks only, especially the 
Palestinian science and technology 
curriculum, accusing it of failure, 
without a minimum investment in 
scientific research in order to analyse 
the reality in an objective manner. 

Most cr i t ics pronounce their 
defin i t i ve  judgement  on  the 
curriculum after only skimming 
quickly through the textbooks. They 
ignore the fact that curriculum quality 
is affected by numerous elements 
such as administration policies, 
teacher potential, student motivation, 
school infrastructure, in addition 
to textbooks. The written word is 
attacked without objectivity and 
within a narrow frame at a time when 
it is essential to rectify the current 
educational disaster in Palestine. 

I have a deep belief in science-and-

technology hands-on education, and 
I am convinced that students must 
learn the basic skills of logical, critical, 
and scientific thinking rather than 
use their time to blindly memorise 
content, which has been the common 
trend in our education for ages. But 
when my colleagues and I were 
assigned to prepare new guidelines 

for the entire technology curriculum, 
I perceived a new reality. What is 
crucial in developing the textbook 
is concentrating on the practical 
elements of technology education, 
where the student is at the centre of 
the educational process instead of the 
teacher, especially given the current 
information revolution. The first step 

was to do some research in the real 
world of our schools and to review 
other countries’ curricula guidelines, 
such as those of Singapore, India, 
and Malaysia. The findings were 
shocking. 

According to official statistics for 
2009, 44 percent of Palestinian public 
schools lack computer laboratories, 
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whereas 7 percent of the remaining 
56 percent have old or broken 
PCs. More than one-third of these 
schools have a computer lab that 
is rarely connected to the Internet. 
Moreover, there is a severe shortage 
of technology labs in both public and 
private schools. This reality is related 
to the education system infrastructure 
as well as to inadequate teaching 
resources. 

Moreover, most teachers who have 
been recruited to teach technology 
are graduates of computer science 
programmes, which prepare people 
to teach approximately one-third 
of the textbook content but not 
the rest, which concentrates on 
other technological topics such as 
design systems, electronics, or even 
engineering drawing. In addition, the 
lack of technology teaching hours and 
the absence of professional training 
programmes have a clear negative 
impact on teaching performance and 
achievement. Another problem is that 
the core of curriculum development 
is divided into the humanities stream 
and the scientific stream, each with 
its own separate administration. This 
fact contributes greatly to the lack of 
a holistic vision for education.

In spite of this reality, the Palestinian 
National Curricula was developed 

to replace the Jordanian and 
Egyptian curricula that had been 
used for decades. The new curricula 
responded adequately to the national 
needs and became a source of pride 
for Palestinians; the first edition was 
delivered after six years of hard work, 
even though there were limitations, 
especially in the field of science. 

To explain the challenges in 
developing quality scientific textbooks 
in our country, we must focus on the 
current experience of evaluating 
and rewriting the twelfth grade 
(tawjihi) technology textbook. The 
development team decided to reduce 
the content and raise the quality of 
the textbook, covering the very basic 
skills of problem solving, research 
using modern technology, and the 
ethical use of new applications. The 
new approach concentrates on the 
technological skills required for daily 
life and highlights the student’s role in 
learning and practice. I was shocked 
when many teachers objected to the 
new content, even encouraging their 
students to protest the inclusion in the 
textbook of four pages of puzzles and 
problem-solving exercises because, 
in the words of the students, “These 
pages should be deleted because it 
would be too difficult to memorise 
them for the exam.”

What do we need in order to achieve 
change? 

Personally, I think it is wrong to 
consider developing textbooks only 
as a way to reform the current 
state of affairs in education since 
we could easily import the best 
books from abroad. Without the 
existence of qualified teachers, 
motivated students, and adequate 
infrastructure, nothing will change.

For this reason I strongly recommend 
that the following steps be taken in 
order to improve the overall quality 
of our educational system.

First, there must be brave decision 
makers whose objectivi ty and 
professionalism allow them to create 
a holistic vision for general education. 

Second,  in te res ted  exper ts 
and educators must be ready to 
participate constructively in designing 
school curricula and sharing their 

expertise through teacher-training 
programmes, etc. It is also important 
that education professionals do 
research and conduct monitoring and 
evaluation studies in order to ensure 
quality in the educational arena.  

Finally, it is vital to devise and 
implement a short-term strategy for 
fundraising in order to ensure that 
the basic needs of all schools be 
addressed. 

If these steps can be implemented 
by professionals who work in 
partnership for the common good 
as part of a national agenda, the 
Palestinian educational system has 
the potential to play a significant, 
positive role in ensuring a successful 
future for our country. 

Aref Al-Husseini is the founder and 
director of Al-Nayzak Organization for 
Supportive Education and Scientific 
Innovation.

Group of Alnayzak students learning about electrical home circuits by building.
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An Innovative Approach to Improving 
Education in the West Bank

In a survey conducted in May 2008, it 
was found that UNRWA school children 
in the fourth, sixth, and eighth grades had 
hardly reached a mean achievement of 50 
in two vital subjects, namely, arithmetic 
and Arabic. This blatant decrease in 
performance was a wake-up call to take 
urgent steps to deal with this critical 
situation. It illustrated that education in 
general, which was severely impacted by 
the second Intifada, was in dire need of 
a facelift in order to carve out a relatively 
stable future within a very unstable context.

The never-ending conflict, access 
restrictions, and declining socio-economic 
standards have only added to the negative 
impacts of daily life on all students in the 
West Bank, including those at UNRWA 
schools. Indeed, it is quite difficult to nurture 
and support a child’s cognitive, emotional, 
physical, and psychological well-being 
under the prevailing conditions, when 
children in any given classroom are poor 
and often hungry. 

Hence, it has become clear that there is 
a need to develop an integrated approach 
to improving the quality of education in 
UNRWA schools throughout the West 
Bank. This approach was adopted in the 
long-term Educational Recovery Plan 
that seeks to provide additional learning 
opportunities to targeted students, updating 
and developing teacher competencies, and 
using comprehensive testing methods to 
monitor and track student performance and 
allow more accurate targeting of schools 
and children in need.

A	focus	on	remedial	education 
However, improving the quality cannot 
alone increase student achievement. 
There should be greater efforts on the part 
of school counsellors to address specific 
needs, coordination with mental health 
officials, and, of course, greater efforts to 
raise awareness concerning child protection 

and human rights among parents, teachers, 
and the students themselves. Children who 
feel safe and happy in an environment 
of respect and learning will thrive. The 
codes of conduct developed by schools 
encourage this even further. 

During the first two years of UNRWA’s 
long-term Education Recovery Plan (2009–
2010) launched under the motto “Towards 
a Brighter Future,” the focus on quality 
of education has been expanding and 
improving remedial education programmes. 
In the context of “Saturdays – a Day of 
Learning and Fun,” remedial education 
teachers, UNRWA teacher trainees, and 
regular teachers who are offered overtime 
hours are ensuring additional learning 
opportunities for targeted students. The 
Blue Balloon Campaign conducted on 
Saturdays last autumn was a perfect 
opportunity for parents and children 
together to understand that learning can 
also be lots of fun. The balloon, which took 
its final flight in the isolated Bedouin location 
of Ramadeen in November 2009, showed 
that school principals are working together 
with the local community and parents’ 
councils to ensure that every child can 
reach his or her full potential. 

An	increased	leadership	role
One of the most important factors in 
improving student achievement is the 
school environment. School management 
and school environment are a pivotal 
focus of the reform. Although the West 
Bank context means that there are many 
factors that are beyond our control, schools 
must be the focus for development, and 
school managers must be empowered 
and ultimately held accountable for the 
functioning of their schools. School 
principals must therefore be leaders and 
managers and be able to identify school 
needs, plan interventions, and monitor 
implementation of programmatic initiatives. 

It is of utmost importance to utilise results-
based monitoring to better respond to 
student needs and to change the role 
of school supervisors to support school 
communities. Thanks to being granted 
additional responsibility and authority, 
school principals will be able to assume 
this leadership role and be accountable for 
success. School principals have received 
training on leadership, management, and 
planning and are currently implementing 
individually tailored school-level plans in 
these three focus areas. This includes 
planning activities for “Saturdays – A Day of 
Learning and Fun,” implementing strategies 
for re-engagement of parents and the local 
community, and taking steps to ensure 
that schools are violence-free. School 
principals are taking the lead in improving 

the relationship between schools and their 
local communities. School-level plans to 
reach out to local communities, in particular 
parents, have been developed. 

A	focus	on	partnership	building 
In the absence of a state, it is important for 
all stakeholders to join hands in improving 
the quality of education. UNRWA is 
coordinating with the Palestinian Ministry of 
Education and Higher Education (MoEHE) 
and UNESCO to enrich the curriculum 
and improve teaching competencies. The 
regular UNRWA Education Partner Forums, 
which strengthen the relationship with new 
and existing local and international partners 
with respect to education, should continue 
since they provide an opportunity for both 

By Ilona Kassissieh

Arroub Camp, circa 1990, UNRWA archive.
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strategic planning and for dialogue with 
partners from various geographical and 
thematic focus areas. Such local and 
international partnerships are bound to 
improve child well-being and fall well within 
the millennium development goal. 

In addition, a community engagement 
strategy was developed to ensure an open 
dialogue between UNRWA and parents on 
the Education Recovery Plan. Parents re-
engaged in their child’s schooling through 
parent councils, parent-teacher meetings, 
and support for after-school activities. 

The results of the reform cannot be 
tangible yet. It is not a quick-impact project 
but rather a reform exercise with a long-
term plan. Nevertheless, you reap what you 
sow; and the reform, however ambitious it 
may appear, seeks to improve the lives of 
our Palestinian youth. This is where we start 
and this is where we end: To invest in our 
youth is to invest in our future, a future set 
with a fair solution to our dilemma. It is not 
about what kind of information you process, 
but rather the way your brain is taught to 
process the data. Creative thinking is an 
area that is currently being addressed 
by this reform, and it is hoped that if we 
alternate between critical and creative 
thinking, we will create children and youth 
who are able to achieve “a brighter future” 
in an independent state. 

Basic	Facts	in	Brief
• Education for refugee children is 

UNRWA’s largest area of activity. It 
accounts for two-thirds of the Agency’s 
regular budget and three-quarters of its 
staff.

• Free basic education (elementary and 
preparatory education) is provided in 
97 schools across the West Bank. 
UNRWA provides basic education to 
approximately 56,000 refugee children 
in grades one to nine, accounting 
for 15 percent of the total number 
of students attending government, 
private, and UNRWA schools. The 
schools vary in size (some are co-
educational) and in location (urban/
rural, camp/non-camp).

• Vocational and technical training 
courses are provided in three training 
centres.

• UNRWA employs 2,150 teachers 
and 92 head teachers. An additional 
140 remedial teachers are employed 
full-time to provide comprehensive 
remedial education in Arabic and 
mathematics during and after school 
hours and on Saturdays. Three 
hundred teachers are scheduled to 
work overtime on Saturdays to provide 
support to remedial teachers and 
school counsellors.

Ilona Kassissieh is currently the Public 
Information Officer at the UNRWA West 
Bank Field Office, the office in charge of 
producing public information material on 
refugees in the West Bank. She holds an 
MA degree in languages and business 
from France and is a specialist in media 
and communications with a career 
spanning more than 20 years. Ilona can 
be reached at i.kassissieh@unrwa.org.

UNRWA provides education, health care, 
relief and social services, micro-credit 
loans and emergency aid to more than 
4.4 million Palestine refugees in Jordan, 
Lebanon, Syria, the Gaza Strip, and the 
West Bank, including East Jerusalem. 
UNRWA employs more than 28,000 staff, 
the vast majority of whom are Palestine 
refugees, including 20,000 educational 
staff and 4,000 health care workers.

Blue Balloon Activities in Shufat Girls’ School - Shufat Camp.
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Education
The Last Frontier of Sumud in Jerusalem

Jerusalem has been suffocated 
for the last decade by friend and foe 
alike. Israel is keen to dispense with 
the Palestinian population of the 
city through its policies of encircling 
Palestinian Jerusalem with colonies 
built on confiscated Palestinian land, 
creating a wall that is imprisoning 
Jerusalemites. This is in addition to 
its policies of house demolitions and 
the refusal to grant building permits to 
Palestinians. Even though the Israeli 
occupier collects 30 percent of the 
city’s taxes from Palestinians, minimal 
services are provided for Palestinians, 
especially in the education and health 
sectors, rendering the city vulnerable to 
violence, social problems, and drugs. 
The lack of a unified Palestinian vision 
for Jerusalem and the multiplicity of 
meddlers in the affairs of Jerusalem 
as a result of conflicts of interest 
on the part of various parties, in 
addition to the lack of engagement 
by the Arab and Muslim world and 
the non-engagement policies of the 
Europeans, the Americans, and the 
rest of the world, have left Jerusalem 
to survive on its own. Those who suffer 
most are the youth of Jerusalem, who 
comprise more than 75 percent of the 
city’s population. More than 85,000 
are school-age youth who are made 
to endure an overcrowded school 
system with schools that are often 
situated in buildings not designed to be 
schools, most of which offer a mediocre 
education. There is a high dropout rate 
and a lack of qualified teachers, though 
even those who are qualified are often 
underpaid.

There are four types of schools 
in Jerusalem. Thirty-eight are Waqf 
schools, which are run by the Ministry of 
Education and serve 12,500 students. 

Eight are UNRWA schools with a 
student population of 3,400. There are 
45 private schools that are run mostly 
by churches and charitable institutions 
and accommodate 20,500 students. 
Fifty-five schools are run by the Israeli 
Ministry of Education (eight by private 
business contractors) and serve a total 
student population of approximately 
39,000. This leaves at least 9,000 to 
10,000 children in the compulsory-
education age group out of the school 
system. 

During the last few years more 
than $20 million have been spent by 
government agencies and NGOs on 
sector studies in order to understand 
the problems of Jerusalem. The 
educational system was studied 
thoroughly, recommendations were 
made, and the exercise stopped there.

As a result of all the studies about 
the educational system in Jerusalem 
one can only conclude that there is 
a great need for serious investment 
in the educational system in order to 
salvage it.

One top priority is investment in the 
quality of education in Jerusalem. A 
second priority is increasing capacity in 
order to absorb the more than 10,000 
students who are unable to find a place 
in Jerusalem schools.

We have to stop bragging about the 
centrality and importance of Jerusalem 
as a nation and start building the 
institutions of Jerusalem in order to 
support the steadfastness of Jerusalem 
Palestinians. There must be a practical 
plan to upgrade the educational system 
and salvage the youth in Jerusalem. 
The plan, which is based on research 
and field work done by NGOs and 
other institutions, could include the 

following measures: investing $30 
million to renovate and maintain the 
existing 83 schools during the coming 
three years; investing $10 million 
for legal fees and taxes in order to 
obtain permits to construct additional 
buildings to be erected on pieces of 
land already owned by private schools 
that could absorb 3,000 to 3,500 new 
students during the coming five years; 
designating $20 million per year to buy 
existing buildings in order to create 60 

classes per year for the coming five 
years in order to accommodate delays 
in obtaining permits; designating a fund 
of $50 million dollars to support the 
construction of new buildings for six 
schools that are now in the process of 
acquiring permits. 

The need to enhance the quality 
of education can be addressed in 
a number of different ways. In fact, 
there are two competing philosophies: 
When needed, basic facilities should 

By Dr. Suleiman Rabadi
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be provided for a school; but since 
resources are scarce the process stops 
there. The other philosophy advocates 
for the importance of providing quality 
education at the expense of the number 
of classrooms to be constructed. The 
most reasonable solution, however, 
is to combine both philosophies and 
respond realistically to the needs with 
the resources at hand. 

When we talk about the quality of 
education, we should invest in school 
development projects, at the core 
of which is in-service training for all 
involved parties in order to ensure that 
teaching methods and the learning 
environment be as up to date as 
possible with respect to the current 
information technology revolution. A 
pedagogical centre to coordinate and 
supervise the training could be created 
and hosted by one school to serve all 
Jerusalem schools in cooperation with 
existing NGOs. An investment of $5 
million for the coming five years should 
be put in place for this centre.

Special education programmes 
should be enhanced in order to 
respond to the needs of students 

Photo by Steve Sabella.

with learning disabilities. A special 
education centre to train teachers and 
create modules for intervention should 
be created and hosted in another 
school that could serve all schools. An 
investment of $5 million is needed to 
create and run this centre during the 
coming five years.  

I n s t i t u t i o n a l i s e d  r e m e d i a l 
programmes should be designed 
in order to help students who have 
specific difficult ies that can be 
addressed within a normal academic 
environment. Many students who 
have social problems or who are living 
in unhealthy environments or have 
familial problems might fall into this 
category and need special remedial 
attention. An investment of $300 per 
student per year for more than 10,000 
students would make a significant 
difference in the capabilities of these 
students.

Ten mil l ion dol lars should be 
invested per year in order to raise 
the salaries of teachers. And a further 
$10 million should be used for student 
scholarships. After hours, schools 
could be turned into community centres 
in order to create a safe environment 
for extra-curricular activities for the 
students and the community. This 
could become an effective tool in 
reducing violence and drug abuse. 
A yearly investment of $1–2 million 
would be needed to support these 
activities.

The specific investments proposed 
in this art icle would contribute 
significantly to enhancing the potential 
of students in Jerusalem as well as 
improve the school environment, 
reduce aggressive and violent 
behaviour, encourage respect for the 
rule of law, and enhance the overall 
quality of education.  

Suleiman Rabadi is the director of the 
College des Freres as well as a university 
lecturer in history and cultural studies.
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Visions and Views of the Faisal Husseini 
Foundation

I was approached last year by my 
colleague at the university who wanted 
help on a Saturday-school project 
in Jerusalem that was run by the 
Faisal Husseini Foundation. It entailed 
working with students from some of the 
“adopted schools” of the foundation 
where students in the C range could 
come in on Saturdays for extra classes 
in most major subjects. Teachers in 
this programme were told not to use 
books but to devise lesson plans 
with creative activities for learning. It 
was to be a haven for the students 
on their Saturdays. The aim was to 
enrich their knowledge without the 
burden of books, memorisation, or 
academic pressure. This is an example 
of some of the good things that the 
Faisal Husseini Foundation is doing 
in Jerusalem.

The idea of the foundation came 
about as the Palestinian education 
sector continues to suffer as a result 
of years of occupation. Schools have 
an acute shortage of qualified teaching 
staff, poor morale amongst teachers, 
and lack of suitable teaching materials. 

Furthermore, the education system in 
Jerusalem has been evolving under 
severely constrained conditions such 
as poorly paid teachers, insufficient 
funding, shortages of facilities, and 
often ineffective allocation of the 
limited available resources. Given 
these factors, the foundation aims to 
preserve Palestinian national identity 
in East Jerusalem and maintain its 
Palestinian cultural character; to 
encourage unity and cooperation 
within East Jerusalem and help initiate 
projects that promote social welfare; 
to support community development 
initiatives in East Jerusalem and 
help alleviate social problems and 
challenges; and finally, to document 
and publicise the political ideology, 
struggle, and spirit of Faisal Husseini.

One of the main focal points is the 
comprehensive school upgrading 
(reform) programme that helps 
local area schools. This particular 
programme is for participants from 
various backgrounds who belong to 
16 different schools across the city, 
among which are Al-Nahda “A” School, 

Dar al-Awlad School, Dar al-Aytam “D” 
School, St. Tarkmanchatz Armenian 
School, Al-Fatah Shamila School, 
and Al-Fatah Secondary School. The 
programme focuses on six areas: 
1) improving facilities and providing 
furniture, libraries, and computer 
labs; 2) providing support to school 
principals to help develop a vision for 
a better overall programme; 3) offering 
intensive training in core subject 
areas such as Arabic, English, math, 
and science in order for teachers to 
practice interactive and other modern 
teaching methods; 4) working with 
parents in order to encourage them to 
be involved in their children’s schools 
and education; 5) helping students to 
improve their skills and empowering 
them to make and voice their choices 
and opinions about their education; 

and 6) providing an extracurricular 
class that is added to the school 
programme (music, sports, art, etc.) 
and supported during the project. 

The Faisal Husseini Foundation 
focuses on Palestinian youth. As with 
any society that wants to take its place 
in the world and engage in progress, 
the education of youth is a priority for 
Palestinian society, especially given 
that Palestinian youth suffer greatly 
from the negative ramifications of the 
Israeli occupation. These are mainly 
problems as a result of violence at 
home or school, economic problems 
that stem from high unemployment, 
behavioural problems related to drug 
addiction, and general problems 
related to lack of awareness. Hence, 
the importance of the youth sector 
and its integration in the development 

By Paola H. Michael

Technology and creative thinking sessions.

Renovation of a playground.
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and planning of all sectors – whether 
economic, educational, developmental, 
or health-related – is central to the 
programme of the foundation. The 
programme develops and renovates 
existing youth centres and establishes 
new centres; it develops programmes 
and activities such as the establishment 
of libraries within the youth centres; 
it raises awareness among youth 
concerning social issues, including drug 
addiction; and it sponsors sports teams, 
scout groups, and dabkeh teams.

The Faisal Husseini Foundation began 
its programme to support libraries during 
2003. The programme aims to provide 
facilities at the various youth centres in 
East Jerusalem. The foundation provides 
the supported libraries with furniture, 
books, computers, fax and photocopy 
machines, and librarian salaries. To date 
the foundation has supported seven 
libraries in four youth centres.

During my graduate studies, one of 
my professors said, “Even the smallest 
of pebbles can cause ripples far beyond 
what one can see.” This quote relates 
to what I believe this foundation can do. 
The foundation’s ripple-effect can allow 
one Palestinian child from Jerusalem to 
become a truly integrated individual with 
knowledge, integrity, and empathy to 
serve his country. The foundation hopes 
and dreams to be able to change the 
lives of these children from Jerusalem 
by giving them a chance to earn a decent 
living in their competitive environment. 
The opportunities that these students 
will be given with better schooling will 
give them the moral obligation to change 
their world, which is suffering under 
occupation. It is with this hope that they 
can then change and touch the lives of 
their families, friends, and society as a 
whole. 

For more information about the Faisal 
Husseini Foundation, visit www.fhfpal.
org.
Paola H. Michael teaches English at 
Bethlehem University.
Article photos courtesy of FHF team.

Art Class.

Science Class.

Renovated St. Dimitri School.
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The Right to Inclusive Education Eventually 
Becomes a Reality

By Lama Abu Sumayyah/Abu Baker

People with disabilities face many 
challenges in education. Many don’t 
receive any education or are denied 
an education because of the negative 
stigma of having a disability in this 
society. According to UNESCO, 98 
percent of children with physical or 
mental impairments in developing 
countries do not attend school. Many 
stay at home without any schooling, 
attend some of the few existing special 
education organisations, or are left to 
fend for themselves on the streets. 
According to UNICEF, 30 percent of 
street youths are disabled. 

Until recently, children with disabilities 
who could attend school were educated 
in separate classes or in separate 
schools. People have gotten used to 
the idea that special education means 
separate education. But when children 
of all abilities are educated together, 
positive academic and social outcomes 
occur for all the children involved.

To this end, the Palestinian Ministry 
of Education and Higher Education, 
with aid from the Swedish Organization 
for Individual Relief (SOIR), has been 
working for five years on an inclusive 
education programme for students 
with intellectual disabilities through a 
programme called Resource Centers 
and Resource Rooms. In 2009, SOIR 
started a new project with the Ministry 
to implement ten integrated classes 
within government schools in the West 
Bank. 

According to their  plan, each 
integrated classroom wi l l  have 
approximately eight to ten students who 
have suspected intellectual disabilities. 
Teachers will be provided with special 
educational materials and pedagogic 
methods that will help these students 
get the education they need and help 
them to overcome learning difficulties. 

Inclusive counsellors, integrated 
teachers, and some schoolteachers will 
be provided with training courses and 
workshops in special education, body 
awareness for children with special needs, 
the Wechsler (IQ) Scale, autism, and 
information about the project.

At the beginning of the academic year, 
there will be an assessment for each 
student in the integrated classroom. 
Afterwards, special education teachers 
will make an Individual Educational Plan 
(IEP), which is agreed upon and signed by 
the parents. Then the special education 
consultant will follow up with teachers 
and make sure that the IEPs are properly 
implemented.

The involvement of parents in this 
process is critical, and efforts will be made 
to have more cooperation and contact 
between teachers and parents. There is a 
growing awareness among parents about 
the right to education and the benefits of 
integrated classes. Parents want their 
children to be accepted by their peers, 
have friends, and lead “regular” lives. 

schools. Article 10 of the Palestinian Law 
on the Rights of People with Disabilities 
provides for the right of every student with 
disability to education that is in line with 
Article 24 of the international law on the 
rights of people with disabilities. It is the 
Ministry’s and SOIR’s hope that integrated 
classes will be a place where students with 
intellectual disabilities can be a part of the 
schooling experience and not excluded 
from the society. 

The creation and implementation of such 
a project is a result of a positive change 
in society’s attitudes toward people with 
disabilities. This kind of educational-social 
integration will give more chances for 
people with intellectual disabilities to be 
a part of the society by respecting their 

Integration settings can make this a reality 
for many children with disabilities. Children 
with and without disabilities learn with and 
from each other by mixing socially on the 
playground and in special activities. 

The idea for integrated classes within 
regular schools came from a desire to 
respect the right of these students to attend 

right to education and to live with integrity.
Nevertheless, there is still a long way to 

go, particularly since the word “inclusion” 
is not familiar to many people. This is a 
big step as integrated classes are new 
to Palestine. It is hoped that they will be 
implemented at a national level and thus 
bring positive changes in the Palestinian 
school system.

Lama Abu Sumayyah/Abu Baker is the 
media and communication officer at 
the Swedish Organization for Individual 
Relief. Her professional and academic 
background is in broadcast journalism.

Photos by Lama Abu Sumayyah/Abu 
Baker.

Students in special education classroom.

Special education class - math lesson.
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“Green-Schools” in the Palestinian Territory
A Proposal by the Italian Cooperation

 By Dr. Gianandrea Sandri

In a constantly changing world, 
and in a society under almost daily 
transformation, education is increasingly 
called upon to play a decisive role. A 
country’s educational infrastructure, 
which includes teaching, sports, and 
cultural facilit ies, must create an 
appropriate environment for education 
and the transmission of knowledge, 
while respecting cultural factors and 
social sensitivities.

Constructing modern, bioclimatic and 
environmentally friendly school units 
should be an objective of contemporary 
societies. The concept of a modern 
school determines the nature of school 
infrastructure.

Implementing bioclimatic measures 
and using environmentally friendly 
materials reflect current trends and 
should satisfy the following objectives: 
conserving energy; improving the 
school’s microclimate; producing energy 
from renewable sources, with the 
attendant environmental and economic 
benefits; improving air quality in 
classrooms; and minimising the use of 
toxic materials.

The need for energy conservation, 
environmental protection, and improved 
living conditions for the users of school 
premises has led to implementing the 
principles of bioclimatic planning in 
school buildings. The major challenge 
of this project for the Palestinian Ministry 
of Education and Higher Education 
(MoEHE) is how to create a new model 
for government schools that can cope 
with the fast development of teaching 
methods and green-technology together 
with the economic constraints of limited 
budgets for education in developing 
countries.

The Italian Cooperation Office views 
the school environment as essential to 
the development of the new generation 

of students who will be graduating. The 
challenge is to try to align this school 
project with the latest educational 
developments and local strategic plans 
and yet remain within the constraints of a 
limited budget. The project is looking for 
a design that can fulfil the requirements 
and at the same time create a school 
that is attractive to students and staff. 

The design of new schools solves the 
problem of a complicated programme 
and provides an easy-to-understand 
and functional school campus. The 
design provides facilities for modern 
and traditional teaching methods. 
It enhances self-education, group 
activities, and projects. The design also 
facilitates information and knowledge 
transfer.

According to Palestinian standards, 
the site of these schools is a relevant 
issue, and two major requirements were 
set for this project: first, an up-to-date 
school design that utilises international 
developments in teaching methods 
will be used as a model for modern 
government schools in Palestine; 
second, the project will service the 
surrounding community.

The following are design themes 
that will be implemented to fulfil these 
requirements.

The	school	as	a	small	city
The site is planned as a small learning 
city. The school city is divided into 
“neighbourhoods” (learning zones), 
downtown (administration, library, 
mu l t ipurpose  ha l l ,  d in ing  ha l l , 
gymnasium), and plazas and parks 
(school plaza, playgrounds, and sport 
fields).

Learning	zones
In order to reduce the scale of the 

project, the programme is divided into 
three learning zones (kindergarten, 
primary, and secondary). Each zone is 
housed in a separate three-story building 
with its own entrance, classrooms, 
staffrooms, shared multiuse classroom, 
green courtyard, toilets, and internal 
staircase. The small scale of learning-
zone buildings creates the human 
scale of the school and facilitates a 
natural transition from home to school, 
especially for young students who have 
only recently started school.

The	school	as	a	community	centre
The programme requires some school 

facilities to be open for the use of the 
community, enhancing the link between 
both. All shared facilities (library, dining 
hall, multipurpose hall, and gymnasium) 
are grouped. These facilities can be 
used by the community all year round. 
The sport fields and the gymnasium 
together with the kindergarten building 
are added to this part of the site allowing 
extra facilities for the community.

Schoo l 	 bu i l d ing 	 adap ted 	 to	
technology	
Given the reality of fast-developing 
technology and its effect on education 
and in format ion exchange,  the 

Photo by Steve Sabella, courtesy of Islamic Development Bank.
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programme integrates up-to-date 
technology and modern learning trends. 
All buildings on the school campus are 
linked by a network allowing ease of 
information transfer. Computers and 
Internet connections are provided 
in many locations within the school, 
including classrooms, libraries, labs, 
multipurpose halls, and cafeterias. 
Video conference facilities are provided 
in multiuse facilities and halls, allowing 
connect ion and interact ion with 
educational institutions around the 
world. Educational satellite connections 
are provided to allow gathering of 
documentary and scientific programmes 
and reused for educational purposes.

Environmental	concerns
The project is designed to provide a 
comfortable learning environment with 
minimum use of artificial lighting and air-
conditioning. A number of architectural 
features will aid in the creation of this 
environment. Good orientation is one of 
the greatest gifts for a high-performance 
building. North-oriented classrooms 
provide maximum indirect sunlight 
and catch north-prevailing cool wind, 
thus making a positive impact on the 
environment and operating expenses 
throughout the building’s lifetime. Green, 
shaded courtyards create natural air 
movement through learning zones. 
Shaded and planted “connections” 
provide cool shaded circulation. Natural 
heating and cooling are maximized. 
Natural air movement is created through 
the difference in temperature between 
sunny and shaded spaces. The school 
building has vertical-view glass and 
south-facing roof monitors that provide 
indirect daylight in every room. Energy 
efficiency will be maximised through 
generating electricity by photovoltaic 
systems, a solar heating system, and 
light energy conservation. Attention 
will also be paid to water efficiency, 
improving classroom air quality, green 
roofs, and recyclable and renewable 
materials.  

In view of the threat of further global 
warming with uncontrollable environmental 
consequences, the reduction of gas 
emissions has become an imperative. 
Energy production is the principal source 
of gas emissions. Therefore, the way 
forward is a two-pronged approach: 
energy conservation and production of 
energy from renewable sources.

For school buildings, which constitute 
the largest single class of buildings in a 
country, energy conservation depends 
crucially on the following factors: powerful 
thermal insulation of the building envelope; 
high-quality thermal insulation of piping 
used for heating and air conditioning; 
passive conservation systems such as 
shading, high vegetation, ventilation, 
light-reflecting exterior colours and light-
reduction systems in smart buildings; and 
solar heating.

Concern ing  renewab le  ene rgy 
production for Palestinian schools, 
photovoltaic systems and geothermal 
installations are the only available options. 
If comparable efforts are invested in all 
public buildings, and subsequently in 
private buildings, even in the form of 
conversions, we can hope for a cleaner 
environment and a cleaner planet.

The Italian Cooperation Office in 
Jerusalem, in line with the Education 
Development Strategic Plan 2008–12 
(EDSP) and in order to maintain its 
important role as donor to the Palestinian 
Authority in the education sector, is 
pleased to contribute in any possible way 
to the implementation of future activities in 
eco-sustainable schools in the Palestinian 
Territory. 

Dr. Gianandrea Sandri is the director 
of the Italian Cooperation Office in 
Jerusalem.

For more information, contact  Alessandro 
Mrak ic ,  programme spec ia l is t  in 
education, Consulate General of Italy 
in Jerusalem, Office of Development 
Cooperation, 2 Mujer Ed-din St., Sheikh 
Jarrah; tel.:+972-2-532-7447, fax:+972-
2-532-2904, mobile: +972- (0)54-675-
8573.
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The Right to Stop the Wall

“As with other Palestinian human rights 
defenders in Israeli jails, there was never 
a case in the courtroom. My arrest was 
purely political – an attempt to crush Stop 
the Wall and the popular committees 
against the Wall. My release has also 
been decided outside the courtroom: The 
impressive international support made 
my imprisonment too uncomfortable for 
Israel.”

This comment by Jamal Juma’, 
the coordinator of the Stop the Wall 
Campaign, just after his unconditional 
release from prison, highlights the 
key points of the growing repression 
of the anti-Wall movement. In the 
past months, we have witnessed 
an alarming growth in the arrest of 
Palestinian human rights defenders 
struggling against the Wall. In what is 
clearly part of a coordinated campaign, 
dozens have been arrested in the 
villages of Bil’in, Jayyus, and Ni’lin. 
In addition, Israel has begun to target 
important leaders and organisers, and 
over the past months Jamal Juma’, 
Mohammed Othman, and Abdallah 

Abu Rahmah have all been jailed. 
R e c e n t l y  t h e  n a t i o n a l  a n d 

international campaign mounted by 
Stop the Wall and Addameer Prisoners 
Association, supported by thousands 
of people and organisations around 
the world, has been able to celebrate 
its first victory.

Jamal Juma’, who was arrested on 
16 December and presented with 
a never-ending list of accusations, 
was released on 12 January. Jamal 
is a long-time grassroots organiser 
for Palestinian human rights and has 
participated in countless grassroots 
movements  and in ternat iona l 
conferences on Palestine. One day 
later, Mohammed Othman, who 
was arrested on 22 September, 
was also released. Never charged, 
Mohammed was given four months 
of administrative detention.* He has 
worked tirelessly with Palestinian 
youth through the Stop the Wall 
Campaign and has spoken out 
internationally for boycott, divestment, 

and sanctions (BDS) against Israel. 
He was detained upon returning from 
Norway, where he had spoken to 
groups and government officials about 
the country’s historic divestment 
from Elbit Systems, one of the main 
Israeli companies that are engaged in 
building the Wall. 

Despite the intense pressure on 
Israel to stop the arrests of Palestinian 
human rights defenders, many more 
are still in Israeli jails. A leader with 
the Bil’in Popular Committee, Abu 
Rahmah, was taken from his home 
on 10 December and remains in jail 
under spurious charges, having been 
slapped with weapons possession for 
collecting spent tear gas canisters, 
which had been shot at villagers, 
for use in an art exhibit. This is no 
concern to the Israeli authorities, 
however, as there was never any 
question of legality to begin with. 
Four more activists were arrested 
on 11 January, including Ibrahim 
Ameera, one of the key figures in the 
Ni’lin Popular committee, and Hassan 
Mousa, the uncle of Ahmad Mousa, 
the young boy from Ni’lin who was 
killed last year. Israeli soldiers shot 
him in the head at close range with 

a live bullet. Ahmad had been sitting 
under a tree with friends after the 
demonstration had ended.

None of these activists will face 
anything resembling a legitimate legal 
process; instead they face a military 
court system that does not come 
close to complying with international 
standards of fair trial and due process. 
Nor will the charges, if indeed any 
are ever pressed, be anything more 
than a sham. Instead, these human 
rights defenders are being held 
because of the growing danger that 
the grassroots movement represents 
to Israeli colonisation on the ground 
and Israeli legitimacy abroad.

Anti-Wall protests, or what Israeli 
officials consider a “dangerous 
phenomenon,” are held in other 
villages in the West Bank. In al-
Ma’sara, weekly protests are routine, 
and since the beginning of the year 
the Occupation forces have initiated 
a strategy of intimidation. Just before 
New Year’s Eve, the Israeli military 
phoned the members of the popular 
committee in al-Ma’sara, warning 
them that they would not allow any 
protests in 2010 and that those who 

By Stop the Wall Campaign

Photo by Giorgio Palmera
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* Israel continues to hold more than 7,122 Palestinian prisoners in jail. As of November 2009, Israel holds 291 Palestinians 
in “administrative detention,” a policy whereby a prisoner can be held indefinitely under no known charges. At least 100 
of these detainees have been held between six months and one year.

insist on mobilising would be arrested. 
As al-Ma’sara continues their protests, 
Occupation forces are night after night 
in the village threatening the activists. 
These tactics are another attempt to 
crush the movement. 

The anti-Wall movement is not 
only a critical part of Palestinian 
civil society but an important voice 
internationally. In the wake of Israel’s 
blitzkrieg offensive against Gaza 
last winter, international grassroots 
pressure has been building to 
politically and economically isolate 
the apartheid state. Furious with the 
failure of governments to prevent the 
massacre in Gaza or lift the siege, 

civil society across the globe threw 
its weight behind the BDS movement 
– launched in 2005 – which resulted 
in a number of victories. Among many 
others, the French company Veolia 
Environment seeks a way out of the 
multi-billion-dollar project to build a 
light-rail system in Jerusalem, due to 
pressure from Palestinian civil society, 
French solidarity organisations, and 
other international organisations. 
This pressure even made it into the 
official levels, leading the Brazilian 
parliament to call for a freeze of the 
Mercosur-Israel free trade agreement 
and the Norwegian divestment from 
Elbit. 

The arrests of  the ant i -Wal l 
activists and Palestinian human 
rights defenders is a testament to 
their success in keeping up the 
Palestinian grassroots struggle and 
bringing international spotlight on the 
apartheid Wall and Israeli Occupation. 
Justice will not come from an Israeli 
courtroom; the same energy that has 
gained the release of Jamal Juma’ and 
Mohammad Othman and achieved so 
much in terms of BDS must now be 
applied to ensuring that the other 
prisoners are freed. Pressure on 
governments and elected officials has 
already yielded positive results, and 
we must all continue pushing until 
every prisoner is released. 

Please contact your local and regional 
elected representatives to ask them to 
demand that Israel release the anti-Wall 
activists. For more information, visit www.
stopthewall.org or www.addameer.info.

For a full report on the repression of the 
anti-Wall movement, see “Resistance 
D e n i e d ,  R e p r e s s i o n  A l l o w e d , ” 
published in July 2009 by Stop the 
Wall Campaign and Addameer Prisoner 
Support and Human Rights Association. 
Downloadable at: http://www.stopthewall.
org/downloads/pdf/repress.pdf.

The action at Qalandia on 9 November 2009, the 20th anniversary 
of the fall of the Berlin Wall.

A US solidarity group in support of Palestinian political prisoners.
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Wajd Music Group
Bethlehem University Student Group Combines Music 
with Memory

By Suzan Zarour

“Wajd” is an Arabic name that means love, joy, and strength. 
During the past few years, the name Wajd, with all its intended 
meanings, was directly connected to Wajd Zarour, the 18-year-old 
saxophone player who passed away on 20 January 2008, in a car 
accident in Ramallah. 

Wajd was a very special young musician who was known for 
his peaceful smile, his voluntary spirit, and his talent in playing 
the alto saxophone. He was a member of Mattab, one of the first 
jazz groups established in Palestine, and participated in many 
performances in the city of Ramallah during 2006–2007. Wajd was 
also an active member of the Edward Said National Conservatory 
of Music (ESNCM) both in Ramallah and Bethlehem and in Al-
Kamandjati music centre in Ramallah as well.

In addition to his musical talents, Wajd was a talented cook 
who was skilled in the art of hospitality. He decided to enrol in 
Bethlehem University’s hotel management programme in the fall 
of 2007. It was during his first semester at Bethlehem University 
when he showed a great interest in activating the music arena on 
campus. In cooperation with the dean’s office of student affairs, 
he took the initiative to start re-organising the music department 
and to establish a music group that would represent the university 
at various events.

With the help of other young musicians, the first attempt to 
establish a music group was made, and the young musicians 
performed at the university’s Christmas party in 2007, as a step 
towards achieving their goal.

Unfortunately, one day before the beginning of the second 
semester, on Sunday, 20 January, Wajd’s life was taken in a tragic 
car accident that shocked all those who loved and cared about this 
wonderful person.

Al-Kamandjati Association, in cooperation with Khalil Sakakini 
Cultural Center, the Edward Said Conservatory of Music, the 
Ramallah Municipality, and the Ramallah Cultural Palace, 
implemented two memorial musical ceremonies in memory of the 
young musician. His brother Wanees and other musicians played 
musical pieces composed specially in his memory by his uncle 
Issa Boulos. Bethlehem University organised a special mass with 
the participation of all the young musicians who knew him, and 
the student council decided to name the art and culture committee 
of the university after him: Wajd Committee for Art and Culture.

The Bethlehem University young musicians who played with 
Wajd were not completely satisfied with what had been done to 
keep his memory alive. On the second anniversary of his death, 
they decided to establish a university music group and make 
Wajd’s dream comes true. Tamer Sahouri, a musician who knew 
Wajd well, took the initiative with fellow students and volunteered 

to manage the technical arrangements for the group. The group was named Wajd in 
honour of his memory. The university’s dean of students’ office provided supervision 
and financial support, through Mai Jaber, assistant to the dean. 

On 19 November 2009, the launching ceremony of Wajd Music Group took place at 
the Bethlehem University auditorium in the presence of more than 500 people, including 
students, university staff members, professors, deans of departments, lecturers, and 
family members. The group’s second performance was on 23 December at the Rock 
to Bethlehem Festival. The group is considered the official university music group and 
represents the university locally and internationally. 

The occasion demonstrated the positive effect and creative inspiration that this beloved 
musician left behind despite his young age. May His Memory Be Eternal.

Suzan Boulos Zarour is a project coordinator at Tamer Institute for Community 
Education. She worked at the Ramallah Cultural Palace in 2005 and at the Young 
Women’s Christian Association of Ramallah (YWCA) in 2007. Suzan started her 
professional career at age 35, after having given her full attention to her three young 
children, Wanees (1986), Wajd (1989), and Daliah (1993). Suzan has a high aesthetic 
sensibility and is proud that she was able to raise three artists: a violinist, a saxophonist, 
and a flutist.

Wajd Music Group at Bethlehem University. Photo by Elias Halabi.
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Gaza Graffiti 
A Photo Exhibit

The sky is blue and beautiful, the road is lined with dusty bushes and trees, people 
move about on the streets, we drive past cars and donkey carts, but nothing seems 
to help. Our first impression of Gaza is depressingly grey. 

As a result, the first explosion of colours is a most welcome change. And more await 
us as we travel farther into the densely populated area. Over every block, graffiti 
dances along the walls in every colour of the rainbow. Few rough surfaces are left to 
their otherwise grey, silent destiny. The walls of Gaza attract attention. The green, red, 
black, and yellow are screaming: Look at us! Read our messages! 

Gaza is grey, poor, overpopulated by refugees, and has become known as a powder 
keg in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. We rarely receive any other reports from this 
tormented desert strip. But many aspects of everyday life in Gaza, less familiar to the 
rest of the world, are worth discovering. The unique graffiti of the area is one example. 

Gaza graffiti started in 1987, during the first uprising – or Intifada – against the Israeli 
occupation. At the time, there was a dearth of Palestinian TV, radio broadcasting, and 
newspapers in the Gaza Strip, and the messages that spread along the walls became 

an important means of communication. All political groups in Gaza – Fatah and Hamas 
being the dominant ones – have their own graffiti artists. Scrawl is not tolerated – it 
has to look classy. As a consequence, Hamas even offers evening classes in graffiti. 

Gaza Graffiti tells us about the many roles of graffiti in Gaza. Apart from political 
slogans, the walls bear witness to the joy and sadness of Gaza, the wedding ribbons 
being tied between young people, the many victims of the conflict, and the ever-present 
hope of peace and freedom. For us on the outside, the graffiti offers an exciting and 
unexpected view of life in Gaza. 

Starting on 11 February at the Peace Center in Bethlehem, the photo exhibit Gaza 
Graffiti will tour the West Bank, Gaza, and, during the spring, several cities within Israel. 
The exhibit will stay ten days at each venue. Support for the exhibit has been provided 
by the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida). 

About the photographer:
Journalist and photographer Mia Gröndahl became fascinated by the colourful graffiti 

of Gaza early on. But initially she only took occasional pictures; it didn’t feel right to 

After the war.

Between Fatah and Hamas. Wedding graffiti. O Jerusalem.

Kassamyoun. Wedding graffiti for their brother.
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spend her time shooting graffiti in an area with such urgent problems. Eventually, 
though, Mia Gröndahl could no longer resist the call from the walls: Look at us! Read our 
messages! Gröndahl has now documented graffiti in Gaza for more than seven years. 
That’s what makes this exhibit a totally unique document: no photographer before her 
has read and captured the messages of the walls continuously for such a long period 
of time. The photos are also published in the book: GAZA GRAFFITI – Messages of 
Love and Politics (Publisher: American University in Cairo Press). 

Mia Gröndahl was born in 1951 and lives in Cairo and Österlen (southern Sweden). 
Apart from writing books, she works as a journalist, photographer, and instructor in 
photojournalism. Earlier books by Mia Gröndahl include The Dream of Jerusalem: 
Lewis Larsson and the American Colony Photographers and In Hope and Despair: 
Life in the Palestinian Refugee Camps.

Dreams.

Palestine March 09.
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Khirbet al-Karmil
By Ahmed A. Rjoob 

Khirbet al-Karmil is located 18 
kilometres south of Hebron City at 
an elevation of 807 metres above sea 
level. The modern village has been 
built on the remains of an ancient 
site. Its geographic location on the 
south crossroads and the availability 
of a perennial water resource made 
it a meeting place and a historical 
passage between Palestine and the 
southern neighbouring countries. 
During the Islamic Period, it was part 
of the Al-Hajj route, which connected 
Jerusalem with Medina and Mecca 
through Karak City in Jordan. The 
site was frequently mentioned by 
numerous travellers who visited 
Palestine, such as Eusebius of 
Caesarea and St. Jerome in the fourth 
century A.D. The latter describes 
the town of al-Karmil as a village 
with a Roman garrison located in a 
mountainous area. 

The site is rich with precious 
intangible cultural heritage assets, 
dating back to the Canaanite, Roman, 
Islamic, Crusader, and Ottoman 
eras. Its Arabic name, al-Karmil, is 
derived from the Canaanite name 
“Carmel,” which means vineyard. 
In Roman times, it was known as 
“Chermela,” meaning garden, in 
sharp contrast to the arid wilderness 
a little farther to the southeast. The 
site has not only kept its authentic 
Canaanite appellation, but it has also 
kept its agro-pastoralist subsistence 
patterns and traditions, representing 
a remarkable cultural continuity 
from the Bronze Age until modern 
times. As Dr. Khalid Nashif says, the 
names of Palestinian villages reflect 
those sites listed in ancient records, 
and their traditional agro-pastoralist 
subsistence strategies have ancient 
origins.

Khirbet al-Karmil was a rest stop for 
travellers and pilgrims to replenish 

their drinking water vessels. It consists 
of several superb monuments, hinting 
at a splendid ancient town, among 
which are a fortified fortress, three 
churches, and a water reservoir 
(35 x 22 metres), which is fed via 
underground tiny springs and winter 
rainfall. 

The Old Testament frequently 
mentions the site among a set of 
other Canaanite towns, such as Yatta, 
Ziph, and Ma’in, situated south of 
Hebron on the fringes of the desert. 
Accordingly, the wilderness of Ziph 
and al-Karmil was the place where 
David fled from the anger of Saul. It 
is also where the episode of beautiful 
Abigail took place. The narrative 
states that Abigail’s husband, Nabal, 
was very wealthy. He lived in Ma’in 
and owned thousands of livestock. 
When he refused David’s request to 
supply him with food and provisions 
during sheep-shearing season, a time 
of great festivities for wool harvesting, 
Abigail rescued her husband from 
David’s wrath. Nabal, however, died 
anyway ten days later. When David 
heard about the death, he recognised 
it as God’s punishment for Nabal’s 
sins. Subsequently he married the 
beautiful Abigail.  

During the Roman-Byzantine 
periods, al-Karmil was one of the 
main strongholds built on the fringe of 
Hebron’s wilderness to protect urban 
localities from nomad invasions. 
During the twelfth century A.D., the 
site was refortified by Crusaders 
against Saladin.

Today the site is almost desolate. 
Its magnificent remains, which are 
scattered elsewhere, include carved 
columns, sculpture medallions, mosaic 
floors, fortification walls supported by 
bevelled stones and trenches, a water 
reservoir adjacent to the historical 

route, and a typical well-preserved 
Palestinian vernacular village. It still 
preserves the exceptional traditional 
semi-nomad architecture along with 
the associated intangible values 
and traditional lifestyle prototype. It 
gently reused the ancient stones, 
foundations, caves, and cisterns 
without jeopardising its authenticity. 
Here one experiences a l iving 
Palestinian traditional village with 
its people, traditional huts, houses, 
courtyards, tabouns (baking ovens), 
chicken pens, etc., strongly attesting 
the sense of historical continuity and 
the traces of Palestinian creativity in 
adapting to the natural environment 
and producing a gorgeous cultural 
landscape. 

This village with its all cultural 
heritage and the natural components 
associated with its diverse oral 
history, folktales, customs, habits, 
and agricultural traditions is an 
outstanding, unique Palestinian 
heritage asset. It must be carefully 
conserved as a national heritage park. 

Ahmed Rjoob is the director of the 
Department of Site Development at the 
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities and 
a PhD candidate at the University of 
Ferrara-Italy.

The interior of the fortress.

A church east of the fortress.

The water reservoir north of the fortress with the feeding springs 
to the west.

Hebron projected map.

Article photos by Ahmed A. Rjoob.
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Ramzi Rihan

“Ustaz” Ramzi, as he is known to his 
students, has been in the teaching profession 
for many years. He retired recently from 
Birzeit University but continues to teach a 
course in physics. Good physics teachers 
who can make this dry subject appealing 
are not easily available, and Ramzi is one 
of those very few. Maybe his success as a 
teacher is due to the fact that he considers 
teaching to be human interaction, which is 
also why he enjoys teaching, and why his 
students enjoy his classes. It was by chance 

that he ended up in Birzeit. Maybe he was 
destined to do so after spending a year of 
his elementary education at Birzeit after 
1948, but eventually he graduated from the 
Friends Boys’ School in 1954 where he also 
taught in 1955. 

Ramzi was born in Nazareth in 1939, 
and like many other Palestinians, he was 
affected by the Nakba. In fact, he left Haifa, 
where his family was living, in 1947 due to 
the unrest already present prior to the events 
of 1948. He settled in Nablus, the hometown 
of his mother. 

After obtaining a BA in 1962 and an MA in 
1964 at the American University of Beirut, 
as well as teaching in Beirut from 1962 to 
1964, he went on to Columbia University 
in the United States to work on his PhD. 
His education was interrupted, however, as 
a result of the 1967 War. He taught at the 
Middle East Technical University in Ankara, 
Turkey, for a few years, and was on his way to 
teach at Jordan University in 1970 when the 
political situation again interrupted his plans. 
He ended up in Birzeit. He became part of 
a team which dedicated long hours, days, 
and years to developing the first Palestinian 
university on Palestinian soil. Although 
basically a physics teacher, he also held a 
variety of university administrative positions 
such as dean of student affairs, dean of the 
faculty of science, vice president for planning 

and development, and vice president for 
community. He was the first to hold these 
two positions of vice president. He served 
on the university council and the academic 
council in various capacities as early as 
the late seventies when the university 
regulations were enacted, so his input was 
very substantial. 

In 1977 he was one of the founding 
members of the Council for Higher Education 
in the Occupied Territories, and was on 
its executive committee and chair of the 
academic committee. His contribution was 
substantial as he prepared studies, reports, 
and recommendations. He also prepared 
a number of reports for the Ministry of 
Education and Higher Education on many 
significant issues. As an academician, 
however, his knowledge is not limited to 
education or physics. 

He started the campus site-plan project, 
which includes long-term planning for all 
the campus lands and buildings. Although 
he is now retired, he still follows up on this 
special project.

Ustaz Ramzi has never sought recognition 
but has always worked humbly, with integrity 
and compassion. His clear-sightedness has 
been invaluable, especially when long-term 
planning for the university is on the agenda. 

To many of his friends and to those who 
have the pleasure and honour of knowing him 

well, Ramzi Rihan is clearly a Renaissance 
man. His is a superior, creative mind. He is an 
intellectual – intelligent and knowledgeable 
in a broad spectrum of fields. He delves 
deeply into the sciences, arts, literature, 
history, and music. One is always in awe of 
what Ramzi knows and of what he comes 
out with, whether in a remark in passing or 
in a well-studied essay or research paper. He 
enriches any conversation or gathering, and 
he does it with a genuine spirit of humility.

Very few of his colleagues or even friends 
realise that he is an accomplished composer 
as well. He enrolled for a couple of months at 
a conservatory while he was studying in the 
states but felt it was a waste of time, so he 
pursued music on his own. A collection of his 
compositions for piano will soon be published 
by the Edward Said Conservatory of Music.

When writing about Ramzi Rihan, one 
cannot do him justice without referring to the 
human aspect of the man that is expressed 
so compassionately towards family, friends, 
and needy people; but mostly towards his 
mother and three aunts, whom he took care 
of until their last days, even though he had 
to commute between Nablus and Birzeit. 
But then that is Ramzi – a person who gives 
of himself, his time, his talents, and his 
resources. May he enjoy his retirement in 
good health and continue to be a source of 
inspiration to his students and friends.
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Peaceful Resistance
Building	 a	 Palestinian	 University	
under	Occupation
By	Dr.	Gabi	Baramki
Foreword	by	Jimmy	Carter
Pluto	Press,	 London	and	New	York,	
2010,	Pp.	219.

Providing quality education for the 
next generation in a rapidly changing 
world is a challenge anyplace, but 
nowhere more so than in Palestine. 
Added to the usual academic demands 
are the problems of getting books past 
Israeli military censorship, holding 
classes despite the army surrounding 
the campus, getting students and 
staff past innumerable roadblocks so 
they can attend classes, retrieving 
them from prison, and completing the 
course of study despite arbitrary and 
prolonged closures.

These are just some of the challenges 
described by Gabi Baramki in his 
book, Peaceful Resistance, in which 
he combines memoir with a history 
of Birzeit University. The combination 
comes quite naturally because 
Baramki has been involved with 
this most outstanding of Palestinian 
universities in one capacity or another 
for most of his life. In the 1930s and 
1940s, he was a student at Birzeit 
Higher School established by the 

Nasir family in their home as an 
elementary and secondary boarding 
school. After obtaining an MA from the 
American University of Beirut in 1953, 
Baramki got a job in Birzeit’s new 
Junior College programme. By then, 
Palestine had been divided with the 
formation of Israel, and the West Bank 
was under Jordanian administration. 
Birzeit College was able to flourish 
commensurate with the great efforts 
exerted by its staff, but after the 1967 
occupation, developing it into a full-
fledged, four-year university, like every 
single advance in its programme or 
facilities, had to be fought for. In one of 
Israel’s more hostile acts, University 
President Hanna Nasir was deported; 
as vice president, Baramki assumed 
responsibility for the administration of 
the University.

Despite many new restrictions, 
Birzeit University continued to 
advance. As Baramki writes, “By 
1979 we had a flourishing campus, 
a growing network of supporters and 
great plans for academic expansion. 
In short, the future looked bright. We 
had no idea of the disasters that were 
just around the corner.” 

With the 1967 occupation, Birzeit 
University’s educational mission 
became even more important. It 
was consciously seen as part of 
the national resistance to Israeli 
occupation and policies which aim 
to keep the Palestinians subjugated. 
Baramki’s narrative reveals the 
thinking and planning of the teachers 
and administrators who, along with 
a committed, enthusiastic student 
body, made Birzeit what it is – a 
high quality educational institution 
with deep community involvement 
and potentially an important role in 
state-building and social development 
should the Palestinians ever be given 
the chance to move in that direction. 

Throughout his narrative, Baramki 
speaks in terms of “we,” denoting 
his sense of being part of an effort 
bigger than any one person. Even 

from exile, Hanna Nasir was actively 
involved in decision making whenever 
possible, and the BZU administration 
was always keen to coordinate with 
the Palestine Liberation Organisation. 
Some faculty members from Israeli 
universities joined solidarity groups 
with the University but Israeli university 
presidents and administrators never 
gave any support during the closure 
of the University by the Israeli military 
authorities. In contrast, strong ties 
were built abroad, especially with 
European universities.

Reading the book makes one aware 
of why Baramki titled it Peaceful 
Resistance rather than passive 
resistance, for the faculty and 
students of BZU have been anything 
but passive. At the same time, BZU’s 
administration has always stood for 
resolving conflicts without violence 
despite many Israeli attempts to 
paint the University as a security 
threat. Yet, as Baramki asserts, “The 
real threat that Birzeit poses is not 
military, terrorist, anti-Semitic or even 
anti-Israeli. The threat that Birzeit 
poses is that it is a shining example of 
what the Palestinians can do against 
incredible odds.”

Besides hard work, educational 
acumen and administrative skill, 
running Birzeit  Universi ty has 
taken a lot of creativity. From the 

beginning of the occupation, the 
Israeli military government tried to 
gain total control over the University, 
and the administration had to tread a 
difficult tightrope – not antagonising 
the occupation unnecessarily yet not 
caving in to excessive demands and 
restrictions whereby the university 
would lose it independence.

Baramki writes in conviction that 
the pen is mightier than the sword. 
Like the memoirs of Edward Said, 
Hanan Ashrawi, Ghada Karmi, 
Serene Husseini Shadid and others, 
Baramki’s narrative makes it clear that 
the Palestinians occupy the moral high 
ground in the conflict. If only world 
politics were based on moral grounds. 

Professor Gabi Baramki, who 
obtained a PhD in Chemistry from 
McGill University in 1959, is a major 
figure in the Palestinian resistance 
movement, who has devoted his 
life to education at Birzeit, including 
19 years as acting President of 
the University. He co-founded the 
PEACE (Palestinian European 
Academic Cooperation in Education) 
Programme, and he was awarded 
the medal Palme Académique by the 
French Ministry of Education.

Based on a review by Sally Bland that 
appeared in the Jordan Times on 7 
December 2009.
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Larissa Sansour

Born in Jerusalem, Larissa Sansour 
studied fine art in Copenhagen, London, 
and New York, and earned an MA from New 
York University. Her work is interdisciplinary, 
immersed in the current political dialogue, 
and util ises video art, photography, 
experimental documentary, the book form, 
and the Internet.

Sansour borrows heavily from the 
language of film and pop culture. By 
approximating the nature, reality, and 
complexity of life in Palestine and the 
Middle East in general to visual forms 
normally associated with entertainment and 
televised pastime, her grandiose and often 

humorous schemes clash with the gravity 
expected from works that comment on the 
region. References and details ranging 
from sci-fi and spaghetti westerns to horror 
films converge with Middle East politics 
and social issues to create intricate parallel 
universes in which a new value system can 
be decoded. 

Sansour’s work has been exhibited 
worldwide in international biennials, 
galleries, museums, film festivals, and 
on the Internet and is featured in many 
art publications. Her most notable shows 
include those at the Tate Modern in London 
and the ARKEN Museum of Modern Art in 
Denmark.

In 2008, her work was featured in the Third 
Guangzhou Triennial in China, the Busan 
Biennale in South Korea, and PhotoCairo4 
in Egypt. Her most recent film, A Space 
Exodus, was nominated for the short-film 
category at the Dubai International Film 
Festival.

The list of shows for 2009 included the 11th 
International Istanbul Biennial, Art Dubai, 
and the IMA in Paris. She also launched her 
graphic book, The Novel of Nonel and Vovel, 
a joint project with artist Oreet Ashery. The 
book appeared first at the Venice Biennale 
bookshops in August and was launched at 
the Tate Modern in the United Kingdom. It 
will launch at the Brooklyn Museum, USA, 
and Nikolaj Kunsthal in Denmark in January 
2010. Sansour will have her first solo shows 
in New York and Paris in early 2010.

Sansour’s work is represented by Galerie 
La B.A.N.K. in Paris, France. She lives and 
works in London, UK.

A	Space	Exodus
Larissa Sansour’s work is immediately 
engaging yet always ambiguous. She often 
places herself at the centre of her work, 
yet the result is neither autobiographical 
nor is it political commentary. She creates 
scenarios where the Palestinian is no 
longer the victim but, instead, enjoys the 
same power as anyone else in our media-
driven, entertainment-led world. Works like 
Bethlehem Bandolero, where Sansour enters 
town like the lone gunslinger of spaghetti 
westerns, or Happy Days, which shows 
the military occupation as a series of cosy 
vignettes, turn the world upside down. The 
people who are usually the subject of news 
reports and diplomatic initiatives instead 
become the commentators. No longer the 
underdogs, they stand at the same level 
as the rest of the world’s media and power-
players. The double-irony, as Sansour is 
all too aware, is that something is lost in 
the translation to a more fluent, funny, and 
glossy medium. Her work succeeds because 
it foregrounds an unspoken absence. Smiling 
through its pain, one might say.

A Space Exodus continues this line by re-
imagining one of America’s finest moments – 
the moon landing – as a Palestinian triumph. 
Everything is the same, albeit a little more 

beautiful, from the touches of embroidery 
to the curl of her boots. Even the sadness 
that pervades the film is not necessarily 
Palestinian. Of course, the work reflects the 
fact that Palestinians are in limbo without a 
state, as their homeland shrinks like a spot 
on the horizon. Yet the sadness of A Space 
Exodus is also implicit in the contemporary 
reactions to the US space programme, 
from Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey to 
Tarkovsky’s Solaris and even David Bowie’s 
“Space Oddity.” The moon landings reflected 
a widespread anxiety that, in leaving earth, 
we risked never being able to return home 
again. Yet because this anxiety is universal, 
the pain of the real, forced exodus of the 
Palestinians is doomed to remain a private 
grief, forgotten by the rest of the world.

A Space Exodus has been shown in many 
museums and film festivals worldwide, 
including recently (January 2010) in 
Sansour’s first New York solo show. It was 
also shown in a group show in Jerusalem 
(The Other Shadow of the City), which led 
Sansour to create a new work specifically 
to accompany A Space Exodus. The Nakba 
photographs provide the missing piece, the 
moment of real pain that underpins the other 
work. Palestinians can follow their dreams 
to the edges of the universe, but the flags 
they plant and the territories they claim will 
feel like defeats if there is no response from 
Jerusalem. It is of special significance that 
these twin pieces resonate together, in the 
heart of Jerusalem where they belong.
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Website of the Month

http://www.scholarship.ps/

Review	date:	15	January	2010
Scholarship.ps is an ambitious website 
that seeks to help Palestinians locate 
scholarships, fellowships, internships, and 
jobs all around the planet. The site is available 
in English (default), and an Arabic switch is 
being developed and may be fully functional 
by the time you view it.

The structure of the site follows a blog 
(weblog) format and is apparently run by one 
person – a great effort, contrary to the notion 
“One hand cannot clap.”

The site features a two-column content area 
with a top header, including a menu bar, and a 
footer centred on a dark, textured background.

The site name functions as a logo at the 
top left and also provides a link to the main 
page from any location. There is a five-button 
menu bar with Home (entry page based on 
selected language), About (explains site 
features), Deadlines (includes approaching 
deadlines and how close they are as well as 
a link that leads to original post), Institutions 
(a few of the entities that provide scholarships 
with links to their websites), and Subscribe (a 
fill-in form to receive the newsletter). Each of 
the corresponding pages has a Comments 
section, a Trackbacks section (special links 
to reference blog posts), and a Related 
Posts that includes the number of available 
items under each. An orange triangle that is 
partially visible at the end of the bar provides 
RSS feeds.

The left side of the main content area 
displays the available opportunities in blog-
briefs format with the latest on top. A typical 

entry has a country flag or name and title, 
with the flag linking to other posts from that 
country and the title linking to the full post. An 
information bar shows the date, the identity of 
the person who posted the entry, the category, 
and whether or not comments were added. 
The first few lines of the entry follow with 
a link to the rest, and a linked list of related 
keywords concludes the entry.

The right column starts with a language 
drop-down list, a search box, and a linked 
cloud of Tags with font size showing relative 
popularity. The Categories section lists posts 
by category (scholarships, fellowships, jobs, 
internships, etc.) followed by a country-search 
form that shows the number of posts per 
country in the drop-down country list. The 
newsletter-subscription form comes next 
followed by an archives section arranged 
by month (with available number of posts). 
The last two sections are Tell A Friend and 
Highlighted Events (approaching deadlines).

The page footer displays information about 
the design theme and the blogging engine that 
powers the site. There are also links to RSS 
feeds, page-code validation (not working), 
and top of the page. Site statistics can also 
be spotted outside the content area.

Scholarship.ps is a good start that serves 
a good cause. With a little more effort and 
resources, it could become a clearinghouse 
where scholarship providers and seekers 
meet.

Abed A. Khooli, IT/KM specialist 
Mr. Khooli can be reached at 

akhooli@arabic2000.com.
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Note: Please make sure to contact the venue to check whether the programme is still running.

EAST	JERUSALEM	(02)  
Al Ma'mal Foundation for Contemporary Art, tel. 628 3457; Center for Jerusalem Studies, tel. 628 
7517; Palestinian Art Court Al Hoash, tel. 627 3501; Palestinian National Theatre (PNT), tel. 628 0957; 
Turkish Cultural Center, tel. 591 0530

Friday 26 
10:00 The history of the establishment of the 
European Consulates in Jerusalem in the 19th 
Century (meeting point Centre for Jerusalem 
Studies), Centre for Jerusalem Studies 

BETHLEHEM	and	BEIT	JALA	(02)
Bethlehem Peace Center, tel. 276 6677; 
International Centre of Bethlehem (Dar 
Annadwa), tel. 277 0047; Palestinian Association 
for Cultural Exchange (PACE), tel. 240 6711
ART	
Friday 5 
15:00 Inauguration of an art exhibition entitled 
"Colors of Ash" by the Palestinian artist 
Mohammad Harb (through March 2 daily), Dar 
Annadwa
Thursday 11 
18:00 Inauguration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "Gaza Grafitti" by Mia Grondahl, 
Bethlehem Peace Center
FILMS
Thursday 18 
17:00 Dar Al Kalima college students film 
screenings, Dar Annadwa
Friday 19 
17:00 Dar Al Kalima college students film 
screenings, Dar Annadwa 
Thursday 25 
18:00 Awlad Alam, Dar Annadwa 
Friday 26 
18:00 Awlad Alam, Dar Annadwa
PLAYS	
Wednesday 17 
Confinement, organised by Al Harah Theater, 
Bethlehem Peace Center
LITERATURE
Monday 8 
9:00-18:00 Book Exhibition, in cooperation with 
Obeid Allah Book Store (through February 13 
daily from 9:00 till 18:00), Dar Annadwa
TOURS	
Sunday 14 
9:00 Bethlehem city and vicinity, PACE 

ART	
Monday 1 
9:00-16:00 Continuation of posters exhibition by 
Ezzedine Kalak, curated by Rasha Salti, part of 
Masarat project (through February 18 daily from 
9:00 till 16:00), Al Ma'mal Foundation 
Thursday 4 
19:00 Inauguration of an art exhibition entitled "A 
Tale of Love and Revolution" by Burhan Kalkutli 
(through February 25 daily from 10:00 till 17:00 
except Sundays), Al Hoash 
Thursday 18 
18:00 Inauguration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "Gaza Grafitti" by Mia Grondahl, PNT
Tuesday 23 
9:00-16:00 Inauguration of a photography 
exhibition entitled "Gaza Grafitti" by Mia Grondahl 
(through February 26 daily from 9:00 till 16:00), 
Al Ma'mal Foundation
FILMS	
Friday 12 
14:30 Zugurt Aga (Turkish with English subtitles), 
Turkish Cultural Center
Friday 19 
14:30 Zugurt Aga (Turkish with English subtitles), 
Turkish Cultural Center 
TOURS	
The tours "Jerusalem, a Palestinian Perspective" 
are organised by the Center for Jerusalem 
Studies of Al Quds University (CJS). The dates 
of the tours are to be confirmed. For further 
information please call the Center for Jerusalem 
Studies, tel. 02- 628 7517
Saturday 6 
10:00 Byzantine and Roman Jerusalem (meeting 
point Centre for Jerusalem Studies), Centre for 
Jerusalem Studies
Saturday 13 
10:00 The Armenian Quarter (meeting point 
Centre for Jerusalem Studies), Centre For 
Jerusalem Studies 
Saturday 20 
10:00 The Old City Tour (meeting point Centre 
for Jerusalem Studies), Centre for Jerusalem 
Studies 
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 RAMALLAH	(02)
Beit Anisa cultural café, tel. 0599 754 394; Birzeit 
Ethnographic & Art Museum - Birzeit University, 
tel. 298 2976; Franco-German Cultural Center, 
tel. 298 1922; Palestinian Association for Cultural 
Exchange (PACE), tel. 240 6711; Gallery Zainab, 
tel. 295 6356; The Spanish Cultural Center, tel. 
295 0893
ART	
Monday 1 
10:00-14:00 Continuation of a craft exhibition entitled 
"Her Things" by Palestinian women artists (through 
April 4 daily from 10:00 till 14:00 except of Fridays 
and Sundays), The Ethnographic and Art Museum 
10:00-14:00 Continuation of a video installation 
entitled "Intimate Narratives" by Palestinian women 
artists, part of Masarat project (through February 
9 daily from 10:00 till 14:00 except Fridays and 
Sundays), the Ethnographic and Art Museum 
Saturday 13 
11:00-20:00 Inauguration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "ANDALUCÍA- España" about El Andalus 
(through February 28 daily from 10:00 till 20:00 except 
of Fridays and Saturdays), Spanish Cultural Center
12:00 Inauguration of an art exhibition entitled 
"Palestine Through the Eyes of Young Artists", 
organised by JEEL Publishing and the British 
Council, sponsored by Al Wataniya Mobile (through 
March 9 daily from 10:00-14:00 except of Fridays 
and Sundays), The Ethnographic and Art Museum
Tuesday 16 
18:00 Inauguration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "Bedrooms" by Anne Marie Filaire (through 
February 20 daily), Franco-German Cultural Center
Saturday 20
18:00 A live presentation on the Pre-British Mandate 
Bridal Attire of the Hebron Hills, Gallery Zainab
FILMS	
Monday 1 
18:00 Travelling Jérusalem: Le cantique de Pierre 
by Michel Khleifi, Franco-German Cultural Center 
Tuesday 2 
18:00 Travelling Jérusalem: Un ticket pour Jérusalem 
by Rashid Mashrawi, Franco-German Cultural Center 
Wednesday 3 
18:00 Travelling Jérusalem: My Jérusalem by Lana 
Bader, Franco-German Cultural Center 
Thursday 4 
18:00 Travelling Jérusalem: La chambre noire 
de Jérusalem by Akram Safadi, Franco-German 
Cultural Center 
Sunday 7 
18:00 Staat und Individuum/ State and the Individuum 
(German with English subtitles), Franco-German 
Cultural Center 
Monday 8 
18:00 Travelling Jérusalem: The last Temptation of Christ 
by Martin Scorcese, Franco-German Cultural Center 

Monday 15 
16:30 Les fils du vent, Franco-German Cultural 
Center
Sunday 21 
18:00 Staat und Individuum/ State and the Individuum, 
Franco-German Cultural Center 
Monday 22 
18:00 L année dernière à Marienbad, Franco-German 
Cultural Center 
Tuesday 23 
18:00 Journal d une orange de Jacqueline Gesta, 
documentary about économie and occupation (2009), 
Franco-German Cultural Center 
Sunday 28 
18:00 Séminaire Raymond Depardon: Faits Divers, 
Franco-German Cultural Center
LITERATURE	
Wednesday 10
18:00 Poetry of Palestine, literary performance night 
featuring Remi Kanazi, Tala Abu Rahmeh and Boikutt 
with Interludes by Silek Falet, organised by the 
Palestine Writing Workshop, Beit Anisa cultural café
Wednesday 24 
18:00 Café littéraire, Aman and Maram Allah Ayesh, 
Franco-German Cultural Center
SPECIAL	EVENTS	
Tuesday 9 
18:00 The Stasi And Its Aftermath - Reflections On 
The Legacy Of The East German Secret Police, 
STASI by Marianne Birthler, Life of Others (German 
with Arabic subtitles), then discussion by Dr. Muddar 
Qassis (Arabic with German translation), organised 
jointly by the Heinrich Böll Foundation and the 
Franco-German Cultural Center, Franco-German 
Cultural Center 

 NABLUS	(09)
Palestinian Association for Cultural Exchange 
(PACE), tel. 240 6711
TOURS	
Sunday 21 
9:00 - 17:00 Nablus city and vicinity, PACE

 HEBRON	(02)
Children Happiness Center, tel. 229 9545; 
Hebron-France Center, tel. 222 4811; Palestinian 
Association for Cultural Exchange (PACE), tel. 
240 6711
ART	
Thursday 25 
18:00 Inaugration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "Gaza Grafitti" by Mia Grondahl, Children 
Happiness Center 
Saturday 27 
18:00 Inaugration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "Gaza Grafitti" by Mia Grondahl, Hebron-
France Center 
TOURS	
Sunday 7 
9:00 - 17:00 Hebron city and vicinity, PACE
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 JERICHO	(02)
Palestinian Association for Cultural Exchange 
(PACE), tel. 240 6711
TOURS	
Sunday 28 
9:00 - 17:00 Jericho city and vicinity, PACE

 GAZA	(08)
The French Cultural Center, tel. 286 7883
ART	
Monday 1 
15:00 Inauguration of paintings exhibition 
entitled "A Hang Up Morning" by Maissa Khaled 
Al Bardawil (through February 8 daily at 15:00), 
The French Cultural Center 

Tuesday 9 
15:00 Inauguration of a photography exhibition 
entitled "Bedrooms" by Anne Marie Filaire 
(through February 24 daily at 15:00), The French 
Cultural Center 

 JENIN	(04)
The Freedom Theatre, tel. 250 3345
PLAYS	
Sunday 7 
10:00 Face Hook, The Freedom Theatre 
12:00 Face Hook, The Freedom Theatre 
Thursday 11 
10:00 Fear, The Freedom Theatre
12:00 Fear, The Freedom Theatre 
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East	Jerusalem	(02)
Al-Jawal	Theatre	Group
Telefax: 628 0655

Alruwah	Theatre
Tel: 626 2626
alruwahtheatre2000@yahoo.com

Al-Ma’mal	Foundation	for	Contemporary	Art
Tel: 628 3457, Fax: 627 2312
info@almamalfoundation.org
www.almamalfoundation.org

Al-Urmawi	Centre	for	Mashreq	Music
Tel: 234 2005, Fax: 234 2004 
info@urmawi.org, www.urmawi.org

Ashtar	for	Theatre	Productions	&	Training
Telefax: 582 7218
info@ashtar-theatre.org, www.ashtar-theatre.org

British	Council
Tel: 626 7111, Fax: 628 3021
information@ps.britishcouncil.org 
www.britishcouncil.org/ps

Center	for	Jerusalem	Studies/Al-Quds	University
Tel: 628 7517
cjs@planet.edu, www.jerusalem-studies.alquds.edu

Community	Action	Centre	(CAC)
Tel: 627 3352, Fax:627 4547
www.cac.alquds.edu

El-Hakawati	Theatre	Company
Tel: 583 8836, Mobile: 0545 835 268
f.abousalem@gmail.com, www.el-hakawati.org

French	Cultural	Centre
Tel: 628 2451 / 626 2236, Fax: 628 4324 
ccfjeru@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Gallery	Anadiel
Tel: 628 2811, Fax: 626 4403

Issaf	Nashashibi	Center	for	Culture	&	
Literature
Telefax: 581 8232
isaaf@alqudsnet.com

Jerusalem	Centre	for	Arabic	Music
Tel: 627 4774, Fax: 656 2469
mkurd@yahoo.com

Palestinian	Art	Court	-	Al	Hoash
Telefax: 627 3501
info@alhoashgallery.org, www.alhoashgallary.org

Palestinian	National	Theatre
Tel: 628 0957, Fax: 627 6293
info@pnt-pal.org

Public	Affairs	Office
Tel: 628 2456, Fax: 628 2454 
www.uscongen-jerusalem.org

Sabreen	Association	for	Artistic	
Development
Tel: 532 1393, Fax: 532 1394 
sabreen@sabreen.org, www.sabreen.org

Sanabel	Culture	&	Arts	Theatre
Tel: 671 4338, Fax: 673 0993
sanabeltheatre@yahoo.com

The	Edward	Said	National	
Conservatory	of	Music
Tel: 627 1711, Fax: 627 1710 
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

Theatre	Day	Productions
Tel: 585 4513, Fax: 583 4233
tdp@theatreday.org, www.theatreday.org

Turkish	Cultural	Centre
Tel: 591 0530/1, Fax: 532 3310
kudustur@netvision.net.il
www.kudusbk.com

Yabous	Productions
Tel: 626 1045; Fax: 626 1372
info@yabous.org, www.yabous.org

Bethlehem	(02)
Al-Harah	Theatre
Telefax: 276 7758
alharahtheater@yahoo.com
info@alharah.org, www.alharah.org

Alliance	Française	de	Bethléem
Telefax: 275 0777
afbeth@p-ol.com

Anat	Palestinian	Folk	&	Craft	Center
Telefax: 277 2024
marie_musslam@yahoo.com

Arab	Educational	Institute	(AEI)-Open	
Windows
Tel: 274 4030
www.aeicenter.org

Artas	Folklore	Center
Tel: 276 0533, Mobile: 0599 938 0887 
artasfc@yahoo.com

Badil	Centre
Tel: 277 7086

Beit	Jala	Community	Based-Learning	
&	Action	Center
Tel: 277 7863

Bethlehem	Academy	of	Music/	Bethlehem	
Music	Society
Tel: 277 7141, Fax: 277 7142

Bethlehem	Peace	Center
Tel: 276 6677, Fax: 276 4670 
info@peacenter.org, www.peacenter.org

Cardinal	House
Telefax: 276 4778
info@cardinalhouse.org, www.cardinalhouse.org

Catholic	Action	Cultural	Center
Tel: 274 3277, Fax 274 2939 
info@ca-b.org, www.ca-b.org

Centre	for	Cultural	Heritage	Preservation
Tel: 276 6244, Fax: 276 6241 
info@bethlehem2000.org
www.bethlehem2000.org/cchp

Inad	Centre	for	Theatre	&	Arts
Telefax: 276 6263 
www.inadtheatre.org

International	Centre	of	Bethlehem-Dar	
Annadwa
Tel: 277 0047, Fax: 277 0048 
addar@annadwa.org
www.annadwa.org

ITIP	Center	“Italian	Tourist	Information	Point”
Telefax: 276 0411
itipcenter@yahoo.com

Palestinian	Heritage	Center
Telefax: 274 2381, 274 2642
mahasaca@palestinianheritagecenter.com
www.phc.ps

Palestinian	Group	for	the	Revival	of	Popular	
Heritage
Telefax: 274 7945

Relief	International	-	Schools	Online	
Bethlehem	Community	Based-Learning	&	
Action	Center
Tel: 277 7863

Sabreen	Association	for	Artistic	
Development
Tel: 275 0091, Fax: 275 0092
sabreen@sabreen.org, www.sabreen.org 

Tent	of	Nations
Tel: 274 3071, Fax: 276 7446
tnations@p-ol.com, www.tentofnations.org

The	Edward	Said	National	Conservatory	of	
Music
Telefax: 274 8726
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

The	Higher	Institute	of	Music
Telefax: 275 2492 
highiom@hotmail.com
www.thehigherinstituteofmusic.ps

Turathuna	-	Centre	for	Palestinian	Heritage	
(B.Uni.)
Tel: 274 1241, Fax: 274 4440 
pdaoud@bethlehem.edu, www.bethlehem.edu

Hebron	(02)
Al	Sanabl	Centre	for	Studies	and	Heritage
Tel: 256 0280
e-mail: sanabelssc@yahoo.com
www.sanabl.org, www.sanabl.ps

Association	d’Echanges	Culturels	Hebron-
France	(AECHF)
Telefax: 222 4811
info@hebron-france.org, wwww.hebron-france.org

Beit	Et	Tifl	Compound
Telefax: 229 1559
tdphebron@alqudsnet.com

British	Council-	Palestine	Polytechnic	University
Telefax: 229 3717
information@ps.britishcouncil.org  
www.britsishcouncil.org.ps

Children	Happiness	Center
Telefax: 229 9545
children_hc@yahoo.com

Dura	Cultural	Martyrs	Center
Tel: 228 3663
nader@duramun.org, www.duramun.org

Palestinian	Child	Arts	Center	(PCAC)
Tel: 222 4813, Fax: 222 0855 
pcac@hotmail.com, www.pcac.net

Yes	Theater
Telefax: 229 1559, 
www.yestheatre.org, info@yestheatre.org

The	International	Palestinian	Youth	League	
(IPYL)
Tel:222 9131, Fax: 229 0652
itv@ipyl.org, www.ipyl.org

Jericho	(02)
Jericho	Community	Centre
Telefax: 232 5007

Jericho	Culture	&	Art	Center
Telefax: 232 1047

Municipality	Theatre
Tel: 232 2417, Fax: 232 2604

Jenin	(04)
Hakoura	Center
Telfax: 250 4773 
center@hakoura-jenin.ps, www.hakoura-jenin.ps

The	Freedom	Theatre/Jenin	Refugee	Camp
Tel: 250 3345
 info@thefreedomtheatre.org

Nablus	(09)
British	Council-	Al	Najah	University
Telefax: 237 5950
information@ps.britishcouncil.org  
www.britishcoumcil.org/ps

Cultural	Centre	for	Child	Development
Tel: 238 6290, Fax: 239 7518
nutaleb@hotmail.com, www.nutaleb.cjb.net

Cultural	Heritage	Enrichment	Center
Tel. 237 2863, Fax. 237 8275
arafatn24@yahoo.com

French	Cultural	Centre
Tel: 238 5914, Fax: 238 7593  
ccfnaplouse@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Nablus	The	Culture
Tel: 233 2084, Fax: 234 5325  
info@nablusculture.ps, www.nablusculture.ps

Ramallah	&	Al-Bireh	(02)
A.	M.	Qattan	Foundation
Tel: 296 0544, Fax: 298 4886 
info@qattanfoundation.org, www.qattanfoundation.org

Al-Kamandjâti	Association
Tel: 297 3101
info@alkamandjati.com, www.alkamandjati.com

Al	Kasaba	Theatre	and	Cinematheque
Tel: 296 5292/3, Fax: 296 5294 
info@alkasaba.org, www.alkasaba.org

Al-Rahhalah	Theatre
Telefax: 298 8091
alrahhalah@hotmail.com

Amideast
Tel: 240 8023, Fax: 240 8017 
westbank-gaza@amideast.org, www.amideast.org
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ArtSchool	Palestine
Tel: 295 9837 
info@artschoolpalestine.com, www.artschoolpalestine.com
Ashtar	for	Theatre	Production
Tel: 298 0037, Fax: 296 0326 
info@ashtar-theatre.org, www.ashtar-theatre.org
Baladna	Cultural	Center
Telfax: 295 8435
BirZeit	Ethnographic	and	Art	Museum	
Tel. 298 2976
www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu
British	Council
Tel: 296 3293-6, Fax: 296 3297
information@ps.britishcouncil.org  
www.britishcouncil.org/ps
Carmel	Cultural	Foundation
Tel: 298 7375, Fax: 298 7374
El-Funoun	Dance	Troupe
Tel: 240 2853, Fax: 240 2851
info@el-funoun.org, www.el-funoun.org
First	Ramallah	Group,	Sareyyet	Ramallah
Tel: 295 2706 - 295 2690, Fax: 298 0583 
sirreyeh@palnet.com, www.sirreyeh.org
Franco-German	Cultural	Centre	Ramallah
Tel: 298 1922 / 7727, Fax: 298 1923
info@ccf-goethe.org, www.ccf-goethe-ramallah.org
Greek	Cultural	Centre	-	“Macedonia”
Telefax: 298 1736/ 298 0546
makdonia@palnet.com
In’ash	Al-Usra	Society-	Center	for	Heritage	
&	Folklore	Studies
Tel: 240 1123 / 240 2876, Telefax: 240 1544
usra@palnet.com, www.inash.org
Khalil	Sakakini	Cultural	Center
Tel: 298 7374, Fax: 296 6820 
sakakini@sakakini.org, www.sakakini.org
Manar	Cultural	Center
Tel: 295 7937, Fax: 298 7598
Mazra’a	Qibliyeh	Heritage	and	Tourism	Centre
Telefax: 281 5825
mazraaheritage@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/mazraaheritage/
Palestinian	Association		
for	Contemporary	Art	PACA
Tel: 296 7601, fax: 295 1849
paca@pal-paca.org, www.pal-paca.org
Palestinian	Association	for	Cultural	
Exchange	(PACE)
Tel: 240 7611, Telfax: 240 7610
pace@p-ol.com, www.pace.ps
Popular	Art	Center	
Tel: 240 3891, Fax: 240 2851
info@popularartcentre.org, www.popularartcentre.org
Ramallah	Cultural	Palace
Tel: 298 4704 / 295 2105, Fax: 295 2107
rcpevents@ramallah-city.org
www.ramallahculturalpalace.org
RIWAQ:	Centre	for	Architectural	
Conservation
Tel: 240 6887, Fax: 240 6986 
riwaq@palnet.com, www.riwaq.org

Sandouq	Elajab	Theatre
Tel: 296 5638, 295 3206
sandouqelajab@yahoo.com
Shashat
Tel: 297 3336, Fax: 297 3338
info@shashat.org, www.shashat.org
Sharek	Youth	Forum
Tel: 296 7741, Fax: 296 7742
info@sharek.ps, www.sharek.ps
Tamer	Institute	for	Community	Education
Tel: 298 6121/ 2, Fax: 298 8160
tamer@palnet.com, www.tamerinst.org
The	Edward	Said	National	Conservatory	of	
Music
Tel: 295 9070, Fax: 295 9071
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music
The	Palestinian	Circus	School
Tel: 0545- 671 911 or 0599- 926 107
www.palcircus.ps, info@ palcircus.ps 
The	Palestinian	Network	of	Art	Centres
Tel: 298 0036, 296 4348/9, Fax: 296 0326
iman_aoun@yahoo.com
The	Spanish	Cultural	Center
Tel. 295 0893, chp@panoramacenter.org
Young	Artist	Forum
Telefax: 296 7654
yaf@palnet.com

Gaza	Strip	(08) 	
Al-Qattan	Centre	for	the	Child
Tel: 283 9929, Fax: 283 9949 
reem@qcc.qattanfoundation.org
www.qattanfoundation.org/qcc
Arts	&	Crafts	Village
Telefax: 284 6405 
artvlg@palnet.com, www.gazavillage.org
Ashtar	for	Culture	&	Arts
Telefax: 283 3565
atlas9@palnet.com
Fawanees	Theatre	Group
Telefax: 288 4403
Culture	&	Light	Centre
Telefax: 286 5896, ifarah@palnet.com
French	Cultural	Centre
Tel :286 7883, Fax : 282 8811
ccfgaza@consulfrance-jerusalem.org
Gaza	Theatre	
Tel: 282 4860, Fax: 282 4870
Global	Production	and	Distribution
Telefax: 288 4399
art.global@yahoo.com
Dialogpunkt	Deutsch	Gaza	(Goethe-Insitut)	
Tel: 282 0203, Fax: 282 1602
Holst	Cultural	Centre	
Tel: 281 0476, Fax: 280 8896 
mcrcg@palnet.com
Theatre	Day	Productions
Telefax: 283 6766
tdpgaza@palnet.com
Windows	from	Gaza	For	Contemporary	Art	
Mob. 0599 781 227 - 0599 415 045
info@artwfg.ps
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St.	Andrew’s	Scottish	Guesthouse		
“The	Scottie”	(17 rooms + 1 hostel)
Tel: 673 2401; Fax: 673 1711
standjer@netvision.net.il, www.scothotels.co.il

St.	George	Hotel	(144 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 7232 - 627 7323, Fax: 628 2575
stgeorge1@bezeqint.net, www.hotelstgeorge-jer.com

St.	George’s	Pilgrim	Guest	House	
(25 rooms; bf; res)
Tel: 628 3302, Fax: 628 2253 
sghostel@bezeqint.net

Strand	Hotel	(88 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 628 0279, Fax: 628 4826

Victoria	Hotel	(50 rooms; bf; res)
Tel: 627 4466, Fax: 627 4171

Bethlehem	(02)
Alexander	Hotel	(42 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 277 0780, Fax: 277 0782

Al-Salam	Hotel	(26 rooms; 6f; mr; cf; res)
Tel: 276 4083/4, Fax: 277 0551
samhotel@p-ol.com

Beit	Al-Baraka	Youth	Hostel	(19 rooms)
Tel: 222 9288, Fax: 222 9288

Beit	Ibrahim	Guesthouse
Tel: 274 2613, Fax: 274 4250
reception@luthchurch.com 
www.abrahams-herberge.com

Bethlehem	Hotel	(209 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 277 0702, Fax: 277 0706 
bhotel@p-ol.com

Bethlehem	Inn	(36 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 2424, Fax: 274 2423

Bethlehem	Star	Hotel	(72 rooms; cf; bf; res)
Tel: 274 3249 - 277 0285, Fax: 274 1494 
htstar@palnet.com

Casanova	Hospice	(60 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 274 3981, Fax: 274 3540

Casanova	Palace	Hotel	(25 rooms; bf; res)
Tel: 274 2798, Fax: 274 1562

Everest	Hotel	(19 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 2604, Fax: 274 1278

Lawrence	Hotel	(30 rooms; business facilites; res)
Tel: 626 4208, Fax: 627 1285 
karine@actcom.co.il

Legacy	Hotel
Tel: 627 0800, Fax: 627 7739 
rani@jerusalemlegacy.com, www.jerusalemlegacy.com

Metropol	Hotel
Tel: 628 2507, Fax: 628 5134

Mount	of	Olives	Hotel	(61 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 4877, Fax: 626 4427 
info@mtolives.coml, www.mtolives.com

Mount	Scopus	Hotel	(65 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 582 8891, Fax: 582 8825 
mtscopus@netvision.net.il

New	Imperial	Hotel	(45 rooms)
Tel: 627 2000, Fax: 627 1530

New	Metropole	Hotel	(25 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 628 3846, Fax: 627 7485

New	Regent	Hotel	(24 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 4540, Fax: 626 4023 
atictour@palnet.com

New	Swedish	Hostel
Tel: 627 7855, Fax: 626 4124
swedishhost@yahoo.com 
www.geocities.com/swedishhostel

Notre	Dame	Guesthouse
Tel: 627 9111, Fax: 627 1995

Petra	Hostel	and	Hotel
Tel: 628 6618

Pilgrims	Inn	Hotel	(16 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 2416
info@goldenwalls.com 

Ritz	Hotel	Jerusalem	(104 rooms, bf, mr)
Tel: 626 9900, Fax: 626 9910
reservations@jerusalemritz.com
www.jerusalemritz.com

Rivoli	Hotel
Tel: 628 4871, Fax: 627 4879

Savoy	Hotel	(17 rooms)
Tel: 628 3366, Fax: 628 8040

Seven	Arches	Hotel	(197 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 626 7777, Fax: 627 1319  
svnarch@trendline.co.il

Gloria	Hotel	(94 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 628 2431, Fax: 628 2401 
gloriahl@netvision.net.il

Golden	Walls	Hotel	(112 rooms)
Tel: 627 2416, Fax: 626 4658
info@goldenwalls.com, www.goldenwalls.com

Holy	Land	Hotel	(105 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 2888, Fax: 628 0265 
info@holylandhotel.com, www.holylandhotel.com

Jerusalem	Hotel	(14 rooms; bf; mr; res; live music)
Tel: 628 3282, Fax: 628 3282 
raed@jrshotel.com, www.jrshotel.com 

Jerusalem	Claridge	Hotel	(30 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 656 4393, Fax: 656 4394
claridge@palnet.com, www.jerusalemclaridge.com

Jerusalem	Meridian	Hotel	
(74 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 5212, Fax: 628 5214 
www.jerusalem-meridian.com

Jerusalem	Panorama	Hotel	
(74 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 4887, Fax: 627 3699 
panorama@alqudsnet.com
www.jerusalempanoramahotel.com

Hashimi	Hotel
Tel: 628 4410, Fax: 628 4667 
info@hashimihotel.com

Knights	Palace	Guesthouse	(50 rooms)
Tel: 628 2537, Fax: 628 2401, kp@actcom.co.il

East	Jerusalem	(02)
Addar	Hotel	(30 suites; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 626 3111, Fax: 626 0791
www.addar-hotel.com

Alcazar	Hotel	(38 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 1111; Fax: 628 7360 
admin@jrscazar.com, www.jrscazar.com

Ambassador	Hotel	(122 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 541 2222, Fax: 582 8202 
reservation@jerusalemambassador.com 
www.jerusalemambassador.com

American	Colony	Hotel(84 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 9777, Fax: 627 9779 
reserv@amcol.co.il, www.americancolony.com

Austrian	Hospice
Tel: 626 5800, Fax: 627 1472
office@austrianhospice.com 
www.austrianhospice.com

Azzahra	Hotel	(15 rooms, res)
Tel: 628 2447, Fax: 628 3960
azzahrahotel@shabaka.net, www.azzahrahotel.com

Capitol	Hotel	(54 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 2561/2, Fax: 626 4352

Christmas	Hotel
Tel: 628 2588, Fax: 626 4417
christmashotel@bezeqint.net, www.christmas-hotel.com

Commodore	Hotel	(45 rooms; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 1414, Fax: 628 4701
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Grand	Hotel	(107 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 1602 - 274 1440, Fax: 274 1604 
grandhotel_beth@hotmail.com

Golden	Park	Resort	&	Hotel	(Beit Sahour)	
(54 rooms; res, bar, pool)
Tel: 277 4414

House	of	Hope	Guesthouse
Tel: 274 2325, Fax: 274 0928
Guesthouse@houseofhopemd.org

Inter-Continental	Hotel	(Jacir Palace) 
(250 rooms; su; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Lutheran	Guesthouse	“Abu	Gubran”
Tel: 277 0047

Murad	Tourist	Resort
Tel: 2759880, Fax:2759881
www.murad.ps

Nativity	BELLS	Hotel	(65 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 8880, Fax: 274 8870 
nativitybells@palnet.com, www.nativitybellshotel.ps

Nativity	Hotel	(89 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 277 0650, Fax: 274 4083 
nativity@nativity-hotel.com, www.nativity-hotel.com

Paradise	Hotel	(166 rooms;cf;bf;mr;res;su;pf)
Tel: 274 4542/3 - 274 4544 
paradise@p-ol.com

Saint	Antonio	Hotel	(36 rooms; mr; cf;res;pf)
Tel: 274 4308, Fax: 277 0524

Santa	Maria	Hotel	(83 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 276 7374/5/6, Fax: 276 7377
smaria@p-ol.com

Shepherd	Hotel
Tel: 274 0656, Fax: 274 4888 
info@shepherdhotel.com, www.shepherdhotel.com

St.	Nicholas	Hotel	(25 rooms; res; mr)
Tel: 274 3040/1/2, Fax: 274 3043

Saint	Vincent	Guest	House	(36 rooms)
Tel: 276 0967/8, Fax: 276 0970
svincent@p-ol.com, www.saintvincentguesthouse.net 

Talita	Kumi	Guest	House	(22 rooms; res; mr; cf)
Tel: 274 1247, Fax: 274 1847

Jericho	(02)
Al-	Zaytouna	Guest	House	(7 rooms; bf; res; mr)
Telefax: 274 2016 Deir Hijleh Monastery
Tel: 994 3038, 0505 348 892

Hisham	Palace	Hotel
Tel: 232 2414, Fax: 232 3109

Inter-Continental	Jericho	
(181 rooms; su; bf; cf; mr; res; ter; tb)
Tel: 231 1200, Fax: 231 1222

Jericho	Resort	Village	
(60 rooms; 46 studios; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 232 1255, Fax: 232 2189 
reservation@jerichoresorts.com, www.jerichoresorts.com

Jerusalem	Hotel	(22 rooms)
Tel: 232 2444, Fax: 992 3109

Telepherique	&	Sultan	Tourist	Center	
(55 rooms)
Tel: 232 1590, Fax: 232 1598  
info@jericho-cablecar.com

Hebron	(02)
Hebron	Hotel
Tel: 225 4240 / 222 9385, Fax: 222 6760
e-mail: hebron_hotel@hotmail.com

Regency	Hotel	(76 rooms; su; res; tb; cf; bf)
Tel: 225 7389/98, Fax: 225 7388 
regency@palnet.com, www.hebron-regency.com  

Nablus	(09)
Al-Qaser	Hotel	(38 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 238 5444, Fax: 238 5944 
alqasr@netvision.net.il

Al-Yasmeen	Hotel	&	Souq	
(30 rooms; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 233 3555 Fax: 233 3666  
yasmeen@palnet.com, www.alyasmeen.com

Asia	Hotel	(28 rooms, res)
Telefax: 238 6220

Chrystal	Motel	(12 rooms)
Telefax: 233 3281

Ramallah	&	Al-Bireh	(02)
Al-A’in	Hotel	(24 rooms and suites; mr; cf)
Tel: 240 5925 - 240 4353 Fax: 240 4332
alainhotel@hotmail.com

Al-Bireh	Tourist	Hotel	(50 rooms; cf; res)
Telefax: 240 0803

Al-Hajal	Hotel	(22 rooms; bf)
Telefax: 298 7858

Al-Murouj	Pension	(Jifna village) (8 rooms; res)
Telefax: 281 0881

Al-Wihdah	Hotel
Telefax: 298 0412

Ankars	Suites	(22 suites; cf; res; bf)
Tel: 295 2602, Fax: 295 2603
info@ankarsuites.com

Best	Eastern	Hotel	(91 rooms; cf; res)
Tel: 296 0450, Fax: 295 8452  
besteastern@jrol.com

City	Inn	Palace	Hotel	(47 rooms; bf; cf; res)
Tel: 240 8080, Fax: 240 8091
cityinnpalace@gmail.com, www.cityinnpalace.com

Grand	Park	Hotel	&	Resorts	
(84 rooms; 12 grand suites; bf; cf; mr; res; sp; pf)
Tel: 298 6194, Fax: 295 6950 
info@grandpark.com

Gemzo	Suites	
(90 executive suites; cs; mr; pf; gm; res)	
Tel: 240 9729, Fax: 240 9532
gemzo@palnet.com, www.gemzosuites.net

Manarah	Hotel
Tel: 295 2122, Telefax: 295 3274
manarah@hotmail.com, www.manarahhotel.com.ps

Merryland	Hotel	(25 rooms)
Tel: 298 7176, Telefax: 298 7074

Rocky	Hotel	(22 rooms; cf; res; ter)
Tel: 296 4470, Telefax: 296 1871

Pension	Miami	(12 rooms)
Telefax: 295 6808

Ramallah	Hotel	(22 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 295 3544, Fax: 295 5029

Retno	Hotel	(15 rooms & su; res; mr; gm; sp)
Telefax: 295 0022 
retnohotel@yahoo.com

Royal	Court	Suite	Hotel	(34 suites; res; mr; ter; 
cf; pf; i)
Tel: 296 4040, Fax: 296 4047

Gaza	Strip	(08)
Adam	Hotel	(76 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Telefax: 282 3521/19

Al-Deira	(11 suites; cf; mr; res; ter)
Tel: 283 8100/200/300, Fax: 283 8400 
ADEIRA@P-I-S.com 

Al-Quds	In	ter	na	tional	Hotel	
(44 rooms; 2 suites; bf; mr; res)
Telefax: 282 5181 - 282 6223 - 286 3481 - 282 2269

Al-Waha	Hotel	
Tel: 287 0880, Fax: 287 0889

Beach	Hotel	(25 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Telefax: 282 5492 - 284 8433

Cliff	Hotel	(24 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 282 3450, Fax: 282 0742

Commodore	Gaza	Hotel	(120 rooms;su; bf)
Tel: 283 4400, Fax: 282 2623
hotel@commodorgaza.com

Gaza	International	Hotel	
(30 rooms; bf; cf; res; sp)
Tel: 283 0001/2/3/4, Fax: 283 0005

Grand	Palace	Hotel	
(20 rooms; cr; mr; cf; res; internet)
Tel: 284 9498/6468, Fax: 284 9497 
grand_palace@p-i-s.com

Hotel	Sea	Breeze	
Tel: 283 0277 - 284 2654, Fax: 282 4231 

Marna	House (17 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 282 2624, Fax: 282 3322

Palestine	Hotel	(54 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 282 3355, Fax: 286 0056

Jenin	(04)
Haddad	Hotel	&	Resort
Tel: 241 7010/1/2, Fax: 241 7013
haddadbooking@ymail.com 
www.haddadtourismvillage.com

Key: su = suites, bf = business facilities; mr = meeting rooms, cr = conference facilities; res = restaurant, 
 ter = terrace bar; tb = turkish bath, cf = coffee shop; gm = gym; pf = parking facilities, sp = swimming pool
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Nablus	(09)
Salim	Afandi	
Tel: 237 1332

Zeit	Ou	Zaater		
(Al-Yasmeen Hotel)
Tel: 238 3164, Fax: 233 3666

Ramallah	&	
Al-Bireh	(02)
Al	Makan
Tel: 295 7676, Fax: 297 1776

Almonds
Tel: 295 7028

Al-Aseel
Tel: 298 0456

Angelo’s	
Tel: 295 6408 - 298 1455

Avenue	Restaurant
Tel: 296 3633

Azure	Restaurant	&	
Coffeeshop
Telefax: 295 7850

Baba's	Brunch
Tel. 2976931

Baladna	Ice	Cream
Telefax: 295 6721

Birth	Café	
Tel: 297 6614

Caesar’s	(Grand Park Hotel)
Tel: 298 6194

Café	De	La	Paix
Tel: 298 0880

Café	Mocha	Rena
Tel: 298 1460

Casablanca
Tel: 298 7658

Chinese	House	Restaurant
Tel: 296 4081

Darna
Tel: 295 0590/ 1

Diwan	Art	coffee	Shop
Tel: 296 6483

Do	Re	Mi	Café	(Royal	Court)
Tel: 296 4040

Elite	Coffee	House	
Tel: 296 5169

Ein	Al-Marj	(Birzeit)	
Tel: 281 0220/ 1

European	Coffee	Shop
Tel: 295 7031 - 296 6505

Express	Pizza	
Tel: 296 6566

Fawanees
Tel: 298 7046

Karkar	Café
Tel: 296 3643

K5M	-	Caterers
Tel: 295 6813

Mac	Chain	Restaurant
Tel: 297 2125

Mac	Simon
Tel: 297 2088

Mr.	Donuts	Café
Tel: 240 7196

Mr.	Fish
Tel: 295 9555

Mr.	Pizza	
Tel: 240 3016 - 240 8182

Muntaza	Restaurant	&	
Garden
Tel: 295 6835

Na3Na3	Café
Tel: 296 4606

Osama’s	Pizza
Tel: 295 3270

Pizza	Inn
Tel: 298 1181/ 2 /3

Plaza	Restaurant	&	Park
Tel: 295 6020, Fax: 296 4693

Pollo-Loco	(Mexican)
Tel: 298 1984

Pronto	Resto-Café	(Italian)	
Tel: 298 7312

Rukab’s	Ice	Cream
Tel: 295 3467

Saba	Sandwiches
Tel: 296 0116

Samer	
Tel: 240 5338 - 240 3088

Sangria’s	
Tel: 295 6808

Shukeireh	Restaurant	
Tel: 297 5233

Sinatra	Cafe	&	Cheese	Cake
Tel: 2971028 

Stones
Tel: 296 6038

Tabash	(Jifna village)
Tel: 281 0932

Tal	El-Qamar	Roof	
Tel: 298 7905/ 6

The	Orthodox	Club	
Tel: 295 6520

Tomasso’s
Tel: 240 9991/ 2

Tropicana
Tel: 297 5661

Vatche’s	Garden	
Restaurant
Tel: 296 5966 - 296 5988

Zam’n	Premium	Coffee
Tel: 295 0600

Zan	Restaurant	and	Pub
Tel: 297 0548

Zarour	Bar	BQ
Tel: 295 6767 - 296 4480 
Fax: 296 4357

Zeit	ou	Zaater
Tel: 295 4455

Ziryab
Tel: 295 9093

Gaza	Strip	(08)
Al-Andalus
Tel: 282 1272 - 283 3769

Al-Deira
Tel: 283 8100/ 200/ 300
Al-Diwanea	Tourist
Tel: 282 5062

Alladin
Tel: 282 3355

Al-Marsa
Tel: 286 3599

Al-Molouke
Tel: 286 8397

Al-Salam
Tel: 282 2705, Telefax: 283 3188

Al-Sammak
Tel: 286 4385

Al-Sammak	Ghornata
Tel: 284 0107

Al-Sayyad
Tel: 283 4779

La	Mirage
Tel: 286 5128

Lido
Tel: 286 4198

Matouq
Tel: 282 6245 - 282 1399

Roots	-	The	Club
Tel: 288 8666 - 282 3999  
282 3777

Whispers
Tel: 282 1011

Nakashian	Gallery	Cafe	
Tel: 627 8077

Notre	Dame	-	La	Rotisserie
Tel: 627 9114, Fax: 627 1995

Panorama	Restaurant
Tel: 626 3344

Papa	Andreas
Tel: 628 4433, Fax:627 5224

Pasha’s	
Tel: 582 5162 - 532 8342

Patisserie	Suisse
Tel: 628 4377

Pizza	House
Tel: 627 3970 - 628 8135

Popular	Arab	
Tel: 583 3226

Rossini's	Restaurant	Bar	
Tel: 628 2964

Shababeek	Restuarant	
Tel: 532 2626, Fax: 532 2636

Shalizar	Restuarant	
Tel: 582 9061

The	Gate	Café
Tel: 627 4282

The	Patio	(Christmas Hotel)
Tel: 628 2588 - 626 4418

Versavee	Bistro	(Bar and Café)
Tel: 627 6160

Victoria	Restaurant	
Tel: 628 3051

Bethlehem	(02)
Abu	Eli	Restaurant
Tel. 274 1897

Abu	Shanab	Restaurant
Tel: 274 2985

Al-Hakura	Restaurant
Tel: 277 3335

Akkawi	Café
Tel: 274 8447

Al	Makan	Bar	(Jacir Palace 
Inter-Continental Bethlehem)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Baidar	(Jacir Palace Inter-
Continental Bethlehem)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Balloons
Tel: 275 0221, Fax: 277 7115

Bonjour	Restaurant	and	
Café
Tel: 274 0406

Café	Sima
Tel: 275 2058

Cigar	Bar	(Jacir Palace 
Inter-Continental Bethlehem)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Dar	al	Balad
Tel: 274 9073

Dar	Jdoudnah	Coffee	
Shop
Tel: 274 3212

Grotto	Restuarant	
Tel: 274 8844, Fax: 274 8889

Golden	Roof
Tel: 274 3224 

Il’iliyeh	Restaurant	
Tel: 277 0047

La	Terrasse
Tel: 275 3678

Mariachi	(Grand Hotel)
Tel: 274 1440 - 274 1602  
274 1603, Fax: 274 1604

Opera	Bistro	&	Lounge
Tel: 275 0859

Riwaq	Courtyard	
(Jacir Palace Inter-Continental)	
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6754

Roots	Restaurant	
Tel: 274 9292

Shepherds	Valley	Village	
(The Tent Restaurant)
Tel: 277 3875, Fax: 277 3876

St.George	Restaurant
Tel: 274 3780, Fax: 274 1833

Tachi	Chinese
Tel: 274 4382

Taboo	–	Restaurant	&	Bar
Tel: 274 0711, Fax: 274 1862

The	Square	Restaurant	
&	Coffee	Shop
Tel: 274 9844

Zaitouneh	-	Jacir Palace
Inter-Continental Bethlehem 
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6154

Jericho	(02)
Al-Nafoura	Restaurant	
(Jericho Resort Village)
Tel: 232 1255, Fax: 232 2189

Al-Rawda
Telefax: 232 2555

Green	Valley	Park
Tel: 232 2349

Jabal	Quruntul
Tel: 232 2614, Fax: 232 2659

Seven	Trees
Tel: 232 2781

East	Jerusalem	(02)
3	Arches	Restaurant
Tel: 569 2692, Fax: 623 5192

Al-Diwan	(Ambassador Hotel)
Tel: 541 2213, Fax: 582 8202

Al-Mihbash
Tel: 628 9185

Al-Shuleh	Grill
Tel: 627 3768

Amigo	Emil
Tel: 628 8090, Fax: 626 1457

Antonio’s	(Ambassador Hotel) 
Tel: 541 2213

Arabesque,	Poolside	&	Patio	
Restaurants	
(American Colony Hotel)
Tel: 627 9777, Fax: 627 9779

Armenian	Tavern
Tel: 627 3854

Askidinya
Tel: 532 4590

Az-Zahra
Tel: 628 2447

Borderline	Restaurant	Café
Tel: 532 8342

Cafَé	Europe
Tel: 628 4313

Café	Imperial	
Tel: 628 2261, Fax: 627 1530

Cardo	Restaurant	
Tel: 627 0827

Chinese	Restaurant	
Tel: 626 3465, Fax: 626 3471

Coffee	Bean	Cafe	
Tel: 627 0820

El	Dorada	Coffee	Shop	&	
Internet	Café
Tel: 626 0993

Four	Seasons	Restaurants	&	
Coffee	Shop
Tel: 628 6061, Fax: 628 6097

Goodies
Tel: 585 3223 

Kan	Zaman	(Jerusa lem Ho tel)
Tel: 627 1356

Lotus	and	Olive	Garden	
(Jerusalem Meridian Hotel)
Tel: 628 5212 

Moon	Light	Pizza
Tel: 627 5277

Nafoura	
Tel: 626 0034
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East	Jerusalem	(02) 4M	Travel	Agency, Tel: 627 1414, Fax: 628 4701, info@4m-travel.com, www.4m-
travel.com • Abdo	Tourist	&	Travel, Tel: 628 1865, Fax: 627 2973, abdotours@hotmail.com • Aeolus	Tours, 
Tel: 0505 635 5496, Fax: 656 5823, aeolus@aeolus-ltd.com • Albina	Tours	Ltd., Tel: 628 3397, Fax: 628 1215, 
albina@netvision.net.il; info@albinatours.com, www.albinatours.com • Alliance	Travel	Solutions, Tel: 581 
7102, Fax: 581 7103, info@alliancetravel-jrs.com, www.alliancetravel-jrs.com • Arab	Tourist	Agency	(ATA), 
Tel: 627 7442, Fax: 628 4366,george@atajrs.com • Aswar	Tourism	Services, Tel: 628 2183, Fax: 628 2189, 
hai_mou_t_s@yahoo.com • Atic	Tours	&	Travel	Ltd., Tel: 628 6159, Fax: 626 4023, info@atictour.com, www.
atictour.com • Awad	&	Co.	Tourist	Agency, Tel: 628 4021, Fax: 628 7990, admin@awad.tours.com, www.awad-
tours.com • Aweidah	Bros.	Co., Tel: 628 2365, Fax: 628 2366, aweidah@netvision.net.il, www.aweidahtours.com 
• Ayoub	Caravan	Tours, Tel: 628 4361, Fax: 628 5804 caravan@palnet.com • B.	Peace	Tours	&	Travel, 
Tel: 626 1876, Fax: 626 2065, b.peacetours@bezeqint.net • Bible	Land	Tours, Tel: 627 1169, Fax: 627 2218, 
links@palnet.com • Blessed	Land	Tours, Tel: 628 6592, Fax: 628 5812, blt@blessedlandtours.com, www.
blessedlandtours.com • Carawan	Tours	and	Travel, Tel: 628 1244, Fax: 628 1406, carawan@jrol.com, www.
carawan-tours.com • Daher	Travel, Tel: 628 3235, Fax: 627 1574, dahert@netvision.net.il, www.dahertravel.com 
• Dajani	Palestine	Tours, Tel: 626 4768, Fax: 627 6927, dajani@netvision.net.il • Dakkak	Tours	Agency, 
Tel: 628 2525, Fax: 628 2526, dakkak@netmedia.net.il • Egythai	Int.	Tours	and	Travel, Tel: 628 1184, Fax: 
628 4701, holyland@egythai.com • Gates	of	 Jerusalem	Travel	Agency, Tel: 234 4365, Fax: 234 3835, 
gates@alqudsnet.com • George	Garabedian	Co., Tel: 628 3398, Fax: 628 7896, ggc@ggc-jer.com • GEMM	
Travel, Tel: 628 2535/6, sales@gemmtravel.com • Golden	Dome	Company	for	Hajj&	Umra	Services, 
Tel: 628 0770, Fax: 628 5912 • Guiding	Star	Ltd., Tel: 627 3150, Fax: 627 3147, mark@guidingstar2.com, www.
guidingstarltd.com • Holy	Jerusalem	Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 540 1668; Fax: 540 0963, info@holyjerusalemtours.
com, www.holyjerusalemtours.com • Holy	Land	Tours, Tel: 532 3232, Fax: 532 3292, info@holylandtours.biz 
• J.	Sylvia	Tours, Tel: 628 1146, Fax: 628 8277, sylviatours@yahoo.com • Jata	Travel	Ltd., Tel: 627 5001, 
Fax: 627 5003, jatatraveltd@hotmail.com • Jiro	Tours, Tel: 627 3766, Fax: 628 1020, jiro@netvision.net.il, www.
jirotours.com • Jordan	Travel	Agency, Tel: 628 4052, Fax: 628 7621 • Jerusalem	Orient	Tourist	Travel, 
Tel : 628 8722, Fax: 627 4589, hamdi@jottweb.com • JT	&	T, Tel: 628 9418, 628 9422, Fax: 628 9298, jtt@bezeqint.
net.il, www.jttours.com • KIM’s	Tourist	&	Travel	Agency, Tel: 627 9725, Fax: 627 4626, kim@shabaka.net, 
www.kimstours.com • Lawrence	Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 628 4867, Fax: 627 1285, info@lawrence-tours.com • 
Lourdes	Tourist	&	Travel	Agency, Tel: 627 5332, Telefax: 627 5336, lourdestravel@bezeqint.net • Middle	
East	Car	Rental, Tel: 626 2777, Fax: 626 2203 • Mt.	of	Olives	Tours	Ltd., Tel: 627 1122, Fax: 628 5551 
moot@netvision.net.il, www.olivetours.com • Nawas	Tourist	Agency	Ltd., Tel: 628 2491, Fax: 628 5755 
• Nazarene	Tours	 and	Travel, Tel: 627 4636, Fax: 627 7526 • Near	East	 Tourist	Agency	 (NET), 
Tel: 532 8706, Fax: 532 8701, Jerusalem@netours.com, www.netours.com • O.S.	Hotel	Services, Tel: 628 
9260, Fax: 626 4979, os@os-tours.com • Overseas	Travel	Bureau, Tel: 628 7090, Fax: 628 4442, otb@
netvision.net.il • Royal	Orient	 Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 626 4181/2, Fax: 626 4186, info@royal-orient.net • 
Safieh	 Tours	&	 Travel	Agency, Tel: 626 4447, Fax: 628 4430, safiehtours@bezeqint.net • Samara	
Tourist	 &	 Travel	Agency, Tel: 627 6133. Fax: 627 1956, info@samaratours.com • Season	 Travel	
ltd., Tel: 627 7552, Fax: 627 7564, info@season-travel.com, www.season-travel.com • Shepherds	Tours	
&	 Travel, Tel: 6284121- 6287859, Fax: 6280251, info@shepherdstours.com, www.shepherdstours.com 
• Shweiki	Tours	Ltd., Tel: 673 6711, Fax: 673 6966 • Sindbad	Travel	Tourist	Agency, Tel: 627 2165, Fax: 
627 2169, sindbad1@bezeqint.net, www.Sindbad-Travel.com • Siniora	Star	Tours, Tel: 628 6373, Fax: 628 9078, 
travel@siniora.net • Terra	Sancta	Tourist	Co, Tel: 628 4733, Fax: 626 4472 • The	Pioneer	Links	Travel	
&	Tourism	Bureau, Tel: 626 1963, Fax: 628 4714, www.pioneer-links.com • Tony	Tours	Ltd., Tel: 244 2050, 
Fax: 244 2052, ihab64@012.net.il • United	Travel	Ltd., Tel: 583 3614, Fax: 583 6190, unidas@bezeqint.net, 
www.unitedtravelltd.com •	Universal	Tourist	Agency, Tel: 628 4383, Fax: 626 4448, uta-j@zahav.net.il, www.
universal-jer.com • William	Tours	&	Travel	Agency, Tel: 623 1617, Fax: 624 1126, wiltours_n@hotmail.com • 
Zatarah	Tourist	&	Travel	Agency, Tel: 627 2725, Fax: 628 9873, zaatarah@palnet.com 

Bethlehem	(02) Angels	Tours	and	Travel, Tel: 277 5813, Fax: 277 5814, angels@p-ol.com, www.angelstours.
com.ps • Arab	Agency	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 274 1872, Fax: 274 2431, tourism@aca-palestine.com, www.
aca-palestine.com • Crown	Tours	&	Travel	Co.	Ltd., Tel: 274 0911, Fax: 274 0910, info@crown-tours.com, 
www.crown-tours.com • Four	Seasons	Co.	Tourism	&	Travel, Tel: 277 4401, Fax: 277 4402, fseasons@p-
ol.com • Friendship	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 277 7967, Fax: 277 7987, friendshipest@yahoo.com • Gloria	
Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 274 0835, Fax: 274 3021, gloria@p-ol.com • Golden	Gate	Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 276 
6044, Fax: 276 6045, ggtours@palnet.com • Kukali	Travel	&	Tours, Tel: 277 3047, Fax: 277 2034, kukali@p-ol.
com • Laila	Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 277 7997, Fax: 277 7996, laila@lailatours.com, www.Lailatours.com • Lama	
Tours	International, Tel: 274 3717, Fax: 274 3747, litco@p-ol.com • Millennium	Transportation, TeleFax: 
676 7727, 050-242 270 • Mousallam	Int’l	Tours, Tel: 277 0054, Fax: 277 0054, Mitours@palnet.com • Nativity	
Travel, Tel: 274 2966, Fax: 274 4546 • Sansur	Travel	Agency, Tel: 274 4473, Telefax: 274 4459 • Sky	Lark	
Tours	and	Travel, Tel: 274 2886, Fax: 276 4962, skylark@palnet.com • Terra	Santa	Tourist	Co., Tel: 277 
0249 Fax: 277 0250 

Beit	Jala	(02) Guiding	Star	Ltd., Tel: 276 5970, Fax: 276 5971, info@guidingstar2.com 

Beit	Sahour	(02) Alternative	Tourism	Group, Tel: 277 2151, Fax: 277 2211, info@atg.ps, www.atg.ps • 
Brothers	Travel	&	Tours, Tel: 277 5188, Fax: 277 5189, holyland@brostours.com, www.brostours.com • Magi	
Tours, Telefax: 277 5798, magitours@spidernet.ps

Hebron	 (02) AL-Afaq	 for	 Travel	&	Umrah, Telefax: 221 1332, alafaqtravel@yahoo.com • Al	Amir	
Tours, Telefax: 221 2065, alamiredu@yahoo.com • Alkiram	Tourism, Tel: 225 6501/2, Fax: 225 6504, 

East	 Jerusalem	 (02) Armenian	Museum, Old City, Tel: 628 2331, Fax: 626 4861, Opening hours: 
Mon.- Sat. from 9:00 - 16:30 • Dar	At	Tifl	Museum	(Dar	At	Tifl	Association), Near the Orient House, 
Tel: 628 3251, Fax: 627 3477 • Islamic	Museum	(The	Islamic	Waqf	Asso	ciation), Old City, Tel: 628 3313, 
Fax: 628 5561, opening hours for tourists: daily from 7:30 - 13:30 • Math	Museum,	Science	Museum,	Abu	
Jihad	Museum	for	the	Palestinian	Prisoners	Studies	-	Al-Quds	University, Tel: 279 9753 - 279 0606, 
foryou@alquds.edu, opening hours Saturday - Wednesday 8:30 - 15:00 • Qalandia	Camp	Women’s	Handicraft	
Coop., Telefax: 656 9385, Fax: 585 6966, qalandia@palnet.com 

Ramallah	&	Al-Bireh	(02) Museum	of	Palestinian	Popular	Heritage	-	In’ash	el	Usra, In’ash el 
Usra society, Al-Bireh, Tel: 240 2876, Fax: 240 1544, Opening hours: daily from 8:00 - 15:00 except Fridays • 
Ramallah	Museum, Al-Harajeh St., Across from Arab Bank, Old Town, Ramallah, Telefax: 295 9561, 
open daily from 8:00 - 15:00 except friday and Saturday • The	Birzeit	University	Ethnographic	and	Art	
Museum Tel: 298 2976, vtamari@birzeit.edu, Opening hours: daily from 10:00 - 15:00 except for Fridays and Sundays 

Bethlehem	(02) Al-Balad	Museum	for	Olive	Oil	Production, Tel: 274 1581, Opening hours: 8:00-14:30 
Monday through Saturday • Baituna	al	Talhami	Museum,	(Folklore	Museum) Arab Women’s Union, 
Tel: 274 2589, Fax: 274 2431, Opening hours: daily from 8:00 - 13:00/ 14:00 - 17:00 except for Sundays and 
Thursdays afternoon • Bethlehem	Peace	Center	Museum, Tel: 276 6677, Fax: 274 1057, info@peacenter.org, 
www.peacenter.org, Opening hours: daily from 10:00-18:00 except Sundays from 10:00 - 16:00 • Natural	History	
Museum, Telefax:02-276 5574, eec@p-ol.com, www.eecp.org • The	Crib	of	Nativity	Museum, Tel: 276 
0876, Fax: 276 0877, info@cribofnativity.com, www.cribofnativity.com • Palestinian	Ethnographic	Museum, 
Tel: 276 7467, Fax: 276 0533, artas_fc@yahoo.com, Opening hours: daily from 9:00 - 17:00 • Palestinian	Heritage	
Center, Telefax: 274 2381, mahasaca@palestinianheritagecenter.com, www.palestinianheritagecenter.com

Gaza	(08) Al	Mathaf, Tel: 285 8444, info@almathaf.ps, www. almathaf.ps

East	Jerusalem	(02) Car	Rental • Car	&	Drive, Tel: 656 5562/3 • Dallah	Al-Barakah, Tel: 656 4150 • 
Good	Luck, Tel: 627 7033, Fax: 627 7688 • Green	Peace	Rent	A	Car	Ltd., Telefax: 585 9756 • Jerusalem	
Car	Rental	&	Leasing	ltd., Tel: 582 2179, Fax: 582 2173 • Orabi, Tel: 585 3101 • Petra, Tel: 582 0716,Taxis 
Abdo,Tel: 585 8202 (Beit Hanina), Tel: 628 3281 (Damascus Gate) • Al-Eman	Taxi	&	Lemo	Service, Tel: 
583 4599 - 583 5877 •Al-Rashid, Tel: 628 2220 • Al-Aqsa, Tel: 627 3003 • Beit	Hanina, Tel: 585 5777 • Holy	
Land, Tel: 585 5555 • Imperial, Tel: 628 2504 • Jaber	-	Petra, Tel: 583 7275 - 583 7276 • Khaled	Al-Tahan, 
Tel: 585 5777 • Mount	of	Olives, Tel: 627 2777 • Panorama, Tel: 628 1116 • Tourist	Trans	por	tation	Abdo	
Tourist, Tel: 628 1866 • Jerusalem	of	Gold, Tel: 673 7025/6 • Kawasmi	Tourist	Travel	Ltd., Tel: 628 4769, 
Fax: 628 4710 • Mount	of	Olives, Tel: 627 1122 • Mahfouz	Tourist	Travel, Tel: 628 2212, Fax: 628 4015 

Bethlehem	(02) Car	Rental Murad, Tel: 274 7092 • Nativity	Rent	a	Car, Tel: 274 3532, Fax: 274 7053 Taxis 
Asha’b, Tel: 274 2309 • Beit	Jala, Tel: 274 2629 

Hebron	(02) Car	Rental Holy	Land, Tel: 222 0811 • Taxis Al-Asdiqa’, Tel: 222 9436 • Al-Itihad, Tel: 222 8750 

Jericho	(02) Taxis Petra, Tel: 232 2525 

Nablus	(09) Car	Rental Orabi, Tel: 238 3383 • Taxis Al-Ittimad, Tel: 237 1439 • Al-Madina, Tel: 237 3501 

Ramallah	&	Al-Bireh	(02) Car	Rental Good	Luck, Tel: 234 2160 • Orabi, Tel: 240 3521 • Petra, 
Tel: 295 2602 • TWINS, Tel: 296 4688 • Taxis Al-Bireh, Tel: 240 2956 • Al-Masyoun	Taxi, Tel: 295 2230 • 
Al-Salam, Tel: 295 5805 • Al-Wafa, Tel: 295 5444 • Al-Itihad, Tel: 295 5887 • Hinnawi	Taxi, Tel: 295 6302 • 
Omaya, Tel: 295 6120 • SAHARA	Rent	a	Car	Co., Tel: 297 5317/8 • Shamma’	Taxi	Co., Tel: 296 0957

Gaza	Strip	(08) Car	Rental Al-Ahli, Tel: 282 8534 • Al-Farouq, Tel: 284 2755 • Imad, Tel: 286 4000 
• Luzun, Tel: 282 2628 • Taxis Al-Nasser, Tel: 286 1844, 286 7845 • Al-Wafa, Tel: 284 9144 - 282 4465 • 
Azhar, Tel: 286 8858 • Midan	Filastin, Tel: 286 5242 
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Consulates

East	Jerusalem	(02)	Apostolic	Delegation, Tel: 628 2298, Fax: 628 1880 • Belgium, Tel: 582 8263, 
Fax: 581 4063, jerusalem@diplobel.org • European	Community	-	Delegation	to	the	OPT, Tel: 541 5888, 
Fax: 541 5848 • France, Tel: 591 4000, Fax: 582 0032 • Great	Britain, Tel: 541 4100, Fax: 532 2368, britain.
jerusalem@fco.gov.uk, www.britishconsulate.org • Greece, Tel: 582 8316, Fax: 532 5392 • Italy, Tel: 561 8966, 
Fax: 561 9190 • Spain, Tel: 582 8006, Fax: 582 8065 • Swedish	Consulate	General, Tel: 646 5860, Fax: 
646 5861 • Turkey, Tel: 591 0555-7, Fax: 582 0214, turkcons.jerusalem@mfa.gov.tr, www.kudus.bk.mfa.gov.tr • 
United	States	of	America, Tel: 622 7230, Fax: 625 9270 
Representative	Offices	to	the	PNA	

Ramallah	&	Al-Bireh	(02) Australia, Tel: 242 5301, Fax: 240 8290, austrep@palnet.com, ausaid@palnet.
com • Austria, Tel: 240 1477, Fax: 240 0479 • Brazil, Tel: 241 3753, Fax: 241 3756, admin-office@rep-brazil.
org • Bolivarian	Republic	of	Venezuela, Tel: 240 58 60/1, Fax: 2405862, representacionenpalestina@yahoo.
com, representacionenpalestina@hotmail.com • Canada, Tel: 297 8430, Fax: 297 8446, rmlah@international.gc.ca 
• Chile, Tel: 296 0850, Fax: 298 4768, chileram@palnet.com • Cyprus, Tel: 240 6959, Fax: 240 4897 • Czech	
Republic, Tel: 296 5595, Fax: 296 5596 • Denmark, Tel: 240 2330, Fax: 240 0331 • Egypt, Tel: 297 7774, Fax: 
297 7772 • Finland, Tel: 240 0340, Fax: 240 0343 • Germany, Tel: 298 4788, Fax: 298 4786, gerrprof@palnet.
com • Hungary, Tel: 240 7676, Fax: 240 7678, humisram@palnet.com • India, Tel: 290 3033, Fax: 290 3035, roi_
ramallah@palnet.com • Ireland, Tel: 240 6811/2/3, Fax: 240 6816, irishrep@palnet.com • Japan, Tel: 241 3120, Fax: 
241 3123 • Jordan, Tel: 297 4625, Fax: 297 4624 • Mexico, Tel: 297 5592, Fax: 297 5594, ofimex-ramala@palnet.
com • Norway, Tel: 234 5050, Fax: 234 5079, repram@mfa.no • Poland, Tel: 297 1318, Fax: 297 1319 • Portugal, 
Tel: 240 7291/3, Fax: 240 7294 • Republic	of	Korea, Tel: 240 2846/7, Fax: 240 2848 • Russian	Federation, 
Tel: 240 0970, Fax: 240 0971 • South	Africa, Tel: 298 7355, Fax: 298 7356, sarep@sarep.org, www.sarep.org • 
Sri	Lanka, Telefax: 290 4271 • Switzerland, Tel: 240 8360, vertretung@rah.rep.admin.ch • The	Netherlands, 
Tel: 240 6639, Fax: 240 9638 • The	People’s	Republic	of	China, Tel: 295 1222, Fax: 295 1221, chinaoffice@
palnet.com

Gaza	Strip	(08) Egypt, Tel: 282 4290, Fax: 282 0718 • Germany, Tel: 282 5584, Fax: 284 4855 • Jordan, 
Tel: 282 5134, Fax: 282 5124 • Morocco, Tel: 282 4264, Fax: 282 4104 • Norway, Tel: 282 4615, Fax: 282 1902 
• Qatar, Tel: 282 5922, Fax: 282 5932 • South	Africa, Tel: 284 1313, Fax: 284 1333 • Tunisia, Tel: 282 5018, 
Fax: 282 5028

United	Nations	and	International	Organisations
FAO - Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Jerusalem (02), TeleFax: 532 2757, 532 1950, 
registry.fao@undp.org, www.fao.org • IBRD - International Bank for Reconstruction and De vel opment (World 
Bank), West Bank (02), Tel: 236 6500 Fax: 236 6543, Gaza (08) Tel: 282 4746 Fax: 282 4296, firstletterofsurname.
familyname@worldbank.org • IMF, - International Monetary Fund, www.imf.org, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 5913; Fax: 
282 5923, West Bank (02), Tel: 236 6530; Fax: 236 6543 • ILO - International Labor Organization, Jerusalem 
(02), Tel: 626 0212, 628 0933, Fax: 627 6746, Khaled.doudine@undp.org, Ramallah (02), Tel: 290 0022, Fax: 290 
0023, Nablus (09), Tel: 237 5692 - 233 8371, Fax: 233 8370 • OHCHR - Office of the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 7021, Fax: 282 7321, ohchr@undp.org, West Bank Office, Telefax: 02-296 
5534 • UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Ramallah (02), Tel: 
295 9740, Fax: 295 9741, unesco@palnet.com • UNFPA - United Nations Population Fund, Jerusalem (02), 
Tel: 581 7292, Fax: 581 7382, unfpa.ps@undp.org, www.unfpa.ps • UNICEF - United Nations Children’s Fund, 
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 583 0013,4 Fax: 583 0806, Gaza (08), Tel: 286 2400, Fax: 286 2800, Jerusalem@unicef.org • 
UNIFEM - United Nations Development Fund for Women, Telefax: 628 0450, Tel: 628 0661 • UN	OCHA 
- United Nations Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Tel: 582 9962/02 - 582 5853, Fax: 582 5841, 
ochaopt@un.org, www.ochaopt.org • UNRWA - United Nations Relief and Works Agency, Gaza (08), Tel: 677 
7333, Fax: 677 7555, unrwapio@unrwa.org, West Bank (02), Tel: 589 0401, Fax: 532 2714, firstletterofsurname.
familyname@unrwa.org • UNSCO - Office of the Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, 
Tel: 08-284 3555/02-568 7276, Fax: 08-282 0966/02-568 7288, UNSCO-Media@un.org, www.unsco.org • UNTSO 
- United Nations Truce Supervision Organization, Jerusalem (02), Tel: 568 7222 - 568 7444, Fax: 568 7400, 
DPKO-UNTSO-admin@un.org • WFP - World Food Programme, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 7463, Fax: 282 7921, 
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 540 1340, Fax: 540 1227, Arnold.Vercken@wfp.org • WHO - World Health Organization, 
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 540 0595, Fax: 581 0193, who@papp.undp.org, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 2033, Fax: 284 5409, who@
palnet.com • World	Bank, Tel: 236 6500, Fax: 236 6543

United	Nations	Development	Programme	(UNDP)
Programme	of	Assistance	to	the	Palestinian	People	(PAPP)

4 Al-Ya’qubi Street, Jerusalem, Tel: 02 6268200, Fax: 02 6268222 
E-mail: registry.papp@undp.org / URL: http://www.papp.undp.org

alkiram@hebronet.com • Al-Haya	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 229 3108, Fax: 229 7496 • Al-Salam	Travel	and	
Tours	Co., Tel: 221 5574, Fax: 223 3747 • Arab	Nisr	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 221 5970/1, Fax: 229 2730/1, 
arabnisr@yahoo.com • Sabeen	Travel	Tourism, Telefax: 229 4775, sabeenco@yahoo.com

Ramallah	(02) Al-Asmar	Travel	Agency, Telefax: 295 4140, 296 5775, asmar@p-ol.com • Al	Awdah	
Tourism	&	Travel, Tel: 295 2597, Fax: 295 2989 • All	Middle	East	Pilgrimage	and	Tourism	Coordination	
Office, Tel:  289 8123, Fax: 289 9174, ameptco@gmail.com, www.ameptco.com • Amani	Tours, Telefax: 298 7013, 
amanitr@p-ol.com • Anwar	Travel	Agency, Tel: 295 6388, 295 1706, alaa@anwartravel.ps • Arab	Office	for	
Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 295 6640, Fax: 295 1331 • Arseema	for	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 297 5571, Fax: 297 
5572, info@arseema.ps • Atlas	Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 295 2180, Fax: 298 6395, www.atlasavia.com • Darwish	
Travel	Agency, Tel: 295 6221, Fax: 295 7940 • Golden	Globe	Tours, Tel: 296 5111, Fax: 296 5110, gg-tours@
palnet.com • Issis	&	Co., Tel: 295 6250, Fax: 295 4305 • Jordan	River	Tourist	&	Travel	Agency, Tel: 298 
0523, Fax: 298 0524 • Kashou’	Travel	Agency, Tel: 295 5229, Fax: 295 3107, kashoua@hotmail.com • Mrebe	
Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 295 4671, Fax: 295 4672, info@mrebetours.ps • Paltour	Travel	and	Tourism, Tel: 296 
3662, Fax: 296 1373, op@paltour.ps • The	Pioneer	Links	Travel	&	Tourism	Bureau, Tel: 240 7859, Fax: 240 
7860, pioneer@pioneer-links.com • TTravel	House	For	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 295 7225, Fax: 296 2634, www.
travelhouse.ps • Rahhal	Tours	&	Travel, Tel: 242 3256, Fax: 242 9962, info@rahhaltours.ps, www.rahhalyours.
ps • Raha	Tours	and	Travel, Tel: 296 1780, Fax: 296 1782, www.rahatt.com, www.rahatravel.com • Ramallah	
Travel	Agency, Tel: 295 3692, Fax: 295 5029, admin@kaoud.org, www.kaoud.org • Reem	Travel	Agency, Tel: 
295 3871, Fax: 295 3871 • Royal	Tours, Tel: 296 6350/1, Fax: 296 6635 • Sabeen	Travel	Tourism, Telefax: 
240 5931, sabeenco@yahoo.com • Salah	Tours, Tel: 295 9931, Fax: 298 7206 • Shbat	&	Abdul	Nur, Tel: 295 
6267, Fax: 295 7246 • Skyway	Tourist	Agency, Telefax: 296 5090 

Jenin	(04) Asia	Travel	Tourism, Telefax: 243 5157, www.asia-tourism.net • Al	Sadeq	Travel	&	Tourism, 
Tel: 243 8055, Fax: 243 8057, email: amr_jarrar@yahoo.com 

Nablus	(09) Dream	Travel	&	Tourism, Tel: 233 5056, Fax: 237 2069 • Firas	Tours, Tel: 234 4565, Fax: 
234 7781 • Top	Tour, Tel: 238 9159, Fax: 238 1425, toptourandtravel@yahoo.com • Yaish	International	Tours, 
Telefax: 238 1410, 238 1437, yaishtrl@palnet.com 

Tulkarem	(09) Faj	Tours, Tel: 2672 486, Fax: 2686 070, fajtours@hotmail.com 

Gaza	Strip	(08) Al-Muntazah	Travel	Agency, Tel: 282 7919 Fax: 282 4923 • Halabi	Tours	and	Travel	
Co., Tel: 282 3704, Fax: 286 6075, halabitours@email.com, www.halabitours.ps • Maxim	Tours, Tel: 282 4415, 
Fax: 286 7596 • National	Tourist	Office, Tel: 286 0616, Fax: 286 0682, shurafa@mtcgaza.com • Time	Travel	
Ltd., Tel: 283 6775, Fax: 283 6855, timetravel@marna.com

Air	France	and	KLM, Tel: 02-628 2535/6 (Jerusa lem), Tel: 08-286 0616 (Gaza) •	Air	Sinai	-	Varig, Tel: 02-627 
2725 (Jerusalem), Tel: 08-282 1530 (Gaza) • bmi	–	Nazarene	Aviation, Tel: 02-626 0896/898, Fax: 02-626 
0958 (Jerusalem) • British	Airways, Tel: 02-628 8654 (Jerusalem) • Cyprus	Airways, Tel: 02-240 4894 (Al-
Bireh) • Delta	Airlines, Tel: 02-296 7250, Telefax: 02-298 6395 (Ramallah) • Egypt	Air, Tel: 02-298 6950/49 
(Ramallah), Tel: 08-282 1530 (Gaza) • Emirates	Airlines, Tel: 02-296 1780 (Ramallah) • Gulf	Air, Tel: 09-238 
6312 (Nablus), Tel: 02-295 3912/3 (Ramallah) • Iberia, Tel: 02-628 3235/7238 (Jerusalem) • Lufthansa, Tel: 
09-238 2065 (Nablus) • Malev-Hungarian	Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • Middle	East	Car	Rental, 
Tel: 02-295 2602, Fax: 295 2603 • PAL	AVIATION, Tel. 02-296 7250 Telefax: 02-298 6395 (Ramallah) • Palestine	
Airlines, Tel: 08-282 2800 (Gaza), Tel: 08-282 9526/7 (Gaza) • Qatar	Airways, Tel: 02-240 4895 (Al-Bireh), Tel: 
08-284 2303 (Gaza), Royal	Jordanian	Airways, Tel: 02-240 5060 (Ramallah), Tel: 08-282 5403/13 (Gaza) • 
SN	Brussels	Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah), SAS	Scandinavian	Airlines, Tel: 02-628 3235/7238 
(Jerusalem) • South	African	Airways, Tel: 02-628 6257 (Jerusalem) • Swiss	International	Airlines, Tel: 
02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • Tunis	Air, Tel: 02-298 7013 (Ramallah), Tel: 08-286 0616 (Gaza) • Turkish	Airlines, 
Tel: 02-277 0130 (Bethlehem) 
Airport	Information Gaza International Airport, Tel: 08-213 4289 • Ben Gurion Airport, Tel: 03-972 
3344
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Border	Crossings
Allenby Bridge 02-994 2302 
Arava Border 08-630 0555
Eretz Crossing 08-674 1672
Rafah Border 08-673 4205 
Sheikh Hussien 04-609 3410

City Fire Ambulance Police 
Jerusalem* 02-6282222 101 100 
CHS (Old City Jerusalem) 101 / 050-319120 
Bethlehem 02-274 1123 101 / 02-274 4222 02-274 8231 
Gaza 08-2863633 101 / 08-2863633 08-2863400 
Hebron 102/22 28121-2-3 101  100
Jericho 02-232 2658 101 / 02-232 1170 02-232 2521 
Jenin 04-250 1225 101 / 04-250 2601 04-250 1035 
Nablus 09-238 3444 101 / 09-238 0399 09-238 3518 
Ramallah 02-295 6102 101 / 02-240 0666 02-295 6571 
Child helpline Palestine (121)free line
Tulkarem 09-267 2106 101 / 09-267 2140 09-267 2161 
Qalqilia 09-294 0440 101 / 09-294 0440 09-294 22730 

Calls	from	Overseas
Dial access code, international 
country code (972) or (970), 
area code (without the zero), 
desired number

Telephone	Services
Bezeq
Wake up calls 1475
Talking Clock  
Time around the world 1455
Vocal Information 1975
Pager Service 1705
Repeat call *41
Last call  *42
Call waiting *70
Call forwarding *71
General information 199
Services 164
Corporate services 166

Tourism	and	An	tiq	uities	
Police
Bethlehem 02-277 0750/1
Gaza 08-282 9017
Jericho 02-232 4011
Nablus 09-385 244

Paltel
Wake up calls 175
Free fax service 167
Follow me  
(forwarding calls) 72*
Phone book 144
Maintenance 166
Information 199
Internet maintenance 167

Ramallah	(02) Al	Rafah	Microfinance	Bank, Tel: 297 8710, Fax: 297 8880 • Arab	Bank, (Al-Balad) Tel: 
298 6480, Fax: 298 6488 • Arab	Bank, (Al-Bireh), Tel: 295 9581, Fax: 295 9588 • Arab	Bank, (Al-Manara) Tel: 295 
4821, Fax: 295 4824 • Arab	Land	Bank, Tel: 295 8421 • Bank	of	Palestine	Ltd., Tel: 298 5921, Fax: 298 5920 
• Bank	of	Palestine	Ltd., (Al-Irsal) Tel: 296 6860, Fax: 296 6864 • Beit	Al-Mal	Holdings, Tel: 298 6916, Fax: 
298 6916 • HSBC	Bank	Middle	East, Tel: 298 7802, Fax: 298 7804 • Cairo-Amman	Bank, Tel: 298 3500, Fax: 
295 5437 • The	Center	for	Private	Enterprise	Development, Tel: 298 6786, Fax: 298 6787 • Commercial	
Bank	of	Palestine, Tel: 295 4141, Fax: 295 4145 • Cooperative	Development	Unit, Tel: 290 0029, Fax: 
290 0029 • Deutsche	Ausgleichsbank	(DTA), Tel: 298 4462, Fax: 295 2610 • The	Housing	Bank, Tel: 298 
6270, Fax: 298 6276 • International	Islamic	Arab	Bank, Tel: 240 7060, Fax: 240 7065 • Jordan	Bank, Tel: 
295 8686, Fax: 2958684 • Jordan-Gulf	Bank, Tel: 298 7680, Fax: 298 7682 • Jordan-Kuwait	Bank, Tel: 240 
6725, Fax: 240 6728 • Jordan	National	Bank, Tel: 295 9343, Fax: 295 9341 • Palestine	International	Bank	
(PIB), Tel: 298 3300, Fax: 298 3333 • Palestine	Investment	Bank, Tel: 298 7880, Fax: 298 7881 • Palestine	
Islamic	Bank, Tel: 295 0247, Fax: 295 7146 • Union	Bank, Tel: 298 6412, Fax: 295 6416 

Gaza	Strip	(08) Arab	Bank, Tel: 08-286 6288, Fax: 282 0704 • Arab	Bank (Al-Rimal), Tel: 282 4729, Fax: 
282 4719 • Arab	Bank, (Khan Younis) Tel: 205 4775, Fax: 205 4745 • Arab	Bank (Karny), Tel: 280 0020, Fax: 
280 0028 • Arab	Land	Bank, Tel: 282 2046, Fax: 282 1099 • Bank	of	Palestine	Ltd., Tel: 282 3272, Fax: 
286 5667 • Beit	Al-Mal	Holdings, Tel: 282 0722, Fax: 282 5786 • Cairo-Amman	Bank, Tel: 282 4950, Fax: 
282 4830 • Commercial	Bank	of	Palestine, Tel: 282 5806, Fax: 282 5816 • The	Housing	Bank, Tel: 282 
6322, Fax: 286 1143 • Jordan	Bank, Tel: 282 0707, Fax: 282 4341 • Palestine	Development	Fund, Tel: 
282 4286, Fax: 282 4286 • Palestine	International	Bank	(PIB), Tel: 284 4333, Fax: 284 4303 • Palestine	
Investment	Bank, Tel: 282 2105, Fax: 282 2107 

Nablus	(09) Arab	Bank, Tel: 238 2340, Fax: 238 2351 • Arab	Bank (Askar), Tel: 231 1694, Fax: 234 2076 
• Arab	Land	Bank, Tel: 238 3651, Fax: 238 3650 • Bank	of	Palestine	Ltd., Tel: 238 2030, Fax: 238 2923 • 
Bank	of	Palestine (Al-Misbah), Tel: 231 1460, Fax: 231 1922 • Cairo-Amman	Bank, Tel: 238 1301, Fax: 238 
1590 • Commercial	Bank	of	Palestine, Tel: 238 5160, Fax: 238 5169 • The	Housing	Bank, Tel: 238 6060, 
Fax: 238 6066 • Jordan	Bank, Tel: 238 1120, Fax: 238 1126 • Jordan-Gulf	Bank, Tel: 238 2191, Fax: 238 
1953 • Jordan-Kuwait	Bank, Tel: 237 7223, Fax: 237 7181 • Jordan-National	Bank, Tel: 238 2280, Fax: 
238 2283 • Palestine	Investment	Bank, Tel: 238 5051, Fax: 238 5057 • Palestine	International	Bank, 
Tel: 239 7780, Fax: 239 7788

East	Jerusalem	(02) Hospitals Augusta	Victoria, Tel: 627 9911 • Dajani	Maternity, Tel: 583 3906 
• Hadassah (Ein Kerem), Tel: 677 7111 • Hadassah (Mt. Scopus), Tel: 584 4111 • Maqassed, Tel: 627 0222 
• Red	Crescent	Maternity, Tel: 628 6694 • St.	John’s	Opthalmic, Tel: 582 8325 • St.	Joseph, Tel: 582 
8188 • Clinics	and	Centers Arab	Health	Center, Tel: 628 8726 • CHS	Clinics, Tel: 628 0602/0499 • Ibn	
Sina	Medical	Center, Tel: 540 0083/9, 532 2536 • Jerusalem	First	Aid	Clinic, Tel: 626 4055 • Medical	
Relief	Womens, Health	Clinic, Tel: 583 3510 • Palestinian	Counseling	Center, Tel: 656 2272, 656 
2627 • Peace	Medical	Center, Tel: 532 7111, 532 4259 • Red	Crescent	Society, Tel: 586 056 • Spafford	
Children’s	Clinic, Tel: 628 4875 • The	Austrian	Arab	Commu	nity	Clinic	(AACC), Tel: 627 3246 • The	
Jerusalem	Princess	Basma	Center	for	Disabled	Children, Tel: 628 3058 

Bethlehem	(02) Hospitals Al-Dibis	Maternity, Tel: 274 4242 • Al-Hussein	Government, Tel: 274 
1161 • Bethlehem	Arab	Society	for	Rehabilitation, Tel: 274 4049-51, Fax: 274 4053 • Caritas	Baby, Tel: 
275 8500, Fax: 275 8501 • Mental	Health, Tel: 274 1155 • Shepherd’s	Field	Hospital, Tel: 277 5092 • St.	
Mary’s	Maternity, Tel: 274 2443 • The	Holy	Family, Tel: 274 1151, Fax: 274 1154 Clinics	and	Centers 
Beit	Sahour	Medical	Center, Tel: 277 4443 • Bethlehem	Dental	Center, Tel: 274 3303 

Hebron	(02) Hos	pi	tals Amira	Alia, Tel: 222 8126 • Al-Ahli, Tel: 222 0212 • Al-Meezan, Tel: 225 7400/1 • 
Al-Za’tari, Tel: 222 9035 • Hamdan, Tel: 228 1860 • Mohammed	Ali, Tel: 225 3883/4 • Shaheera, Tel: 222 
6982 • St.	John’s	Opthalmic, Tel: 223 5042 • The	Red	Crescent, Tel: 222 8333 • Yattah	Governmental	
Hospital, Tel: 227 1017, 227 1019 Clinics	and	Centers Red	Crescent	Society, Tel: 222 7450 • UPMRC, 
Tel: 222 6663 

Jericho	(02) Hospitals Jericho	Government, Tel: 232 1967/8/9 Clinics	and	Centers UPMRC, Tel: 
232 2148 

Nablus	(09) Hospitals Al-Aqsa	Hospital	and	Medical	Center, Tel: 294 7666 • Al-Ittihad, Tel: 237 
1491 • Al-Watani, Tel: 238 0039 • Al-Zakat	Hospital (TolKarem), Tel: 268 0680 • Aqraba	Maternity	
Home, Tel: 259 8550 • Rafidia, Tel: 239 0390 • Salfit	Emergency	Governmental	Hospital, Tel: 251 5111 
• Specialized	Arab	Hospital, Tel: 239 0390 • St.	Luke’s, Tel: 238 3818 • UNRWA	Qalqilia	Hospital 
(Qalqiliya), Tel: 294 0008 Clinics	and	Centers Al-Amal	Center, Tel: 238 3778 • Arab	Medical	Center, 
Tel: 237 1515 • Hagar	(Handicapped	Equipment	Center), Tel: 239 8687 • Red	Crescent	Society, Tel: 
238 2153 • UPMRC, Tel: 283 7178

Ramallah	 &	Al-Bireh	 (02) Hospitals Arabcare	 Hospital, Tel: 298 6420 • AL-Karmel	
Maternity	Home, Tel: 247 1026 • Al-Mustaqbal	Hospital, Tel: 240 4562 • AL-Nather	Maternity	
Hospital, Tel: 295 5295 • Ash-Sheikh	Zayed	Hospital, Tel: 298 8088 • Birziet	Maternity	Home, 
Tel: 281 0616 • Care	Specialized	Dental	Center, Tel: 297 5090 • Khaled	Surgical	Hospital, Tel: 
295 5640 • Ramallah	Government	Hospitals, Tel: 298 2216/7 • Red	Crescent	Hospital, Tel: 240 
6260 Clinics	 and	Centers Arab	Medical	 Center, Tel: 295 4334 • Arabcare	Medical	 Center, 
Tel: 298 6420 • Emergency	&	Trauma	Center, Tel: 298 8088 • Harb	Heart	Center, Tel: 296 0336 
• Modern	Dental	Center, Tel: 298 0630 • National	Center	 for	Blood	Diseases	 “Hippocrates”	
Thalessemia	 and	Hemophilia	Center, Tel: 296 5082, Fax: 296 5081 • Patients’	 Friends	Society		
K.	Abu	Raya	Re	ha	bili	tation	Centre, Tel: 295 7060/1 • Palestinian	Hemophilia	Association-PHA, 
Telefax: 297 5588 • Peace	Medical	Center, Tel: 295 9276 • Red	Crescent	Society, Tel: 240 6260 • UPMRC, 
Tel: 298 4423, 296 0686 

Gaza	Strip	(08) Hospitals Al-Ahli	Al-Arabi, Tel: 286 3014 • Dar	Al-Salam, Tel: 285 4240 • Nasser, Tel: 
205 1244 • Shifa, Tel: 286 2765 Clinics	and	Centers Arab	Medical	Center, Tel: 286 2163 • Beit	Hanoun	
Clinic, Tel: 285 8065 • Dar	Al-Shifa, Tel: 286 5520 • Hagar	(Handicapped	Equipment	Center), Tel: 284 
2636 • St.	John’s	Opthalmic, Tel: 284 8445 • UPMRC, Tel: 282 7837

East	Jerusalem	(02) Arab	Bank (Al-Ezzarieh), Tel: 279 6671, Fax: 279 6677 • Arab	Bank (Al-Ram), Tel: 
234 8710, Fax: 234 8717 • Center	for	Development	Consultancy	(CDC), Tel: 583 3183, Fax: 583 3185 • 
Commer	cial	Bank	of	Palestine, Tel: 279 9886, Fax: 279 9258 

Bethlehem	(02) Arab	Bank, Tel: 277 0080, Fax: 277 0088 • Arab	Land	Bank, Tel: 274 0861 • Cairo-Amman	
Bank, Tel: 274 4971, Fax: 274 4974 • Jordan	National	Bank, Tel: 277 0351, Fax: 277 0354 • Bank	of	Palestine	
Ltd., Tel: 276 5515/6, Fax: 276 5517 • Palestine	Investment	Bank, Tel: 277 0888, Fax: 277 0889 

Hebron	(02) Al-Ahli	Bank, Tel: 222 4801/2/3/4 • Arab	Bank, Tel: 222 6410, Fax: 222 6418 • Bank	of	
Palestine	Ltd., Tel: 225 0001/2/3 • Cairo-Amman	Bank, (Wadi Al-Tuffah) Tel: 222 5353/4/5 • Cairo-Amman	
Bank, (Al-Balad) Tel: 222 9803/4 • Cairo-Amman	Bank,	(The	Islamic	Branch) Tel: 222 7877 • Islamic	
Arab	Bank, Tel: 2254156/7 • Islamic	Bank, Tel: 222 6768 • Jordan	Bank, Tel: 222 4351/2/3/4 • Palestine	
Investment	Bank, Tel: 225 2701/2/3/4 • The	Housing	Bank, Tel: 225 0055 
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Arts	and	Culture: Ashtar	Theater www.ashtar-theatre.org, Al	Kasaba	Theatre	and	Cinematheque 
www.alkasaba.org, Al-Ma’mal	Foundation	for	Contemporary	Art www.almamalfoundation.org, Al	Mathaf 
www.almathaf.ps, ArtSchool	Palestine www.artschoolpalestine.com, Baha	Boukhari www.baha-cartoon.net, 
Family	Net www.palestine-family.net, Khalil	Sakakini	Cultural	Center (Ramallah) www.sakakini.org, Paltel	
Virtual	Gallery	(Birzeit University) www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu, Rim	Banna www.rimbanna.com, RIWAQ:	
Centre	for	Architectural	Conservation www.riwaq.org, Sunbula	(fair	trade/crafts) www.sunbula.org, The	
International	Center	of	Bethlehem	(Dar	Annadwa) www.annadwa.org, The	Popular	Arts	Centre www.
popularartcentre.org, Shammout.com www.shammout.com, Sumud www.sumud.net, Pal	es	tinian	Pottery 
www.pal es tinianpottery.com, A.M.	Qattan	Foundation www.qattanfoundation.org, The	Musical	 Intifada 
www.docjazz.com, El-funoun www.el-funoun.org, Sabreen	Association	for	Artistic	Development www.
sabreen.org, The	Virtual	Gallery www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu, Al	Rowwad	Theatre	Centre www.alrowwad.
virtualactivism.net 
Business	and	Economy: Arab	Pal	es	tinian	In	vestment	Com	pany www.apic-pal.com, Hebron	Store 
www.hebron-store.com, Jawwal www.jawwal.ps, Massar www.massar.com, The	Palestinian	Economic	
Council	for	De	vel	opment	and	Re	con	struction	(PECDAR) www.pecdar.org, Pal	es	tinian	Securities	
Ex	change,	Ltd. www.p-s-e.com, Pal	es	tine	Development	and	In	vestment	Ltd.	(PADICO) www.padico.
com, Paltel	Group. www.paltelgroup.ps, Tatweer	Information	Technology	&	Business	Solutions www.
progress.ps, Wataniya	Palestine www.wataniya-palestine.com 
Directories,	ISPs	and	Por	tals: Jaffa	Net www.weino.com, Hadara www.hadara.ps, Al-Quds	Network 
www.alqudsnet.com, Palseek www.palseek.com, Paleye www.paleye.com, Al	Buraq www.alburaq.net, The	
Palestinian	NGO	Portal www.masader.ps 
Government: PLO	Negotiations	Affairs	Department	(NAD) www.nad-plo.org, PNA www.pna.gov.ps, 
Ministry	of	Higher	Edu	cation www.mohe.gov.ps, Min	is	try	of	In	dus	try www.industry.gov.ps, Ministry	of	
Education www.moe.gov.ps, Min	is	try	of	Health www.moh.gov.ps, Government	Computer	Center www.
gcc.gov.ps, Orient	House www.orienthouse.org 
Health	and	Mental	Health: Augusta	Victoria	Hospital www.avh.org, Gaza	Community	Mental	Health	
Programme www.gcmhp.net, Ministry	of	Health www.moh.gov.ps, Palestinian	Counseling	Center www.
pcc-jer.org, Red	Crescent	Society www.palestinercs.org, Spafford	Children's	Clinic www.spafford-jerusalem.
org, UNFPA www.unfpa.ps, Union	of	Palestinian	Medical	Relief	Committees www.upmrc.org, Bethlehem	
Arab	Society	for	Rehabilitation www.basr.org, Palestine	Medical	Council www.pmc.ps
Human	Rights	Organisations: Al	Haq www.alhaq.org, Defence	for	Children	International	Palestine	
Section www.dci-pal.org, LAW	-	The	Pal	es	tinian	Society	for	the	Pro	tection	of	Human	Rights	and	the	
Environment www.lawsociety.org, The	Palestinian	Centre	for	Human	Rights www.pchrgaza.org, BADIL 
www.badil.org, Women’s	Affairs	Technical	Committee	(WATC) www.pal-watc.org; www.pcc-jer.org
Research	and	News: Applied	Research	 Institute	 -	 Jerusalem www.arij.org, JMCC www.jmcc.org, 
PASSIA www.passia.org, MIFTAH www.miftah.org, AMIN www.amin.org, Al	Quds www.alquds.com, Al	
Ayyam www.al-ayyam.com, WAFA www.wafa.pna.net, Al-Hayyat	Al-Jadedah www.alhayat-j.com, Palestine	
Wildlife	Society www.wildlife-pal.org, 93.6	RAM	FM www.ramfm.net, Ramallah	on	line www.ramallahonline.
com, Ramattan	Studios www.ramattan.com, Palestine	Family	Net www.palestine-family.net, Palestine	
Mapping	Centre www.palmap.org, The	Palestine	Monitor www.palestinemonitor.org, The	Palestinian	
Center	for	Rapprochement	between	People www.imemc.org, OCHA-	The	United	Nations	Office	
for	the	Coordination	of	Humanitarian	Affairs www.ochaopt.org, Englishpal	www.englishpal.ps, Ma'an	
News	Agency	www.maannews.net/en
Tourism: Ministry	of	Tourism	www.visit-palestine.com, Arab	Hotel	Association www.palestinehotels.com, 
Arab	Travel	Association www.visit-holyland.com
Travel	Agencies: Al	ter	native	Tourism	Group www.patg.org, Atlas	Aviation www.atlasavia.com, Awad	
Tourist	Agency www.awad-tours.com, Aweidah	Tours www.aweidah.com, Blessed	Land	Travel www.
blessedland.com, Crown	Tours www.crown-tours.com, Daher	Travel	www.dahertravel.com, Guiding	Star 
www.guidingstarltd.com, Halabi	Tours	and	Travel	Co. www.halabitours.ps, Jiro	Tours www.jirotours.com, Mt.	
of	Olives	Tours www.olivetours.com, Pioneer	Links www.pioneer-links.com, Raha	Tours www.rahatravel.
com, Ramallah	Travel	Agency www.kaoud.org, United	Travel www.unitedtravelltd.com, Universal	Tourist	
Agency	www.universal-jer.com
Universities: Birzeit	University www.birzeit.edu, An-Najjah	University www.najah.edu, Al-Quds	
University www.alquds.edu, Al-Azhar	University (Gaza) www.alazhar-gaza.edu, Arab	American	University 
www.aauj.edu, Bethlehem	University www.bethlehem.edu, Hebron	University www.hebron.edu, The	
Islamic	University (Gaza) www.iugaza.edu, Palestine	Polytechnic www.ppi.edu

As Palestine continues its struggle for independence, it has already begun to acquire sovereign cyberspace recognition. 
A difficult three-year international debate resulted in the “Occupied Palestinian Territory” being officially assigned the 
two-letter suffix, “.ps,” in the ISO 3166-1 list for the representation of names of countries or territories. The successful 
struggle to attain country code 970 led the way for the Internet Corporation for Associated Names and Numbers 
(ICANN), the international corporation that manages the country code Top-Level Domain (ccTLD) system on the 
Internet, on 22 March 2000, to assign Palestine its unique country identifier, “.ps,” in line with other sovereign nations 
such as .fr for France and .ca for Canada.
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Lake Tiberias 
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The	Last	Word

Sani P. Meo

Giving Priority to Education

The bad news is that we dated the last issue of This Week in Palestine 
“January 2009,” and that what seems like half the people in town, and beyond, 
have called or e-mailed us to point out our mistake. The good news is that 
half the people in town, and beyond, have called us! We apologise for taking 
a while to move on to 2010, but as a matter of fact, we have.

Early in January, I got an e-mail from the office of Her Majesty, Queen 
Rania of Jordan, informing me that since the Queen is very interested in the 
field of education in Palestine, she would like to contribute an article to the 
February issue. My immediate reaction to the e-mail, of course, was one of 
excitement about the fact that someone of her stature would write an article 
in our little magazine. “This would be good for our publication,” I thought to 
myself. My second thought, however, was; “Oh God, how can I convey to her 
that it is standard procedure for us to send all our material to a professional 
editor? Wouldn’t she be insulted?” As it turned out, the Queen of the Royal 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan graciously respected our procedures, and her 
article was sent to our editor – please read “Education: the Unifier, the Healer” 
on page four. It is impeccably written; not that I expected anything less. We 
are thankful for this contribution and for its powerful content.

We are equally thankful to all the other authors who have sent in quality 
articles this month. In my opinion, our editorial content has dealt brilliantly 
with the monthly theme of education and has clearly done justice to the topic. 
In fact, as I reviewed the articles that came in, I couldn’t but wonder, “Where 
have we gone wrong if we have such good thinkers?” Food for thought!

As Dr. Rabadi points out in his article, I too believe that education is our 
last frontier of sumud (steadfastness). Plenty needs to be done, though, both 
– as Marwan Tarazi puts it – in terms of hardware, and more importantly, in 
terms of software. Education should remain/be Palestine’s highest priority. 
We simply have no future without it. With our concerted efforts and with the 
genuine help of our extended family and friends, I have no doubt that we 
will prevail. Blaming the occupation for all our woes and failures simply does 
not wash anymore. We are the ones in control of our destiny. Furthermore, 
the responsibility that weighs on those in charge of educating our children is 
immense. Their failure would be a mortal sin, rendering them accountable 
not only to all of us, but to history too.

It would not be proper if I sign off without thanking the outgoing advisory 
board members who, throughout the past year, have helped to improve 
and promote This Week in Palestine. Our team is very grateful. I am also 
very happy to introduce our new advisory board members for 2010, all of 
whom have made a valuable contribution to our society. In alphabetical 
order by family name, they are Prof. Marwan Awartani (Arab Foundations 
Forum), Samah Qumsieh Awad (Arab Hotel Association), Jamal Haddad 
(Palestine Investment Fund), Simon Kouba (Simon Kouba Consultants), 
Mahdi Al Masri (Al Ayyam Newspaper) and Rana Nashashibi (Palestinian 
Counseling Center). I thank them for accepting this extra responsibility and 
wish them success.




